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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
3

___ ___ __ __________x
4 .

In the Matter of: :
5 .

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY : Docket No. 50-322-OL-30 6 .
.

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, : (Emergency Planning)
7 Unit 1) :

:
8 ---- - ---- ---------X

9 Court of Claims
State of New York

10 State Office Building
Room 3B46

11 Veterans Memorial Highway
Hauppauge, New York 11787

Friday, 13 June 1984

The hearing in the above-entitled matter resumed~-

14

at 9:00 a.m., pursuant to .ecess,

BEFORE:
16

JAMES A. LAURENSON, ESO., Chairman
I Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NI Washington, D. C. 20555

,

UI DR. JERRY KLINE, Member
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

20 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

DR. FREDERICK SHON, Member
22 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
23 Washington, D. C. 20555

24
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1 (9:12 a.m.)

/ 21 P -R-O -C-E -E -D -I -N -G -S

3- JUDGE LAURENSON: Lets go on the record. Before

'4 the start of this morning's hearing, we had an off the record

5 discussion of certain procedural matters and disputes concern-

6 -ing scheduling of'the FEMA testimony, depositions, and we have

7 directed the counsel for FEMA and the County to confer and
.

8 determine what matters are still in dispute so that those

9 matters can be presented to us before the close of business

10 today.

11 We also off the record received a revised estimate

12 from LILCO concerning their cross examination of the FEMA

- /~~'N 13 panel of witnesses, and that is that they itad yesterday()-
14 indicated that it would take an hour and a half, and today

15 they have'now indicated it would take approximately one half

I6 hour.

17 As we indicated off the record, even prior to

18 ~ that time the Board had discussed the question of the County' s

19 questioning of this panel and the limitation we had'placed

20 on it on Tuesday, and we had indicated at that time that
6

21 the Board found in light of the County's representation that

22 they did have additional questions to ask of these witnesses

23 that they should be given all of the remaining time this

24 morning after we complete the oral argument on the twofs.,

.| \--
i. '~') .,

25 Motions, and we will proceed accordingly on that basis,
,

|
I

|

I.

. . . .

-_ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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1 and depending on how long the other questioning of the FEMA
, ~s

'y) , witnesses take, we will consider other revisions to this/ 2

3 schedule at that time.
4 So, at the present time we are ready to hear
5

~

the oral argument on the two LILCO Motions that we have
6 before us, and let me ask the parties, do you want to argue
7 these two together, or do you want to separate them?

'8 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I think a

9 combination. 'I think some points go to both Motions, and
to for the sake of efficiency I will try to handle it that
11 way. There are some few different points between the two
12 - M5tions.

73 ' 13 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let's try to combine the two
'''

14 arguments, then.

15 - MR. MILLER : I intended to make my arguments at
16 the same time, but there will be some distinctions.

' 17 JUDGE LAURENSON: Fine, let's do that, and we

18 will start with the County.
19 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I will begin by
20 stating that the first point of our response to these Motions
21. by LILCO goes to both the Motion on Centention 85 and the
22 Motion regarding Contention 88, and that is that the County,

'

M as we have stated before, is prejudiced by having to proceed
24 orally at this time in response to LILCO's Motions in light

. 25 of the fact we have not had any opportunity to review
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1 Revision 4, which of course, from reading the Motions
'

; 2 constitutes the underlying basis for LILCO's Motions.
_/

3 It is interesting to the County, Judge Laurenson,
4 that PEMA as of yesterday in written documents provided

5 to the Board and-the parties, indicates that it needs until
.

6 November 15th of this year to complete a review of Revision 4

7' of the LILCO Plan, and yet when the County has asked for some

8 time to review Revision 4, it has been provided not a single

9 day.

10 So, we are proceeding here in a vacuum, and I

11 will proceed in that context.

12 With respect first to LILCO's Motion to admit

4m 13 ' supplemental testimony on Contention 85, as the Board has
i [
~'

14 made clear in the past, Judge Laurenson, the admission of

15 supplemental testimony must meet a higher standard than is

16 required 'for1 initial testimony.

17 The Board's standard I think initially was set

18 forth in its Order of February 28, 1984, and the -- in

19 response _ to the County's Motion to file rebuttal testimony

20 by Doctors Cole and Tyree. That standard, as set forth

21 by the Board, is that supplemental testimony, and for that

n matter rebuttal testimony must be relevant to an important

23 point in the direct testimony; two, that such testimony

24 must re relevant to an issue of decisional importance in
ry
( )
\,_/ - M- the proceeding; three, that such testimony must not be
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1 cumulative with other testimony in the record, and; four,

[ ) 2 that such testimony must be incapable of having been filedv
3 in a more timely fashion.

4 With respect to LILCO's Motion regarding

5 ' Contention 85, LILCO has failed to meet either the first

6 or the last criterion.

7 Reading the Motion, Judge Laurenson, it is

8 clear.that LILCO's proffered supplemental testimony does

9 not, is not relevant to an important point in the direct

to testimony filed eari.ier by LILCO on March 21st of this

11 year.

12 In fact, the supplemental testimony is not

(~~T '13 relevant to any point in the direct testimony filed by

(vl
14 LILCO. If you look at the Motion -- the two page Motion,

15 Judge Laurenson, it states very clearly on page 2 that this

16 - testimony is directly relevant and material to the central

17 issue of Contention 85. It also states that the testimony

18 .is limited to a discussion of an issue previously raised

19 in the FEMA RAC report and Mr. Minor's testimony: Mr. Minor

N ,being a consultant on behalf of Suffolk County.

21 The testimony, in short, responds to previous

Z2 tastimony_ filed by the County, and it responds to the FEMA

.n RAC review findings, but it does not raise any point that

- 24 was raised in LILCO's initial direct testimony.

- I: M It, therefore, does not meet the first standard.

|

. _ - - .. - - - - - . , - - - . _ - -. - - - _ - -
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{
,

1 With respect to timeliness and the incapability I

? ~5 !
- j-sjf

.

2 of the testimony to- have been filed earlier, Judge Laurenson
f

~

f

3 a brief historical review of this issue demonstrates that !

,i
'

4- . this testimony is untimely. |
t

5 .LILCO's testimony on Contention 85, and the !,

i
'

6 County's testimony on Contention 85 were filed on March 21st

7= of this year. The FEMA Report to which LILCO's supplemental

;- .8 . testimony attempts to respond was filed -- officially filed

9 on March 15,^1984.

End 1 10
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LILCO met with the RAC Committee on May lith of# 2- 1-S ueT i

) 2- 1984 to present its response to the RAC review findings,

3 including a response to the issues raised in Contention 85.

4 Judge Laurenson, this testimony was served on the County,

received by the County, on July 5th of 1984.5

For that matter, it's clear that this testimony6

could have been filed earlier. The testimony is very late.
~

7

It has been filed at the Eleventh Hour; it has been filed
8

with prejudice to the County in terms of going forward, and; 9

10'
it has not met the Board's standard for filing the testi-

11 mony in a timely fashion. The testimony is clearly based
-

.12 on revisions made by LILCO to its plan. Those revisions

']- 13
: constitute Revision 4, which were also filed just a week

\j

14 ago.

15 We would request, Judge Laurenson, that the

Board inquire of LILCO when Revision 4 was first drafted16

17 and prepared, specifically when OPIP 3.10.2, the basis for

this motion on Contention 85, was prepared and drafted by
18

ig LILCO. It would appear to the County that this testimony

could have been filed earlier, clearly could have been^

20.!.

21
filed earlier, because of the RAC report having been releas-

ed months ago and because of the County's testimony having22

been filed months ago, and also it would appear to the~

23

County that this testimony could have been filed earlier- 24

i/ because Revision 4 could indeed have been filed earlier.'~'

~25

I'
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!#2-2-Suet 1 I would just note that the pages in Revision 4,

i 11 2 unlike'pages to previous revisions of LILCO's plan, are
/>

N -

3. not dated in this case.
s

4 I guess one of my last points, Judge Laurenson,-

' >
.

,

5' re,garding Contention 85 is that this testimony does not

6 constitute-supplemental testimony. If anything, it's re-

7 'buttal testimquy to the testimony of Mr. Minor. And that

8 is made clear again by the reference on Page 2 of LILCO's

.'g- .mo' tion"where it says that this testimony is. limited to a

mq discussi~on of the issues raised in the RAC report and Mr.
x >s A i

Mi.nor ' d. testimony,,11'
. ,

12 Therefore, the County considers this motion to
,

,
.

.

E";[~] 13 also be; premature, to be prejudicial to the County. The

.ir V(9 f;._
,

~

14 County 'now faces the prospect of having to litigate a new.;\ .; -

. 3s -
( q

..

fp ' ,q ;15: procedure,7 Procedure 3.10,2, and then having to put on
.. .

f | 18 ' direct testimony which has been prepared on the basis of
, , / 9

R
.

"4
. ~ti - ~information contained in Revision 3._.

,,

'

18 - Iflthe testimony is admitted by the Board, Judge
o

k fl 19 Laurenson, the Courty must.be given an equal right to sub-
6,

S
,

+k 20 mit new testimony-if necescary. And in the County's view,
,

21 the introduction by LILCO of a new Revision 4 procedure, in,s,
w 3

,, and of itself constitutes new testimony which the County22
# t '_,

m must be given a right to respond to, including the right to
T .

'
s

'^'
- 24 revise Contenkion 85 if necessary, and including the right

\ ) ~

m to' file new testimony on behalf of the County if that is''

,

=%4 -

E
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#2-3-Suet 1 considered to be necessary by the County's expert witness,
,

I l -2- Mr. Minor.G
3 My points regarding Contention 88 are in some

4 ways very similar. Contention 88 is different obviously

5 because it is a motion to file revised testimony rather than
.6 a motion for supplemental testimony. I will not repeat my

7 arguments, Judge Laurenson, regarding the prejudice to the

8 County in not having an opportunity to review Revision 4

9 and having to respond in a vacuum to this motion.3

10 Again, it would appear to the County that this

11 motion could have been filed much earlier. Again, the

12 points made in the motion indicate that it is being filed

(''] 13 in' response to the RAC report and also to the testimony of
\_)

14 the County, both of which have been filed for months in this

15 case.

16 Although LILCO styled this motion a motion to

17 file revised testimony, it would again appear to the County
18 that this testimony constitutes rebuttal testimony to the

-19 testimony of Mr. Minor. For that reason, Judge Laurenson,

20 'the fourth criterion of the Board's standard regarding time-
21 liness also applies to this motion by LILCO, and the same

'n arguments apply to the County's position regarding that the

23 motion and the revised proffered testimony is untimely and

p_ that if the testimony is admitted the County must be given24

t !
\/ .3 equal footing with LILCO to consider whether it needs to
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#2-4-Suet 1 revise Con'tention 38 and to consider whether it, too, would
1

-2 want to file new testimony before this Board.

3 This testimony offered by LILCO on Contention 88

4 is not~ revised testimony; it's new testimony based on new
'

(

5 evidence with prejudice to the parties.

6 I guess I would end, Judge Laurenson, by posing

7 a rhetorical question, and that is does LILCO intend to

file new Uestimony on all the issues that are affected by8

9 Revision 4 to its plan?

10 JUDGE LAURENSON.- Before we turn the microphone

11 over to Mrs Zahnleuter, let me just inquire what the County

' 12 would have.us do',' for instance, on the 88 testimony? Do

13 you prefer that we should litigate the testiniony that is

14 already on file, on a revision of the plan, Number 3,

15 that has been abandoned?

16 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, the County's

17 position 4 think has been consistent in this matter. We

18 don't prefer t'o litigata old matters or matters which

19 according to LILCO have been made moot by a revision to its

20 plan.

21
-

.But we need ec2 . & ing. And we need time to

22 look over Revisit:,n 4 and tv file -- to determine first,

23 ... whether we need a revise our contentions. Maybe withdraw
! _

24 our contentions, 1 d'on't know. But to determine whether

O
25 we need to do anything with respect to the pending contention'

s
I

.-

11

hjf$Yt ?
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'& 2- 5-S ueT. -

and to determine whether we, too, would need to revise or-1
j3

( J- -2 modify our testimony pending before the Board.
> ~ ./

3 I can state to the Board, I represent to the

4 Board, I did this I think on Tuesday, that there are not

5 attorneys.available in our office that know anything about

61 the Shoreham matter available to conduct such a review of

7 Revision 4 at the present time. I have been authorized by

8 Mr.-iBrown, Mr. Lanpher of my office, who are the managers of-

.

9 'this case, t.o state that if the Board does not accept my

10 word for this as an. officer of the court, that they would

-11 be glad to take the flight up-here, swear under oath that

.12 there are~not attorneys available.

f''j' So, we have an attorney problem with our time.'13
~\ /
m-

14 There aren't attorneys available. And, two, we have a

.15 - problem with our expert witness, Mr. Minor. Mr. Minor is

16 very much involved right now, and has been, with the low
_.

17 - power. issues before another Board in this case.- That

~

testimony on low power I believe is due to be filed on18

19 Monday, July 16th. Low power issues go to trial on July

a 30th.

21 Mr. Minor can only do one thing at a time,
.,

Zt although he has lately been trying to do two things at one

n time. We have problems with our resources and whether we

24 . can respond and decide whether we need to make changes and,x
"i Y

\ t-
'" g revisions'to this material submitted by LILCO.

.
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t &2-6-Suet The parties aren't on equal footing merely
1

because it's obvious that LILCO and its attorneys have
2

known about matters regarding Revision 4 for a much longer
3

time than the other parties who received this material a
4 ,

week ago. Well, July 5th.
5

We don't wish to litigate stale matters, but we
6

wish to litigate on an equal footing.
7

JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. Zahnleuter.
8

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The State concurs with suffolk
9

County's position, especially as it pertains to the untimely
10

nature of LILCO's motions.11

12 It appears from the face of LILCO's motions

that LILCO took the months of April, May and June to con-
13

template preparation of this testimony and to actually14

15 prepare it. And now LILCO is asking the other parties to

16 study it and cross-examine on it within a matter of a week

or two weeks.17

I think that is disproportionate and unfair.18

JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. Bordenick.
19

MR. BORDENICK: The Staff has no objection to20

either motion.21

JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. We will consider22

23 the LILCO motions and the arguments made here today, and

we will have a decision on these two motions before the end24

25 of the day.
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4

4

I' 5#2-7-Suet 1 MR. .IRWIN: Judge Laurenson, could I address '

'2. briefly a couple of points that fir. fiiller made with re-
'

k.

3 'spect to notice to.the County? If the Board thinks it has !
!

4. ~ adequate information, I am not going to insist on it. f
4 i
s :

-5 (The Board members are conferring.) :
4

4. - I

end #2' I6-J
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The Board believes that the11 ' JUDGE'LAURENSON:x;
"Q; .
j

3; b 2 -matter-of' timeliness of the motion is one that was
S' ;

3 - addressed by ~ LILCO in its original motion and that there
'

- 4| hasn't-been anything presented in the argument here which

3 '5' -would: create an except' ion to our prior rule that replies
J6 to? motions are not. generally _ permitted. So'LILCO's

,

7 - request;|-is ' denied .
,

8
. 'I.believe'we are; ready to resume with the

- 8.
,

panel ~of FEMA' witnesses. And'again, just to reiterate

I the Board's| prior determination that as of right now,

'11" we are extending'the time available to the county to cross-

9 M examine this1 panel of' witnesses until. completion.of this

~ 13' ./}
'

. morning's session.

V
I4 .MR. BORDENICK: Judge-Laurenson, I don't

.

15 know where Mr.. Glass went,.and I will go try to find him..

_ |16 ' (Pause.)~

17 ~ JUDGE LAURENSON: .Mr. McMurray?
,

18 . hereupon,-W

'I'
_ . .

THOMAS E. BALDWIN

20 JOSEPH H. KELLER.

21 - ROGER B. KOWIESKI
.

22 and

N'
PHILIP H. MC INTIRE

24
resumed the stand and, having been previously duly sworn,,

:.
.

' ' -3 were examined and testified further as follows:

,

''e.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION

( 'j - ~2 BY f1R. MC MURRAY:
%);

m3 Q . Gentlemen, I just want to go back to contention 66
4 Jfor a second.

i
- 5' I believe-you stated' yesterday that you were

'6 awarefof some figures in the LILCO plan from which you
7

could ddtermine the number of vehicles which would be on
8: the road during an evacuation of the ten-mile EPZ and
9 .also be'able to'perhaps figure out the vehicle miles

10 Ltraveled.

11 ' Do.you recall.that yesterday?
E" 12 A -(Witness Baldwin) I recall a discussion of

- - I3 population. I don't recall the discussion about,

V- ' 14 --vehicles.
1

- 16'
A- (Witness McIntire) What-I recall is, I believe

s

16
testified ^to the fact-that it was my understanding thatI,

'-
- 17 .there are several studies available dealing with.the
18

subject of : evacuation,- number' of vehicles, average miles
18 -g per-hour, those types.of things.

- #'

Q Mr. Baldwin, let's back up a bit then.

21 - You are aware of figures in the plan which
22

would l'et you know how many people would be involved in the,

23 evacuation of a ten-mile EPZ, correct?,

py

A (Witness Baldwin) Yes, that is correct.fR
's -]- 26\

-Q. .You are not aware of figures in the plan that
.

4

..L ... E..
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-

1- would let you ~know how many vehicles would be involved in -
,%.

2' such an evacuation?

3~ A- Okay. .I am aware of that data, too. Before

4 --
-

we were talking about our discussion yesterday, but what

- 5
y _ youlare asking me, is there data about the number ofs,

6 . vehicles,_and, . yes, it is in Appendix A on each of the

:7 : descriptions for each zone. There is population, 1980 and

-8: 1985, - and there is also data about the number of vehicles.

* '

9~ Q I-take it from our discussion yesterday that you
10 Ldid not take that data into account in determining that

'

s

' '11" the provision in_the plan to use tow trucks to remove-

12 obstacles from the road was adequate?

([' . 13 A That is' correct.
A /

14 'A (Witness Kowieski) -If I may add, we have not

,15
done any- calculations ~ to determine if number of tow

16 trucks specified in the plan is too many or too little.

17' Q' Let us then turn forward to' contention 67, again.

18 May I please have a description, a brief description,
-I8

, 'from the panel of its understanding of LILCO's bus
#

transportation scheme-for the transit-dependent population?

21 A- (Witness Baldwin) The procedures call for drivers
_

"- being notified and going to the staging areas, receiving
I

Linstructions, dosimetry, and cards for their dosimeters,

24
and then receiving directions or being dispatched to a buse-

5'-) 25 vehicle pick-up point, which it indicates are garages, and
.

.
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T'7: 1 to pick.up a bus and then drive to the transfer points._

m
:J b 2=
1\ j And then the transfer point coordinator at

..

3- that point would dispatch the bus to run a particular
4- route. The busses would run those various routes and
5 ^ bring the passengers back to the transfer point.

_

- 6. They would disembark at that point and'get
71 on transfer point busses which would then take them to

y

. - 8 a relocation center.

[ 9 - And that.is a description of the transportationL

-

10 arrangements for transit-dependent general population.
11

Q What were the comments regarding this
:12- particular bus scheme by the RAC members?

4

9v .13 (Pause.)et )-
< Q,1

,14
Gentlemen,.yo'u seem to be looking through

16 - documents.,

:16 ~ Does anybody recall what the comments were of
~

-17 the meinbers' of the RAC?
- 18

A (Witness' Keller). We first have to establish
18 ' 'which ofLthe'. criteria elements -- excuse me,
8e MR. GLASS: When.you say " comments," are'you
21 -

referring to: the final. -- in the final IU\C report? Is

!" that correct?.

U
, MR. MC MURRAY: No. I am talking about the

24 '
3 , comment's that were-submitted by individual RAC members and/ 7
'w)' . 26 .-

. the. discussion'of'those comments before the finding was

,

........\....
. - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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. 'l " finally made.
ry. ,

,I )' 2- MR. GLASS: 'At~this point, Judge Laurenson,sw

JP 3~ .I; wonder about the relevancy. What we are talking about

L4' right now is the FEMA testimony, the final ratings.

5J There has been-testimony before that there has been full
~

~

'

6 -consensus'by the RAC members in the final ratings, and

.7 I wonder what- the relevance of prior comments is to

# 8 this particular hearing.

'8 It may'be appropriate for discovery, but I

Ib
,

don't know where it. helps the Hearing Board.

.- 11 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think the county should be

12 allowed a reasonable opportunity.to probe this.

!b|; 13 - The objection .is -overruled.
\_ I '

. 14 WITNESS._KELLER: To finish my answer that I
.

. 15 - started, we'first have to establish which criteria element
!

-is the correct one which goes to the basis of your question. |
16

17
We can then, from that, go back and tr'y to

18 find ' out --- the documents we were looking at, both of

18 -us,.wewe 0654, to establish the criteria element designation. i

"

(Witnesses conferring. )

21 - WITNESS KOWIESKI: NUREG element that deals with

22 relocat' ion is J.10.G, entitled, Means of Relocation.

In our review comments, we stated -- our

24

g-A) . evaluation in the RAC review on page 36, RAC members,
3

N._/ 26 some of the RAC members, at least two, were concerned about*

_ _ . . .
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1 commitment of resources; specifically two RAC members ,
-

,) 2 expressed concern about that LILCO provided only letters

3 of intent.

4 Q Were there any other comments or concerns

5 regarding this scheme?

6 A To the best of my recollection, there were
,

7 no other concerns expressed by the RAC members.

8 Q Were there any comments at all?

9 A The comments were that this element, three RAC

10 members felt that LILCO transition plan meets NUREG

END 3 11 standards.

12

["') 13,

|
x_.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24, -q
i ,

-'

.
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I Q And the others were just concerned about the,

(-
k,,f' 2. f etters of intent, and nothing else?l

4

3 JE That.is correct.

4 -Q Mr. Baldwin, what was looked at in determining

5 whether or not the bus transportation scheme was, in fact,

6 -adequate and 'I -- let's not go over the issue of letters

7 of intent,-okay? Let's talk about the mechanism. The

8 actual working of the bus - transportation scheme.
~

9 A (Witness Baldwin) What was looked at there

10 was whether the. provisions for relocation were stipulated

11 in the Plan, and those provisions were there.

12 - |A (Witness Kowieski) Also, when we evaluated

1 [. s): 13 ' the scheme as such, the thought process that went into iti

(./,

14 made sense. So we evaluated it -- there was command and

15 control, there was good coordination. We felt that in .

-16 our opinion this should work. If it will work, it will

17 be determined during the exercise.

18 'In other words, the concept, what we saw in

18 the past during the previous exercises for other nuclear

20 sites, it is not exactly the same. You have different

21 conditions. liowever, whatever we saw, whatever we read

22 in the Plan made sense to us, and in our opinion it should

23 -work. 'If it will work, the exercise will tell.

24- gs Q Let me -- are you talking about your thought
( )~n< 2 processes, or are you speaking for other members of the RAC,
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,

1 Mr. Kowieski.
ib ':

- t F
1, _,/ 2 A .It is my thought process. Again, I can only

-3 anticipate .it went to the other RAC members though process,

4 because other RAC members were with me during the previous
(

-5- exercises, so we observed the same sites, same situations.
,

6 So, I will say they used the same expertise,

-

7 .similar experiences that I had during the previous
<

8 exercises. "

?

'9 Q~ Well, let's go to the January 20th meeting. f
'

10 Was there a detailed discussion about the scheme, where :
?
.

- - 'll you said: This part makes sense; or this part makes sense, [
i

-
'

12 or are you just talking about what you thought? I
t

(''y 13 A When I opened the meeting, first of all I
X ,' ;-

14 put together -- we put together the document, what we

15 call the draft document, the working document which was t

16 distributed to the RAC fmembers on January 20th. f
17 I opened the meeting. I explained the ground--

18 rules. I stated that' we are going to review every single-

.,

19 NUREG planning criteria. If people have any concerns and -

20 comments, I asked them to express.their comments, and we

: 21 incorporated .those comments. If.you ask me if we discussed <

.

~M this particular element, yes we did. To what extent, okay,
i

.
M' as I explained, two RAC members expressed concern about |

-

24 letters of intent. ;,,--(
! !

'''
25 0 And that was the extent of the discussion? ;

i

. _ - _ . _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1- Mr. Keller is nodding.his head.

j ). f2 A If you ask me right now have I instant replay
3 of the situation, I don't. If you ask me if there was a

4 discussion, there was a discussion.

'5 Q. But you don't recall the discussion other than

6 that it dealt with letters of intent.

'
7 A (Witness Keller) My recollection is that the

- 8. discussion involved letters of intent, and-therefore, the

9- lack of commitment of resources. And as.Mr. Kowieski said,
,

10 the Plan does contain discussion, does have route maps,

~ 11 et cetera, and therefore~there was no reason for us to believe

~12 there was any~ difficulty in the plan if they could get the

p. 13 buses.
' t. !

'

14 There was another item that was discussed in the
15 RAC review about notification call out lists for the drivers.
16 That was added,.and it is in the testimony.

17 Q- (Witness Baldwin) Yes. As I recall the

18 discussion, it focused on the letters of intent, and that

19 a strategy for relocation was located in the Plan. I should

M say .that the variety of strategies that we see in the Plan

21 review is very wide indeed, and so you have to -- I, personally,

22 take this into consideration in looking at a procedure to see

23 that those various considerations that Mr. Kowieski mentioned

24 are there.
O

'1 \
x_/ 2 Command and control decision-making procedures.
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*
1 Drivers. Vehicles. Route maps to follow. And knowledge

e-i
i
\_ J i

2 of those people as to what it is they are to do.

.3f .Those things are set forth'in the Plan and

4 procedures .

5 'O Those things are set forth, but other than

61 reading the words on the page you have not -- on the pages

'7 of the. Plan, you have not done anything to determine whether

8 or.not that scheme will work, correct?

9 A (Witness Kowieski) Again, it is stated for

10 the record, this will be the next step -- next stage. When

11 ;we go to the exercise, prior to the exercise we will spend

: 12 - grest deal of time developing exercise objections and

j''( 13 exercise scenario, and we -will go to the -- and when we go
: Q ,)

14 to' the exercise we will' be well prepared to test, and we will
.

15- test, whether the scheme is going to work or not.

. 16 A (Witness McIntire) May I complete an answer,
.

-17 please. Mr. Kowieski has also testified that based on the

18 RAC members and his own personal experience of observing

19 : exercises, that knowledge entered into the discussion of

m this point.-

21 -Q Have you reviewed other plans that have used

n- the transfer point scheme?
*

M. A (Witndss Kowieski) Not in Region II.

.. . 24 - (Witnesses confer)

\ -) ' M No, we did not. To answer your question, if

.
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1 .that exact same scheme was used for other sites that I am
,

(,f -2- responsible for, the answer is, no. There is some

3 modification to the scheme presented in the LILCO Plan,

4 where in one Plan the bus would go around the county

'5 parameter to just pick up passengers on the outer limits

6' of the County.

7-- Q How is that akin to a transfer point?

8 A I am saying it is~ not exactly the same concept.
9 0 So, this is really the RAP's first time being

to confronted with a scheme that involves a transfer point,
11 or multiple trant fer points, correct?

._
12 A At least RAC and FEMA Region II.

['} 13 Q Now you did say yesterday that you went beyond
LJ

14 the bare pages of the Plan by performing a rough calculation

15 to see whether they had the right number of buses, correct?

16 A (Witness Keller) That is correct.

17 0 I believe you said yesterday that you took

18 .the figure in the Plan, I believe, for the number of

19 estimated transit dependent people and divided that by

20 forty, which represents the capacity of the buses and came

21 out with a number that was roughly 333, correct?

22 A We included in this calculation a rough estimate

23 of the number of runs, and I think we used an average of

24 two runs for each bus -- the evacuation buses, not the7,

i 1'' 2 transfer buses. And then we added to that the number of
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1 buses that were used according to the Plan to go from

-j y
( ,) 2 . transfer points to relocation centers, and I believe what

3 we said, I hope what we said, is that we came out close.

4 I don't think we said we came to exactly 333,

5 but the number was in the ball park. It didn't appear to

6 be grossly in error.

7 We made some assumptions in this calculation.

8 We assumed that there were two runs per bus on the evacuation

9 routes, and I don't believe that is an exact representation

H) of what the Plan says, but it is close. We did use the

11 40 passengers. We did not use any capacity figure, and

12 there is, I believe, as I recall, a capacity figure in the

. (] 13 Plan.
, (_/

14 We basically ascertained that their arithmetic
.

l

.15 sas reasonable.

H5 O Well, buy using that figure 40, you are assuming

17 that the buses will be filled to capacity in making the runs

18 -- at the end of a run, correct?

-19 A As we just said -- or as I just said -- we did

20 not, in a rough calculation, we did not use any capacity

21 figure at all. We did assume a forty passenger bus.

22 I would assume that in some cases the buses

23 would be partially, filled, and in some cases they may be

;-( 24 over filled. In an emergency, I would expect that somebody
'

)''

26 mig'it be willing to stand for a reasonable amount of time.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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1 We did not do any of that. I_y3t

1 ,,E 2 'Q You wculd agree with me , wouldn 't you, that if |
:3 the buses were not filled to capacity for what ever '

4 ' reason, that more buses, or more bus runs would be required,
5 correct? '

6 A If the assumptions used in establishing the :

7 number of buses, and the capacity factors which were used
8 in those calculations proved to be in error, for whatever

,

9 ' reasons, it would change the number of buses required or
10 change the number of runs that would be required. And

;

11 that would' impact the evacuation time.
r

.12 - Q. And it would mean that the scheme was flawed,
b

f''} '13 isn;t that correct?
'v'

14 A I don't agree with your word, ' flawed.' It

15 would change the number of buses that would be required,
16 or the number.of runs, and in_ addition, the evacuation time.
17 .Q The evacuation time estimates would, therefore,

,

18 be inaccurate?
..

19 A Evacuation time estimates would therefore be
20 inaccurate, yes. .

.21 Q If the evacuation time estimates are inaccurate,
22 wouldn't that mean that the Plan was deficient with respect

D

23 to the times estimates for transit-dependent population,
,

24.- . because those figures were inaccurate?
/ 25 A No, not in my opinion,

i
t

.

!i
! !

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ - _ - . _ _ _ - _ _ - . - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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1 Q Why?

.;'~h

( ) 2 A Because it is an evacuation time estimate.s

3 If, and I don't believe I have ever seen a representation,

4 that-this is the evacuation time, if that representation were

5 to be made, then I would agree with your premise.

6 That if someone represented that it takes

1 .- 7 exactly -- whatever. Six hours and forty-two minutes, and |

8 if there were an error in their assumption, right, and it

9 actually would take six hours and forty-three minutes,. that

to would be'an error.

11 If I am told that this is an estimate of the

12 evacuation time, six hours and forty minutes, an estimate,

^

13 the estimate is in error but almost every estimate, by the
v

14 nature of an estimate, has some uncertainty in it.
|

15 0 What level of uncertainty do you find adequate?

16 A I know of no criteria which gives us any guidance

17 on estimating acceptable uacertainty.

18 0 Well, at what point do you --

19 A (Witness McIntire) May I add to that answer,

20 please? There is something also that we have to keep in
21 mind when we are doing this, and that is what the history
22 of evacuations have shown in this country. We have had

23 , several well-documented evacuations, particularly from

_
24 hurricanes along the coastal area, where many more people than

\~J - 26 are required for have been successfully evacuated with no

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _
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1 plans for using buses or other facilities.
:/

-

j 2 So, there'is one side that you are bringing out,x_-

3 but there is also another side of what the history of
4 evacuation shows, with the absence of planning. That

5~ many successful evacuations have been carried out.

6 -Q Judge Laurenson, I move to strike that response
7 by Mr. McIntire. We were talking about evacuation time

8 estimates for transit-dependent population, and the level

9 of uncertainty involved in those time estimates. Mr. McIntire

.10 has brought in a completely different situation which is

11- the-history of evacuations without this kind of scheme.

L 12 That is irrelevant.

7'' 13 The LILCO Plan calls for the scheme. We are
L.;

14 talking about the time estimates, and the accuracy of those
15- ' estimates.

'

16 MR. GL ASS : It has a bearing, Your Honor.

17 Mr. McMurray has referred to a hypothetical where he is

18 claiming that a number of buses, or a great number of buses,

19 or maybe even all the buses would not be at capacity. He

20 is' making assumptions based along those lines, and Mr. McIntire

21 is providing additional information that indicates that that

22 may not be the possibility. That probably -- if the buses --

23 or the reasons the buses would not be at capacity is because

24 there we.ld not be a need for the buses to be at the capacity.,,

t i,
'

! ' - ' ' 2- I think it has a bearing on the particular hypothetical that
f

.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . - -
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1- Mr. McMurray has posed.
-

( ,), 2 JUDGE LAURENSON: As I recall, the question was

3 whether or not -- or what level of error was acceptable

4 .or permissible in terms of the confidence in the time evacu.atio)

5 estimates.

6 MR. McMURRAY: That is correct.

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: Pardon me?

8 MR. McMURRAY: That is correct.

9. JUDGE LAURENSON: I think that while Mr. McIntire'g

10- supplementation of the answer does not directly address that

11- question, it does -- it is relevant to the general area

12 inquired into in the fact that he is supplying information

[''')' 13 on the whole nature of estimates.
(<

14 And so for that reason, although I don't find -!

15 ' it to be directly responsive to the question that was

16 . asked,.I think it does provide the relevant- information, and

17 no useful purpose would be accomplished by striking the

18 testimony.

19 The Motion to Strike is denied.

20 BY MR. McMURRAY: (Continuing)

21 Q Let's go back to the level of uncertainty, Mr.

M Keller. You stated that there are no criteria that you

23 know of. Are you talking about just NUREG 0654, or are

24 you talking about in your profession.fs
! 1

~ 25 JL (Witness Kowieski) NUREG element, when we

r

- - _ _ __-_ _ -__.__--__-- - . - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - .
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1 talk about there is no criteria for us, RAC, to evaluate
,

-

[. 2 time estimates provided.in the Plan, we refer to NUREG 0654i-
3 -Planning criteria J.10.L.

'

4 There is no specific requirement that RAC
'5

' members will check the figures, will check the methodology,
'6 or estimates. Historically, it has been done by NRC.
7- We never attempted to in our reviews of other

Plans, we never ' attempted to check the methodology.-si
What

9 NUREG 0654 asked for, the time estimates for evacuation of
10 - various sectors, and distances based on dynamic analysis

~for -the plume exposure pathway, emergency planning zones,
,11

12 will be provided.
.

s. 13 '
We have evaluated and we found the times estimates

0' # ' |14 ~ are provided in the LILCO Transition Plan for various,

15 . conditions, and various populations. You have it for
' 16 - permanent population, transient population, general population

,

17 special. population, and for normal and adverse weather
.

18 conditions.

19 We found this to be adequate.
20 Q Mr. Kowieski, isn 't it true' that NUREG 0654 says

that those time estimates should be conducted according to21

> n Appendix 4 of NUREG 0654?

n A Yes. Appendix 4 of the NUREG is reference.
24 Q And NUREG 0654 does set out certain standards

14 for methodology and the types of things that should be done

_ - - - -
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1 in conducting evacuation time estimates, correct?

}''][ 2 A That is correct. However, it does not providev-

detailed methodology how to calcuate or recheck the time3

4 estimates provided in the Plan.

5 Q Mr. Kowieski, in reviewing the time estimates

in the Plan, and let's stick to the transit-dependent6

.7 population, did you and the RAC measure those time estimates
8 against the requirements of Appendix 4?

9 A Well, for transient population, if I refer you
10 to the page of NUREG 0654, it states in B, transient populatios

11 --

.

12 Q I am sorry. Where are we right now?
--..

. ,r- 13 A On page 4.3. What this particular part deals

'-
14 with, it deals with transient populations. That time

15 estimates would be provided, and for various conditions.
16 For normal or adverse weather conditions.

'End 4. 17

-Sue fois.
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

f^s
1 t' (_) 26
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'5-1-Suet 1 Q Wait a second. We are talking about transit
7

- ! j- 2 population here.

3 A ~(Witness Kowieski) Yes.

4 Q That is tourist volumes and employment data for
5 large factories. That's not transit dependent population,
6 co rect?

.

7 A'
_

I was searching right now -- okay. Unless I

8 misunderstood your question, are we right now switching to,
'

8 and trying to limit our discussion of time estimates, for

10 transit dependent population?

11 Q We are talking about Contention 67 now and time

12 estimates for transit dependent population.

(''}- 13 A And, so what's your question?
LJ

14 0 Well, you referred me.-- I'm asking you whether

15 or not Appendix 4 provides guidance for developing evacua-
16 tion time estimates --

17 A It does.

18 Q -- and whether or not the time estimates in the
18 plan -- I'm sorry, whether or not the RAC review of the time

20 estimates compared the LILCO scheme to the requirements of
21 Appendix 47

22 A Still I don't understand your question. Okay.

23 First of all, the way I understand your question, that if

24 RAC evaluated or measured the plan against the NUREG require-,-s

'/ 26 ment. The answer is yes. If it is, we found it adequate,
;

4
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#5-2-Suet I the answer is yes. If we took into consideration Appendix 4,
7\
i t

f\j 2 the answer is yes.

3 Q How did you take Appendix 4 into account with

4 respect to the transit dependent population?

5 A We used -- if you go to NUREG 0654, J.10.L, it

6 is not specific, does not provide you -- give you a detail

7 with regard to -- for what groups of population time esti-

8 mates should be provided.

8 In_ addition, does not give you a detail as to for

10 what weather conditions time estimates to be provided.

11 Appendix 4 gives you more guidance as to how to

12 break down, how time estimates should be broken down. And-

[} 13 if you go to the RAC review on Page 40 of 60 under Element
%j

14 J.10.L, you can see the RAC specify and acknowledge that

plan, the Table 15, Page Roman Numeral V-8, confirms with15

16 the preferred format for presenting the data and results

17 for the following types of evacuation. And we cite it.

.18 Q You do cite that the format is adequate; I agree

18 with that. Also, under Part 4 of Appendix 4, which begins

20 on Page.4-6 and goes on from there, there is also a section

21 regarding methodology.

22 Did you compare the methodology against these

23 criteria that are laid out in this several pages here going

247"x over to 4-10?
'

!
'''

26 A (Witness Baldwin) Itaving seen the detail of all

.

-
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#5-3-Suet 1 the RAC members comments, I am not aware of any RAC member
,-

2 that actually took-'the' methodology and assumptions that are'

,

3 contained in there apart. We looked -- my understanding of

4- what each RAC member did that commented on this, was to

5 see whether the provisions contained in the plan were as

6 I.had described earlier, and whether or not it met what is

7 described here in the Introduction, it says -- to read again

8 from NUREG, it says: This section of the report, referring

'9 to evacuation time estimates, should make the reader aware

10 of the general location of the nuclear power plant, et cetert ,

11 and generally discuss how the analysis was done. A, site

12 location and emergency planning zone. B, general assumptions .

(n). 13 And, C, methodology.
L/

14 And I call.your attention to C, methodology: A

15 description of the method of analyzing the evacuation time

16 shall be provided.

-17 Q So as long as the description is there, you feel

18 that Appendix 4 is met?

19 A (Witness McIntire) We will gladly stipulate

20 that the RAC members nor FEMA are not transportation ex-

21 ports. That's why we do not present the testimony on the

Zi methodology. That is presented by the NRC.

El And what we do is, we accept those methodologies
:

24g-s$ as being generally valid, and we go through the process

25 which the other people have described in detail to you.

|
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,#5-4-Suet 1 O Isn't it true, Mr. Baldwin, that the real basis
fy
$,,) 2 for the RAC' finding of adequacy on this, with respect to

3 -this particular contention, was the fact that the time

4 estimates were reported in the proper format?

5 A (Witness Baldwin) Well, I think that is probably'

6 a fair characterization. It's important that these evacua-

7 tion time estimates be included, and obviously that their

8 accuracy be ascertained.

9 The evacuation time estimates are in there,

- 10 however, so that these time estimates can be taken into

11 consideration in making protective action recommendations

12 which could include an evacuation. In o'ther words, there,
.

,\
.I |

are no criteria which stipulate that.these times, what the13

v ,

14 parameters of which these' times have to fall into.

15 fir . Keller, I'm sure, can describe this better

16 than I. But the fact is that those time estimates'are

17 there for the ?ecision maker in making a decision as to a-

18 protective action recommendation involving evacuation so

19 that he can take those evacuation time estimates into
.

-

- 20 consideration.

21 Q But that's an important point, !!r. Baldwin. In

M other words, the estimates in the plan are to be used by

23 the decision maker. Therefore, Mr. Keller, isn't it true

7 -q 24 that although they are estimates those estimates should be
( ) .

~'
26 as accurate as possible?

_ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __ ___ _--_ _- __ _
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#5-5-Suet t A (Witness Keller) Absolutely. You should strive

.;b for the highest possible accuracy.2

'3 \ And in this previous discussion on how they

4 could bel in error in a non-conservative way, I believe my

6 recollection is that the plan states that the assumption

2 6 L was made that none of the transit dependent population

7 would obtain rides from their' neighbors with cars. To the

8 extent,that this occurs, that would make the time estimates

,9 in error in the other direction.

10 So, there are potential for compensating dif-

11 ferences in the estimate. Eseryone should strive for the,

12 highest accuracy possible, recognizing they are probably

. 13 not going to be perfect.
;

14 Q And, again my question is, while there are no

15 criteria in NUREG 0654 as a professional, Mr. Keller, at

16 what point -- well, let me ack you this.

17 What level of uncertainty for estimates of these

! kinds -- for these kind is -- what level of uncertainty for, is

19 estimates of this kind are unacceptable?

20 A In the first place, I don't know -- I do not know

21 how to ascertain what the level of uncertainty is. And

22 before I can make a judgment on'what level of uncertainty

23 is acceptable or not acceptabic, I have to have some under-

- - . 24 i standing of the methodology by which I establish that

23 uncertainty.
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;

|

L .#5-6'-Suet 1 If my methodology is only good to a factor of
i t''s

(,f 2 two, let's say, to establish the uncertainty I certainly

3 should not be concerned by a factor of two. If my methodo-

4 logy is good to one half of one percent, that means I can

5 rely on those estimates, the estimation of the uncertainty,

. 6 to a much greater degree.

7' I don't have any knowledge of any of those

8 things, so I can't say what would be acceptable or unac-

|
8 coptable.

10 Q Mr. McIntire, you mentioned that the NRC tradi-
:

| 11 tionally has been the one that looked -- that has looked at

| 12 the methodology of the time estimates, correct?

() 13 A (Witness McIntire) Correct.'

v
f 14 0 Is it your understanding that the !!RC has looked
f

15 at the methodology behind the bus transportation scheme and

to the assumptions on which it is based?

>
; 17

j
. We are not sure of that. We know that there haveA

E 18 been, I believe it's two studies, done on evacuation time
;

18 estimates for around the Shoreham plant. So, at this point

20 in time, without new information being presented to us,
i.

{ 21 ~ and I will stress the fact if new information regarding the

22
L evacuation time estimates is made available to the RAC they
!

23
. will do their best in analyzing that to sco what impact

- 24g s( either way on evacuation time estimates this would have.

'\'')<

26 In the meantime, we are going to continue to

,

l .

L
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>#5-7 Suet ~ 1 stick wiEh the evacuation time estimates that we have in !2
'

~x ,.

\

reviewingti$cplan.ij 2g ,

t

.3 . take~it your answer in that you do not know1 - O LI.

- e

' $ 4 ;whether the NRC has reviewed the time estimates, and I'm |,

.

5 . talking abouO specifically'for the transit dependent popula-
t

6 tion?
>

7- A. At this time, no,

Si Qt If such a review were not conducted, would you
;

9 have confidence in the. accuracy of the time estimates for
,

-

:,,

10 the transit dep'endent population?

11 - g; yg the time estimate were not done by NRC or

12 not done by anyone? Is that your question?

/ ) IE. Q If the time' estimate was not evaluated by the I
/~

\_J- _j '

li NRC 'for' 'the transit dependent population, would you have

p f15 , . confidence .'in it?
'

'16 A. I think we would continu; on the present process,.

- : . , ,

I7' bEcause we would probably conclude that there was no need

18 to..do one in the judgment of NRC. '

I8 Q You have not asked the NRC to-look into whether ,

20 hor not the-b'us transportation scheme and the time estimates

21 , -

- . associated with it are, in fact, accurate? *

22 ~ A) Not specifically. But I will point out that
'

NRC is'a member of the RAC, and theyido have the opportunity ,

.

as Mr. Kowieski has testified, to comment on every element !24 lE e'N >-l 1
"V.

#. in-NURE,G 0654. So, we draw the conclusion that if they do
. ,

1

G

e

- m

. _ _ , - .-_-_ . _ . -. _ , _ _
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'#5-8-Suet- 1 .not provide us any information on this aspect of the plan,'

. ,m.
-

2 then the NRC seems to be satisfied with it.

3 Q You draw the assumption that they have reviewed

4
'

the time estimates and just have no concern?

5 - A I don't draw that assumption. I draw the
.

-6 assumption that'they have not commented on it or requested

7 that we pursue something, that they don't have major con-

8 .cerns with it.

8
Q- Because you assume they have reviewed it?

10
A. They have had the opportunity to review it.,

11 g. Is there any doubt in your mind whether or not

12 they have reviewed the time estimates for buses?
Iyx

-13( ). .A I personally don't know whether the NRC repre-
. . -

.

1d sentative'.did-review it or not.

-15 Q Mr. Kowieski, how many transfer points are in-

16 ;
volved in the bus transportation scheme?

' 17
A' (Witness Kowieski) If you allow me, okay, let

18 .me refresh my memory on that..

19 ' (The . witness is looking at a document. ),

"
According to my records, the number of transfer

,21
points, eleven.- And you can find in OPIP 3.6.4, Attachment,

22 4, Page 3 of 4.-

23
Q Are you aware that a number of the transfer points

24[~g . in Revision 3 have been changed?
1 !

26 ' A I am not aware of this fact.
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#5-9-Suet 1 (Witness Keller) A clarification. Are you

(~') 2 saying that Revision 3 does not have eleven transfer pointsL ,/

3 in it?

4 0 Would that concern you if it didn't?

5 A We have only reviewed Revision 3 and nothing
6 else. So, anything --

7 0 I have the same problem.

8 A So, I think we have said this before. We cannot

9 testify on anything other than Revision 3.

10 Q So it's possible, isn't it, that if there were

11 a different number of transfer points, or if there-were --
^12 if their locations were changed, the bus transportation

'

,_x 13 scheme might not be adequate, correct?/ \

t'' '';
14 A (Witness I!cIntire) This is true. And what we

will point out is that we have distributed copies of let-15

16 ters.which has committed the RAC in Region II to review
17 Revision 4 by the middle of November. This will be one

-

18 of the factors which will, of course, be reviewed in the
19 new revision.

20 Q So if, in fact, the bus transportation scheme
21 has been revised, you can't say that it's adequate until
22 you conduct that review, correct?

m A That's right. And , a s tir . Baldwin testified

24 yesterday, we have had instances where in one revision
_rg
js_) 25 plan elements have been adequate and because of new revision s
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#5-10-Suet 1 they have turned to inadequate. We have had in the majority

[ ). 2 of the cases where inadequate elements, because of changesv
,

3 to the plan, become adequate at a later date.

4 (Witness Kowieski) I will say the general

5 tendency,.is that plan improves when the revisions are made.

6 (Witness Keller) Not always.

7 (Witness Kowieski) Generally.
i

8- Q tir . Keller, you said one hopes?

9 A (Witness Keller) No. I said but not always.

10 (Witness Balduin) I know that I looked at these

11 transfer points, and one of the concerns that could be

12 1 raised is that some of those are either right on the ten

(~'} 13 mile or within it. And I would suspect that that would be --
L_;

14 we are in'the realm of speculation here, that that would

15 be-one thing that could be changed, that they may want to

16 relocate.those -- all transfer points to be outside the ten

17 mile EPZ.

18 - 0 In your judgment, tir . Baldwin, would that be

19 more prudent?

20 A Yes. It could be.
,

21 Q And why? Could you briefly explain your reasons-

22 for that?

23 A Well, it's a transfer location where people may
~

24 - have to wait for a bus to be taken to a relocation center.-,

\ /
' ~ ^ 25 0 And I take it, what you are saying is that it is

i.

, -
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#5-11-Suet 1 better that they not wait in an area that is potentially at
./~

|v) 2 risk?

3 A ~ Yes.

4 Q And they instead wait outside that area?

5 'A Yes, that's correct.

6 Q Have you evaluated whether or not the transfer

'7- points have any shelter? That is, that would be adequate
.

-8 for sheltering purposes.

8 I think, Mr. Keller, you said before -- well, I

10 will let you answer that question.

11 A (Witness Keller) We have not to my recollection.

12 - As we testified before, our understanding of the transfer

~ T 13[J points, primarily they are parking lot type of areas. And

-14 they would be sheltered in the incoming buses but that

-15 .gives afvery minimal, if'any, shelter factor.
,

16 The shelter factors are not that high in any

17 event, even in the best kinds of buildings, the most ideal

18 types of buildings. We have not evaluated the transfer

18 points for potential shelter factor.

20 Q And I take it, Mr. Baldwin, you haven't evaluated

21 the transfer points -- strike that.

22 The transfer points are set forth in the plan,

23 at least they are identified, correct?

24
fy A (Witness Baldwin) My recollection, there is a

.k )'' 25 list of them in Appendix A.
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55-12-SueTl' Q And also the list in Appendix A does give address

7
k ,/ . 2 . locations, correct?

m

3 A That's my recollection. If you like, I can look

4 it up to be more specific but that is my recollection.

5 .Q I think you are accurate. You haven't reviewed

6 the plan, have you, or those transfer points to determine

7' whether the-locations within the EPZ -- I'm sorry. Strike

8 that.

9 Have you reviewed those locations to determine
,

.
10 - whether or.not they are adequate to-perform the function of

11: transfer points?

12 A (Witness McIntire) Could you be more specific?

,A
j ) Do.you mean just the physical, having passengers get off13

. \ ,)

14 .one bus, wait in a certain space and then get on another

15 one?
,

16 0 Whether they are physically adequate for that.

17 task to be performed?
'

" ' 18 A- (Witness-Baldwin) No. I have not been to

19 those to do any kind of onsite reconnaissance. I personally

..

20 have not.

You-haven't, for instance, reviewed any testimony21 Q
,-

22 any of the' testimony,.where pictures of these transfer

23 points might have been shown?

24 A No.7 47
g t'

''
25 (Witness Keller) We have not.

.
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#5-13-Suet 1 (Witness McIntire) No.
, y

:( ) 2 1) You haven't looked at any of the letters of

3 intent or letters of agreement to determine whether or

4 not the area as described in the agreement is adequate?

5 A (Witness Kowieski) We already testified that

6 there are no letters of agreements of transfer points.

-7- And to add, they are not required.

8 Q Let me ask you this, Mr. Baldwin, and it may be

9 that in many of your' subsequent answers you may have touched

10 - on' portions of this question.

11' But on the bottom of Page 66, the sentence

12. going over to Page 67, says: To the extent that the

/m) 13 evacuation time estimates contained in the plan have been
V

14 assessed during the RAC review of the plan, these estimates

15 may meet the NUREG 0654 standards, et cetera.

16 Do you see that?

cnd/#5 17

R b f hws1

18

19

~

N

21 i
-

!
k

i22
Te

23

247 .y
't 1-

-

U
25

|'
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'l A :(Witness Baldwin) Yes, I do.
~

, . - ~ , .

(,,/7 2 .A (Witness Keller) I don't. I believe you said,

3 "may meet".the 0654' standards. I do not see the word
x

'

4 "may."

5
,

Q If~:0 said "may," the accurate reading should be,
n-

6 "These' state'ents meet the NUREG 0654 standards.m

'7 .AL I see that.

8
.O .Could~you-describe, in a' nutshell, for me -

'8 we have touched on bits and pieces of this -- exactly

10 .the' extent that the evacuation time estimates have been
?

-11 assessed inLAppendix'A?

12 MR. GLASS: I thought we-have gone over this<

s

r,(,,)- 13 : 'quite.a bit. I think it has been asked and answered.
..

:14: MR. MC MURRAY: I think we have' touched on,
-

-

15 - whether-or; not . Appendir 4 has ' been reviewed. I think.

16 _If I could|get get'a quick description from Mr. Baldwin,-

.

~ 17 ' we couldimove on quickly.
,

-18
-JUDGE . LAURENSON: fly recollection is the same

!I8 ;as Mr.? Glass's, but I think, if there is'some question

- .about it,'let's try it'one'more time.
~

1

21. The: objection is overruled.
-

U~y. . ITNESS BALDWIN: I don't recall any specificW

23 ' .commentsithat dealt with an analysis calibrating the
,

24

N)N;
$P~ . methodology, assumptions, or= data contained in the evacuation,

25 '<

model described in Appendix A.

|>

M
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'l
. . .

WITNESS KOWIESKI: If you would like me to
y-~

AV's_j ~

2- restate whatever is already on the record, I will be
4

3 glad to. I mentioned how the NUREG 0654 requirement1

4 _: as set forth in J.10.L, I went to Appendix 4, the

5 ; requirements of-Appendix 4,-that we will evaluate certain
,

6 group of populations.

[ -7 - If'you wantime again to go to the great detail,

*

~8 I_will be glad'to.

8 Do you want me to continue?

.10 - - BY MR. MC MURRAY:x.

'11 g .I don't want you to say anything that1has-

'12 - already been said on-the record, Mr. Kowieski.
~

<~
13 '

~

~

..l )_ .A (Witness Baldwin) As a followup to what we have
s

14 fsaid:in response tofthisfquestioni 'I think it is important
~

- 15 to; mention the last sentence =in our testimony, in our

!16 written testimony which states, "Any further assessment

U - .of the effect of transfer points and/or multiple bus-

18
runs on1the evacuation time estimates that are contained

18' -in;the plan would require te'chnical evaluation of the

8' methodology and/or assumptions used to develop these

20 estimates."

That is what we said in the written testimony.

23 0 'According to Mr. McIntire -- do you agree with

1/~% Mr. McIntire,.you don't-know whether or not these evaluations

%~ |' 25
have been conducted with respect to the transit-dependent
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. 1: fpopulation, Mr. Baldwin?
,--

h, 3 2- A- No.

3 Q Do you believe that someone should review those

..4 -ime estimates.to.make sure that they are adequately

5!-
- conducted?

6' A (Witness Kowieski) Again, we already stated

7' that it is not our territory. That is NRC.

~ 8
- Ilistorically, NRC has been responsible for review of

* - 8 evacuation time estimates.

^ 10 - Q I understand whose territory it is.

11 Don't you agree, though, that somebody who

12i . lives in that territory and whose job it is.to review
.Q.

"

<-

) 13 - those time estimates should review'them'before-the...
' yr

14 ' transit-dependent' population time estimates are rated

. 15 ^ 's ''a'dequa te?a
'

' 16-

..g. Again,..if you go on assumption that(whatever-

II ~

is presented'in the; plan.is incorrect,'we don't have

I8 'c evidence'--~first of all;.I don't have evidence that

18
1

-' whatever is presented in the plan is in error.
-.

LQ Don't you agree,.Mr. Kowieski, that somebody

'21" should review the' time estimates for the transit-dependent
i

-
22:'

: population to see. whether ' they are adequate?

. 23
- Mr. Kell'er, you say yes?

20~ [i_ A' (Witness Keller) I personally believe someone
LO

-'26 should.

khh
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~

A (Witness McIntire), And we think it has-
! (r ~ )

x--

2

.- .

probably_been'done by,the NRC and their experts.. LA We are

not sure whether they testified or not.
''

A? (Witness Baldwin)
.

I_would. follow up, to
. 5'

| reinforce.what Mr. McIntire has said, they may well have.

'6
done-it,-but-I: personally am not aware of any comments

that we received. that articulated that.
.8:

Q- I would like to go to the answer on the bottom
:g-

:of.page 67,.the last two sentences are intriguing.
10

It says that there that, "It should be noted,
11'

however, that in its review of the' plan,-the RAC noted
12 - -

that'there are no specific provisions detailing how
y"N
?. - protective. action recommendations would be developed ' - 'he

- 5% . 14 -'

Jabsence of.an actual release." There is a parenthetical-

"

/there.

.16

"Therefore, it has been recommended that the
g >

17 -

| plan.should specify that protective actions such as.

18 -

sheltering.and especially evacuation could be implemented
'19

prior to significant releases based on a technical
20

assessment ~ofE plant conditions. ",

'
21

Do you see that in your testimony?
22-.

A .(Witness Keller) Yes. And I also see a typo.
23 -

That "should" -- the second to.the last word on the third
24

D line from the bottom should read "should be" rather thanp.
o ; as

-

.; -

"could,be."
,

\

-

.
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O 1- Q 'Would you -- '

_

7/''% ~2' A-.

"Especially evacuation should be implementedJN ). .
.

.

-

3 prior."

, 4 Q Okay. That is the change you wanted to make?!

5 -A Yes.
.

-

-6'- Q Could you explain, Mr. Kowieski, I think the7

:

72 fastest way to do this is, what is the relevance of
8

.these two sentences to the issue in this contention?
4

9 A- (Witness Kowieski) I would defer this to

10 - Mr.'Keller.
.

.

11 Q _Okay.

12 -

- (Witness Keller) Any discussion of evacuationA,

.

13 -

3
- ' times and-the_ time required to implement protective actionsjss,

s
c

. -
~

14
and .its beneficial' effect -to the population depends

15'
upon the time at-which .this protective action is implemented,

.16 --
the' duration of'the time it will take to complete _the

'

L17-
implementation,-and the presence of a1 risk, a plume,

s.

.18 ' et' cetera. Okay?

[ 19 ~

think'I would characterize my own personalI

' #t - belief that the biggest single issue in the RAC review_ . .

, 21:
of this; plan,7 revision 3 of the plan, was that there.

M
was a deficiency-in relying on plant conditions to make

8-r
, protective. action ~ recommendations.

.

24 -
.In other words, to make protective action: )''\

.

'(j i26 recommendations prior to'the real need, the real

-

W

' ' - -

_ . -

'
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1 plume being present.

2 Q You are talking about prior to a release?

3 A Prior to release. Okay?

4
In that way, you have added significantly to the

5 safety factor, if you will; if you begin to implement

6 your protective actions prior to a real risk, the

7 release, you have obviously added to the safety.
8

And that was cited as a deficiency in the RAC

9 review of the plan, and it shows up in several places.
10 This is one of them.

11
Q This is one of them because it deals with

I
evacuation, and what you are saying is that the

13 decision whether or not to evacuate should be based on
14 information available before a release?
15

A That is correct.

16
Q Okay.

I7
You nevertheless feel that this element,

I
the element relevant to the bus transportation scheme,

I9 is adequate?

20
A Yes.

21
Q How do you reconcile the fact that it is

22
adequate with the fact that it is not based on information --

23 the decision to evacuate is not based on information
24 available before the time of the release?s

^'

A Because we find that the bus transportation

i
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1 scheme is adequate. What we find to be inadequate is
2; the timing of the decision to implement the use of

-

,y

3 the bus transportation scheme.

4 Q I note that you bring up this point, particularly
5 with respect to 67.D, which is the answer regarding the
6 transfer points and whether or not people might be exposed
7 at transfer points?

8 A Yes, because it is particularly relevant in

9 that point. If the people are standing in an open
10

parking lot without shelter, et cetera, whether it is

11
inside the ten-mile EPZ or outside the boundaries of

12
the ten-mile EPZ, it makes no difference, if these people

13 are standing there prior to a release.
''~

14
So we thought that this particular issue, item

15
was particularly relevant in this contention. So we

16 added it to our written testimony.
17

Q I take from your statement that in your
18 opinion, protective actions, recommended protective
19

actions should be implemented and complete or virtually
20

complete before a release in order for that orotective

21
action to be adequate; is that correct?

22
A No. No.

23
In an ideal world, you wouldn't have to make

_ a protective action recommendation. But if you do,

- the earlier you do it, the better.
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1- :The purpose of emergency planning and_ py.
'

j: -2 emergency preparedness.is to reduce dose. The sooner

3' you take'the protective action recommendation prior to
4. a release,-the greater dose reduction you will have
5' ' and , : therefore, th'e better your plan will be.
6

'

We have said that we feel -- the RAC feels and
7' FElm Region II feels ~that the' plan, as we reviewed it

~

-8 in revision 3, was not' adequate because it did not rely
9 sufficiently on taking prior account before releases of

10 ' the plant status.

11 This does not mean the plan'is inadequate, if the
12 protective-action cannoti be completed prior to the-

-[N 13 beginning'of a release. You have saved dose by starting
-|%

: 14 ' eaEly.

15 ' JUDGE KLINE: Gentlemen, that principle

.16 seems to-.me to b'.of broader significance than just-applica-e
e

'

'17~ ble to this particular contention.

18~
d'es NUREG 0654 addressI would like to know, o

l' ' the issue of what you might' call " precautionary
#

evacuation" anywhere?.

21
WITNESS KELLER: Precautionary protective action,

,

22 . yes, in the appendices,.I believe it is in Appendix B.
i.

23
I believe it is Appendix B. There is some discussion'of

-

24

fO what should be'done at various levels in the plant,
::

25 '
| various recommendations-that the plant should make to the

i

b
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. !
- 'l' off-site authorities. But in our reading of revision 3

'
,

j(%- 2 - of the plan, we felt that was not adequate. .

8

' j

3 JUDGE KLINE: Okay.
,

4 Is FEMA -- does FEMA expect to take any or
~

5- formulate any statement of policy or somehow make that

6 -principle more prominent than it now appears to be, or,

17 at leastfconsider doing that in emergency planning?| ;

*
8 WITNESS MC INTIRE: Yes. It is my understanding j

8 now that'the NUREG 0654 is under review for revision, and
!

'

.10'

it is'my understanding that a new revision should probably.

11 'be-out within the next year. '

"12 Does anybody else have any other information?

j/ i 13 - . WITNESS KOWIESKI: .No, I don't.
'

's /'
.14 .

i
'

JUDGE-KLINE: Okay. Thank you, i

15 -i JUDGE LAURENSON: Let me just follow up with
,

16 Mr. Keller. I don't find any Appendix B. I find
,

II " appendices one through five.

18 WITNESS-BALDWIN: It is Appendix 1 that he is

.19 . Ireferring to.,

;

'

'

JUDGE LAURENSON: Thank you.

21~ l. WITNESS-KELLER: There is a table of each
'2

.22 of the~ emergency. classifications in the back with

23 .
_ ' expected protective actions. It is in the appendix on -

'

24
i- .f s page11-3, they talk about the rationale of notification f

f
'~ "- and alert classifications.

t

t

..
>

$

- -4 - -- , - - - . - . - . , 4 m.-. ..,,,.s,,.,.7., .e--<me,.2n,--, y _,y-,, -,-y--.
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1 (Pause.)

2 MR. MC MURRAY: Mr. Keller, just so we can make-,

3 a determination that this is worth it, what are you
4 looking for?

5 WITNESS KELLER: The fact that some of

6 these things are discussed in NUREG 0654, but not in

7 the criteria elements, in some of the other portions of

8 the document.

9 MR. MC MURRAY: Is this in response to the Board's

10 question?

11 WITNESS KELLER: I thought it was.

12 MR. MC MURRAY: I'm sorry.

13 WITNESS KELLER: Are you satisfied?
s

14 JUDGE LAURENSON: All I wanted to know was where

15 was Appendix B?

16 WITNESS KELLER: Appendix B was a mischaracteri-

I7 zation. It should have been Appendix 1.

IO
JUDGE LAURENSON: Let's move on.

I9 BY MR. MC MURRAY:

#
Q One or two more questions before we leave

21
this contention.

22
Mr. Baldwin, the olan also sets out -- well,

23
does it set out the various bus companies which are

, _ 24
, expected to provide busses for this bus transportation

25 scheme?
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i'

1 A (Witness Baldwin) The only place I recall !

d''N. .

. i
-( ) .2: .seeing the busses set out are in the letters of intent !~ ~ ,

;
;

'3 in Appendix B'. They may be contained somewhere else |

'4 in:there, too, in Appendix A, but I don't recall it.
!
F5 0' You then have no knowledge of where the

6 . bus storage _ locations are located, correct?
1

\
'7 A '(Witness McIntire) I believe we testified to that :

8 fa'ct yesterday.
;

9I MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson, I think
_ .

10 , this-is.a good time to take the morning break.

'11 JUDGE LAURENSO!!: All right. We will
t

12 take the morning recess.
, !

(''\ . 13 - (Recess.) |.+ 1 '

'n i.
.

'
-

I4 JUDGE 1LAURENSON: .Mr. McMurray? |t -

15 BY MR. MC MURRAY:,

1* !Q .r. Keller, before we left, we were: discussingM
-

, !

-17 your concern;about the need for basing protective

18 ' action | recommendations on information available prior to
18 release. -

.
'

?

E Do you recall that?

. 21' A (Witness Keller) Yes, sir.
.

. 22
Q And you were referring to Appendix 1 of NUREG 0654

#'

.as providing support for your position, support for your.

24 [,s concerns.
i: -t )-

's./ ~ 25
Do you recall that?

t

!
,

_- L~. . ' , . - ..r.,....,_,,___..,.___,_,-,.-,-.-.., _ _ ,.~ , _ . ,, ,-- ..,_,.__- -,- . ,_-.. ~__. _ ,.,_,, - -., ,, , ,m
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1 A That is correct.

2 Q Could you please, very quickly, go through
3 those portions of Appendix 1 or identify those portions
4 of Appendix 1 that support your position in this matter?

5 A I would suggest you turn to page 1-17, second

6 half of the page, there is a notation 4 and an "A."

7 Do you see that?

8 Q Yes, I do.

9 A Would you like me to read it?

10 Q No. We don't want to read it into the record.
11 Anything else besides part 4.A?

12 A B.

13 Q Why don't you just keep listing them?

14 A C. I think there are other citations also.
15

In addition, there is in existence, I believe

16 they are called information bulletins which are put out
I7 from, I believe, Mr. Jordan and the NRC. I have seen a

18 copy of it. I did not consider it in my review of the

19
plan which my recollection is that basically it

20 instructs the licensees to follow these provisions and
21 to make these recommendations in a normal situation,
22 which Shoreham is not.
23

But in the normal situation where you have the

24r~ licensee and the state and local authorities, the

25 licensee is obligated t'o make a recommendation to the state
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1 and the off-site authroties. In this case, that would be
2 LERO.

3
My recollection of this information bulletin

4
is that Mr. Jordan reminds the licensees 1

that they have
,

5
this obligation and that they should follow the tings

6 which are in this.
7

In other words, as someone, I think Judge Kline,
8

characterized it, " precautionary evacuations" or
9 " precautionary protective actions."

END 6 10
Q Thank you.

11

12

13

',

14

15

16

t

17
'

18
l'

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

. - - - - .
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1 Q Gentlemen,
-

let's turn please to page 76 of yourp _; .
( ) '2 testimony regarding Contention 72. Mr. Kowieski, could you.vc

3 please state for me what element of NUREG 0654 and what part
4 .of the RAC report are pertinent to this contention?
5. A (Witness Kowieski) NUREG element J.10.L, and

'6 ~ RAC comment is provided on this particular element on page
-7 40 of the RAC review.

8 Q Now, you will agree withime, won't you, that
9 Contention 72, deals not just with time estimates, but with

to the full process of evacuating special facilities in the
11 EPZ, correct?

12 A We paraphrase the contention, and we have several
e~

N-]N
13 questions. We have a Question 88, 89, and 90, and 91.j

.

14 0 -I am not just -- when I ask you to refer - to
15 - a NUREG 0654 criterion that was pertinent to this Contention,

~

16' I wasn't just talking about Question 88. I was talking about

'17 all questions and answers, answers pertinent to' Contention
18 72.

19 A I would have to again go one by one our questions,
20 the way we develop, where we broke down the contention, and
21 then I will provide you proper reference to NUREG 0654.

| 22 -Q - Well, let me ask you then if what I understand
M is that NUREG 0654 J.10.L is pertinent to Question 88, which
24 .p_ NUREG citations are pertinent to 89, 90, and 91?

( )
'N ' -2 A 89 deals with NUREG element J.10.G. Means of

f

.

I
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1 relocation.

2 Just for the record, it is very hard sometimes

3 to relay the contention to one specific NUREG element

4 planning criteria. . Sometimes the contention -- even if you

5 break'it down encompasses several NUREG planning criteria.

6 A (Witness McIntire)- It is our understanding

7 that. the contentions were not formulated to specific
8 NUREG 0654 criteria, is that correct?

9 Q I believe that the contentions do cite NUREG
10 0654 provisions.

11 Let me just shate though that what I am asking
12 for is your understanding of which NUREG 0654 criteria are

{"') 13 pertinent to the' _various answers you set forth regarding
x_/

14 Contention 72. As I understood what you were saying, Mr.

.15 Kowieski,- it appears that for each question you had a

16 different NUREG element that was pertinent, or maybe more

17' than one.

18 - A (Witness Kowieski) Is that a question.

19 0 I think I had a. question, and then a statement,

20 and I was hoping for an answer to the question.

21 A (Witness McIntire) Would you repeat the question?

22 Q Sure. What I am asking for, Mr. Kowieski, is

23 a statement, just a brief indication to me, of which NUREG

24 elements, and which comments in the RAC report are pertinents
! )

'\'--) . 25 to all of the questions and answers in Contention 72.

. . . - _. . - - . . - .
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1 A I will just have to state that as we were
;3

-(( )t -2. . preparing this testimony ve did not go through and mark
3 ~ specifically which NUREG element the question related to,
'4 so we are going to have to do that now, and it may take just
5 a few minutes.

6 A- (Witness Keller) I would say, to try to --

7 because I have been looking -- I would say that 72 is involved,
8 at least in part, with J.9.

9 A. (Witness Kowieski) 72, Question 91 also provides
10 even reference to RAC review at J.10.D.
11- Q Okay. Let me start with J.10.D. Let's turn to

12 NUREG 0654, element - J.10.D, as well as your comments -- the
,

- /^N 13A.) RAC comments on that particular element.

14 Mr. Kowieski, NUREG element J.10.D requires
* ~

15 . means for protecting those persons whose mobility may be
16 impaired due to such factors as institutional or other
17 confinement, correct?

18 A That is correct.

19 Q Now, you have rated Element J.10.D as adequate,
20 isn't'that correct.

21 A That is correct. With -- there is a caveat. We

22 made this element adequate provided certain information
M will be included in the future revisions of the Plan.
24 Q Mr. Kowieski, what was the basis for the adequacy:

i

M rating for J.10.D?

.

-

._ _
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1 A As stated forth in RAC review comments, that

=/''} 2

N_/ procedures and inventory requirements for protecting mobility

impaired persons have been completed, and only one exception.3
i

,

The people that are not confined to the special institutions.4

5- The list is being compiled.
!

6 I paraphrased what was in the RAC review.
7 Q Institutionalized people or confined people would !

include those in hospitals, or nursing or adult homes,8

,'
9 . correct?

10 A That is correct. ,

,

,

11 Q Which procedures in the Plan were -- are you
+

relying on to state that the procedures for protecting I
12

institutionalized mobility impaired persons have been13,

-

-t
! '\- 14 ' completed?
i

15 A OPIP 3.6.5.

16 Q OPIP 3.6.5 is not -- does not have any particular

procedures for each individual institution, isn't that17

18 correct?

19- A You would like me to check in the Plan? '

20 - Q Well, do you know whether there are procedures-
.

21 in 3.6.5 for each institution?
22 A The inventory requirements is provided in the
23 ' cited procedure.-

,

24 Q Would you say that the inventory requirements,m
( ,) a constitute a full procedure for each institution?

i

[-
_ - .
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1- A (Witness Baldwin) Could you ask your question
x.

'

) 2 again?ss

3 Q Does OPIP 3.6.5 contain evacuation procedures

4 for the individual institutions that are inside the EPZ?

5 A No, it does not. What it sets forth for
,

6 'each institution is, as Mr. Kowieski said, an inventory.

7 That is one of the things that is set forth.

8 Q Now, what is it about this procedure that leads

9 you to believe that it is adequate with ' respect to the
.

10 evacuation of special facilities?

11 A On page 5 of 20, Section 5.2, deals with evacuation

12 of health care facilities. I't goes on with nursing homes,

('N 13 hospitals. It has provisions for the ambulance coordinator,
'd

14 bus. coordinator, and these procedures, they stipulate how

15 the.special' facilities evacuation coordinator would notify

16 and the coordinate with those special health care facilities,

17 or those special facilities, the arrangements that they may

18 need to carry out an evacuation if that were to be recommended .

19 0 What assurance is provided in the Plan that

2 that coordination would take place?
.

21 A (Witness McIntire) Again, that is something that

22 would be verified in an exercise.

23 Q Let me just make clear. There is nothing in the

24 plan that gives you assurance that this coordination would~s

U M take place, correct? You are waiting for an exercise.
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1 A Correct.
,

.( 2 Q And the exercise, I take'it, will test the% ,)
3 level of coordination with each institution involved in the

'4 EPZ?

5 A Probably not each institution. Probably this

6 .is one of them that we would approach on a sampling basis.

7 Q Are you aware of whether any nursing homes
s

8~ or adult homes in the EPZ have developed procedures, or

9 adopted any procedures to evacuate their patients or their,

10 residents in accordance with the LILCO Plan?

11 A (Witness Kowieski) Not ih our knowledge. If

12 you ask us a question of actual procedures presented in the

~~3 13.

.(O '
Plan ~have been actually adopted by these' institutions, I

14 -don't have any knowledge of it. '

15- 0 Are there any agreements in the Plan with LILCO
y

or anyone else to conduct evacuati'c,n in accordance with the16

17 LILCO Plan?
'i '

18 . MR. GLASSi- This question hac-been asked and

19 answered a number of times.
.

20 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.
'

.,

21 ' WITNESS KOWIESKI: There are no letters of

' 22 - agreements with special facilities that you cited. However,

23 .there is no specific requirement in NUREG 0654 that such

24 letters will be provided. If - special facilities do not,_,
/ \

i )
|-N/ 25 have specific role in emergency response.

.
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1 Q You wil'1 agree thati in the event of. an emergency,
'

.

,-

l ) 2 iti is1 up to the hospital to evacuate the' patients if thats'
3 'isiwhat is called for, correct?

4; ,A (Witness Keller) In th~e event of an emergency
5 .af.any_ type, including a radiological emergency. The.

~6 Plan, as we stated earlier, 'does. not call for an evacuation
u.,, lh

I ~ ol' the hospitals as a specific protective action recommen-
u

f.dation,ynotwithstanding the fact that they could decide8
s

~
,r-

9 sto do it. A'
, s, .

-
-

10 % N The three hopsitals that were inside the EPZ

f 111 as we testiff ed earlier, or near the edge of the EPZ, sincey o

l' the riskNis- a gra'ded risk with distance from the plant,12.

,.
it'

,s qs,:

N 13 is, the Vocision of the Plan to call for sheltering of these; i ,

k
.

w ' ' - -

14 nospitals. . 4 -t i
4

,

'N'

ktaleo'statesthhtthead.ministratorofthe15
,.

s

'.x
# ;.

,

,

g. 16 ' hospital, if he so desires, can evacuate. And if the
N >

'N N

17 administrator does make this decision, LERO will assist in.'s . y
. . ,

18 obtaining transport'a' tion resources.
's

, ..

19 - Q Let's go to the. adult homes and nursing homes.
.%-

f

20
~

Isn't it true that in the ev'ents of- a radiological emergency,
21 the hospital staff and the hospital aaministration are the

4

22 ones who are going to have to conduct the evacuation of the
3~ .

23 - residents and patients in ..those institutions.
' -

,,
:~

24 A I am sorry. I ' thought you went bact to nursingn
-(4

x 25 homes, and you have phrased your question with hospital staf f
. ,

k _. i. .~ -'
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1 and hospital administrators.
,-

: 4 i( _j 2 Q I-am sorry. The institutional staff and the

3 institutional administration.

4 A In the event of any emergency in which an

5 evacuation would be a warranted protective action, the

6 administration of any institution, I believe, has a

7 responsibility to the people in that institution to protect

8 them. And it makes no difference if the emergency in question

9 is a radiological emergency, a fire, severe storm, or what-

10 ever, and in that regard the responsibility of the adminis-
,

11 trators is exactly the same.

12 Q I think we can agree on that, Mr. Keller. Isn't

f''y 13 ' it true that the special facility administrators will protect
-\j

14 their patients in accordance with what they perceive to be

15 the' best method of protection?

16 A That calls for an-assumption, but I wuld agree

17 that a reasonable individual would assume that the adminis-

18 trator would protect his patients in the best way he could.

19 - Q And isn't it true that his perception of the

3) best method to protect his patients may not be -- may not

21 coincide with LILCO's protective action recommendation.

M- MS, McCLESKEY: I object -- I beg your pardon

23 Mr. McMurray. -I didn't mean to interrupt you.

24 MR. McMURRAY: Well, Mr. Keller has alreadys,

-i )
''~/ 25 nodded his head yes.
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'

1 MS. McCLESKEY: Well, he didn't say anything,
, ,

(..w) 2- and you can note for the record that he nodded his head.,

3: yes, but-I have an objection to your question, and that
.

4- is that the question is premised on the notion that licensees. <
,

5; have to be guarantors that people-are going to follow
<

: 6 -- particular pr.otective actions that are.given to the public,~

-

'~.

^ .7 and that;i's outside the NRC regulations.

,; g.
.

.

'
" '

- End 7. 9
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#8-1-Suet l' JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection is overruled.
-

(_,) 2- BY MR. MC MURRAY: (Continuing)
,

3 Q Mr. Keller, first of all, I would like an
i

_

I am entitled to that because the question was ;-4 answer.

5 directed to him.

:6 A (Witness Keller) Recommendations are indeed
s

7 recommendations. And that's all they are.
5

8 Any individual or administrator or whatever may
i

9' or may not accept any recommendation.

10 Q Mr. ficIntire, = you seemed anxious to add some-
+

11' thing. Do you have anything more to add?

12 A (Witness McIntire) Mr. Keller just added it.

'

T ,)/ ~ 13 MS. ' ?K1 CLESKEY : Judge Laurenson, I object toT/
I

m

'14 Mr. McMurray's characterizing noddings of the witnesses '

.15 and leanings and that sort of thing on the record as

14 0 wanting to.give answers or having given answers.

17 JUDGE LAURENSON: I assure you, that doesn't

18 affect'our ruling on the objections.

' 19 But, insofar as a witness does indicate an

120 answer by something other than verbal means I don't think

21 ' . there is1anything~that I know of that precludes counsel

' 22 from. noting that, or observing it, or following up on such

23 - facial expressions. They don't come through on the record,

24 of course, since we don't have a videotape of this proceed-
c 7~,;)3
s.2

-M. /ing. But I don't know of anything improper about that.

,
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_ f#8-2-Suet'l- MR. GLASS: My only concern, Your Honor, is if
y .

-d _jf 2' Lit is.during'some preliminary discussions:that the-witnessess

3 may.be having, and if they are trying to note a preliminary
4 | discussion it would be reflecting that.

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: But-in all instances, the

16 witnesses are.then given the opportunity to answer the-

.

17 question verbally or to explain or to challenge any
8 characterization of.their animation, I. guess, that was

8 t

noted by Mr. McMurray. !

i
10 MR. GLASS: As long~as that has.been clarified

f
11 . to-the witnesses.

12 - WITNESS KELLER: Where were we?
i

13[ ) BY MR. MC MURRAY:- (Continuing) !p
N,./

14
_ ;

Q Mr. Kowieski, yesterday you said-that there were- |

15 - eight_-adult. homes and nursing homes in the EPZ.,

16 - Do you recall that?
-

17 ~(Witness Kowieski) Well, I have notes in the iA

- 18 front of me. That's correct.

19 #Q. Isn't it true that there are, in fact, ten

20 such homes in the EPZ?

r
21' A Based on my calculations there are -- I came

22 up with a' number of'eight. It's possible that I missed
>

I

23 two.'

i
.

-~ . 24
Q How did you conduct your calculations? ;

~.:% ~/ ' n
.

A A simple calculation. I went through the plan f
"

e

.

~+c-~ w , -.3--. - - , ---.,--,.%,, y r...,-w,-r-_.-.-..,,-,,,.,y --,-.-e ,<-,..-.-e -,-,,-y, ,er,,, .-----.eos - g -'
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#8-3-Suet 1 and I audit them.
y
: (_,/ Q Well, why don't we go to Appendix A, 4-175?

2

3 A (The witness is going through a document.)
4 Yes.

5 .Q Mr. Kowieski, isn't it true that there are,

6 in fact, more nursing and adult homes in the EPZ?

7 A That's correct. We just rechecked and the

8 number is ten. '

9 I am sorry. The reason, okay,_for my mis-

' 10 calculation was that I went by zone designation. '

11 g. I don't understand your --

12 - A In the table of OPIP 3.6.5, on Page 17 of 20,

!(''Y 13
'

17-A of 20, the special facilities I also assigned to
, 1 s

\g/

14 certain zone designation.

15 Q Have you evaluated, gentlemen, whether or not *

16 LILCO has provided for enough ambulances to evacuate the

I7 institutions involved here? *

18 A (Witness Keller) I think we have already stated

19 that it is our understanding that LILCO has provided in the

20 plan for none.

21 At the time we reviewed the plan, all we had !

22 were letters of intent. We found that to be deficient.

U
-Q In the plan, does it state a particular number,

24
j-s though, a number of. ambulances, on which LILCO relies even
i
4 /
"''' # though there may not be letters of agreement for them?

- - . - . . - _ - _ . . _ . _ - _ _ _ . . _ , , _ ~ , . . - -
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#8-4-Suet I A (Witness McIntire) Are you asking for a total
. ,--

(_,/ 2 number of ambulances in the plan or just the number of

3 ambulances for special facilities?

4~ Q Special facilities. We are just focusing on

5 this contention.

6 A (Witness Baldwin) We did try to tcke a count

'T
~

and based on the letters of intentof those ambulances,

8 I was able to come up with an approximate number of

8 two hundred and twenty-five.

10 (Witness Kowieski) And based on my calculation,

11 -in trying to add out the numbers for nursing and adult

12 ' homes,. transportation requirements identified in the plan

[} is twenty-six buses, a hundred thirteen ambulances, and13 |

V
14 two hundred three vans.

15
Q Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Kowieski, did you get your

16 figures by adding up the figures in the inventory on

17 3.6.5?

18 A That's what I did.

19
(Witness Balduin) I got mine based on the

20 letters of intent.

21
-

'Okay.Q

22 A (Uitness Kowieski) The distinction should be

23 drawn, the numbers I gave you are -- constitute transporta-

24,r , tion requirement. What Mr. Baldwin gave you is a number

C 25 specified in letters of intent.

___ _____
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#8-5-Suet 1 0- Which may or'may not be the number involved in
'

v ,, -

- t )
2'is,/ the scheme for evacuating special facilities, correct?

3 g- (Witness Baldwin) Yes, that's correct.

4 Q Mr. Kowieski, since your numbers are based on

5 the OPIP 3.6.5, did you do anything to determine whether

6 or not those -- that number of vehicles was, in fact,

7 enough to carry out the evacuation?

8 A (Witness Kowieski) No. I just -- I have not

8 .gone to any great depth analysis. I have not visited those

10 facilities. No. The answer is no.

11 Q You didn't even perform any rough estimates

12 like you did for the buses?

},m}- A I don't have recollection. I have total number13

%j

I4 of residents, one thousand three zero five in my notes,

15' if you ask me. I don't recall at this point.

16 (Witness Keller) I would like to add that I

II think there is a misrepresentation in your last statement.

18 We'said earlier that all we did with the buses was to use

18 the numbers that were in the plan. And we came up with the

8 same number that's in the plan, or close to the same number
3

21 that was in the plan.

22 We have done no independent verification for the

23 number of buses required or the number of ambulances re-

24g-'s quired or the number of tow trucks that are required. We
; )

~ M have done a plan review. And that's all.

L
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#8-6-Suet 'l (Witness Baldwin) And we -- I think we would
; -- .

(,,) 2 agree that what we have is a resource count, an estimateds

3 resource count.

4 (Witness Keller) According to the plan.

5 (Witness Baldwin) Which is based on the speci-

6 fications in the plan.

7 (Witness-Kowieski) Only to assist, I guess, the
l

8 Board, to assist the -- all the parties just in case the

8 question will come up, we don't have to spend time. You

10 know, I put together some notes to help everyone.
|

11
Q So, in this particular case, again, you counted

i

12
the resources -- I'm just trying to get this clear. You

(x,-
13',; counted the resources but have made no estimate as to

w/

I4 whether or-not those resources are adequate in number;
.15 correct, Mr. Baldwin?

16 A (Witness Baldwin) With respect to --

I7
Q We are talking about ambulances and ambulettes

18 now.

18 A As Mr. Keller has testified, and I agree, there

20
are no ambulances in the plan, because there are no letters

21 of commitment.

22
O Are you telling me we can't talk about ambulances

23 now because there are no letters of agreement?
24a''Y A (Witness Keller) The plan at the current stage

\v) 3 does not commit one ambulance, in my estimation, all right.

- _ _ _ _
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J#8-7-Suet I If you would like to assume that LILCO will indeed.
fy

2(_, ultimately, at some point in the future, obtain letters of

3 agreement which do commit ambulances, okay, we are making

4 'an- assumption, what we have done is look at the numbers that

5 the LILCO plan contains. As we testified, we have not been

6 to Suffolk County; we have done no independent verification.

7 If the plan had said it needed no ambulances or

8 three thousand ambulances, or whatever it said, that's all

9 we know. If the plan says a particular nursing home needs

10 a van, two ambulances and two buses, that's what the plan

11 We don't know'whether that is accurate; we don'tsays.

12 know whether it's inaccurate.

} 13 I think we have testified to that, I thought,
- /

14 ..a number of times.

15 (Witness McIntire) While Mr. Keller was answer-

16 . ing, I took Mr. Kowieski's notes and did some rough calcula-

17 tions in my head to try to be more specific to your question.

18 And we show approximately thirteen hundred and

18 five residents in nursing or adult homes. There are

20 twenty-six buses provided for in the plan, but with no
,-

21 letters of agreement; twenty-six times forty is roughly one

M thousand. Ambulances one thirteen. That brings it up

E over eleven.hundred. Two hundred and three vans, say, four

.

24.[-} people per van, that's another eighteen hundred, roughly
i /^~'

25 n'ineteen hundred spaces are provided for by my rough

.
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:#8-8-Suet 1 calculations.
;

l' 2 Q I'm sorry, Mr. Keller.s j

3 A (Witness Keller) The point is, all of those

4 numbers which add up are based on what the plan says. And

5- I'think your question was, have we verified that those

6 numbers are correct.

7- We have said.o'ver and over again, we have.not.

8 Q Fine. One of the types of vehicles to be used-

9 are -- is an ambulette; isn't that correct, Mr. Kowieski?

10 - A .(Witness Kowieski) That's correct.

11
~

What is your understanding of what. type of ;Q

12 patient can be moved in an ambulette?
.

/']
13 A (The witnesses are conferring.)

-\j.
14 I don't have detail knowledge, and I would

15 prefer not to really try-to get to the details in answer-
!

16 ing your question. So, the answer is I don't know details.

17 (Witness McIntire) We-are not sure.
.

18 Q You don't know then whether or not an ambulette

19 is an appropriate means of transportation for-all of the

.

20 residents.of a nursing home?-

21 A That's true. We have just testified we are not :

22 sure. There seems to be some difference of opin' ion of what

M' type of patients are. transported in an ambulette.
.

. 24 - (Witness Kowieski) But what I can jast add tc

' ') ,

25 what was said on the subject, that if we go to the exercise,

i
'

~. - _ . - _ . , . . , _ , _ . , , . . , - , - . . . . . _ - _ . . , , , , . . . . , . _ ~ . ~ . , _ . _ . , , - . . _ _ . _ , , , . . . _ _ _
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#8-9-Suet 1 and have in the past, what we evaluate, if we simulate
r''N

d,s,). 2 eva'cuation of wheelchair individual, we would look for a

3 proper vehicle that the individual actually get to, a

-4 wheelchair individual can actually easily get into the

'5- vehicle.

6 .This is being evaluated during the exercise.

7 Q Is it your understanding that such an exercise

8 would be able to evaluate whether or not all types of

9 persons, or whether it is appropriate to use an ambulette

10 for.all types of wheelchair bound people?

11 MR. GLASS: Uait. They just stated that they.

12 . don't have specific information on an ambulette, and now
, ,

1

(''} 13 you are asking a very specific question about the capa-
k .-

14 bilities of this same vehicle.

15 MR. MC MURRAY: Mr. Kowieski just said that this

to might be tested in an exercise. I have the right to go

17 into that answer.

18 JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection is overruled.

18 WITNESS MC INTIRE: Could you repeat the question,

E please?

21 MR. MC MURRAY: Ves.

22 BY MR. MC MURRAY: (Continuing)

M Q Mr. Kowieski -- you may confer.

24j A (The witnesses are conferring.)

' ')'
~ *

25 Q Okay. Now, Mr. Kowieski, you said that -- and

_ - - .. _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - -
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i'#8 10-SueTl' you can correct me if my characterization is wrong -- that
,q.,

(_ ) . 2 the appropriateness of ambulettes to evacuate wheelchair-

3 bound patients is one item that may be looked at in an

4 exercise, correct?
,

5 A (Witness Kowieski) Yes, it's possible. That's

6 right.

~7 Q Would that exercise be able to evaluate whether

'8 .or not all types of wheelchair bound patients may be

9 evacuated in an ambulette?

10 MS. 11C'CLESKEY: I object. I don' t understand

11 what all types of wheelchair bound patients means. I think

12 the question is vague..

('''N .13 f1R. MC MURRAY: Well, I can't see how it could be
L-

14 vague to counsel for LILCO since we went through this in

15 ' great detail a few weeks ago.

16 JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection is overrulld.

17 WITNESS MC INTIRE: We will stipulate for t.e

18 record that none of the four of us up here are health

19 experts per se. We have members of the RAC that probably

20 have more knowledge in this area.

21 But the point fir. Kowieski was trying to make is

Z2 that we will do the best evaluation we can on the potential

u evacuation of all types of personnel from these facilities

24 and the type of vehicles which would be required to removej-s)1
' ' '

25 them.

.

.

. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - __ . _ _ _ _
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#8-ll-Suet 1 BY MR. MC MURRAY: (Continuing)
- f3
'

k_,[ 2 Q Do the procedures, or what you purport to be

3 the procedures, for evacuation of special facilities in

4 the plan contain any assumptions regarding how long it

5 would take to prepare the patients for evacuation?

6 Mr. Kowieski?

7. A (Witness Kowieski) No, they do not.

8 Q So you have not reviewed that? Because it's not

9 -in the plan, you have not reviewed that, correct?

10 A That's correct.

11 Q Does --

12 A (Witness Iteller) If you allow me, based on a

(''} 13 discussion we had earlier today, this is another place which
\J

14 is not discussed in any of these contentions.

15 But it's important to take protective action,

l'5 to make protective action recommendations as early on as

17 possible so that all of'these lead times, whatever they

18 may be, will have a greater separation between the time

19 that you make the protective action recommendation and the
.

20 time that the actual release occurs.

21 Now we did not reference that, I don't believe,

22 in this portion of our testimony. But it does indeed impact

23 here.

24 Q Does the -- do the procedures in the plan lay out
~~)

i f
~

25 any sort of system that should be developed for determining

.

4

__--_.____.---__-----------.--_-------a
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.#8-12-Suet 'l ' which patients should go first, should be evacuated first?
;p
.. s s

'\ j -2,. A I am not -- from recall, I'm not sure it's

'

~3-

in the special facilities that we are talking about now.

4 But there are some discussions in the plan about the radio-

5 sensitive to children and the pregnant women.
.

6' Q We are talking about the -- I'm sorry. We are

7 talking about the institutionalized people now.

8 A I; don't recall whether or not that that particular

8 discussion is involved with the institutionalized people.

10 But the plan does have, as guidance for decision makers,

11 et cetera, that the radiosensitive should be evacuated

12 first.

v[
13 Q Okay. We will'get to that. With respect to the

14 special facilities, gentlemen, let's focus on the adult
~

15 homes and nursing. homes.

16
Are.you aware of whether or not they' provide

17 adequate sheltering for their population?

18 g yim sorry. 'Would you define adequate?
19 Q Let me ask -- let me break down the question.

# Do you know whether they havb a'dequate space to shelter
21 all of their populations?

22 A There are no specific space requirements for

23 sheltering as'it is used in a sheltering protective action

24j% recommendation. If the people are in the bu'ilding prior to
k

26
protective action recommendation, there is by definition

..

f
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,

#8-13-Suet.1 space. *

'
,-

I k
1

2 Q so, in your opinion, just any old amount of i--% I-'

t

- 3 space is adequate as long as the people are inside? I

; 4 A In an emergency, that is correct.

!
5 Q Even for institutionalized people? '

6 A If the institutionalized people are inside4

t

7. prior to the initiation of the emergency and they remain

8 inside, I don't see how the space requirement changes. !

g Q Is that true even if the space doesn't have 2

' 10 some of the equipment required for the care of these l
2

11 individuals? >
,

12 A I don't understand. I think that I said that ,

.

('' 13 if the people are inside being cared for with the-required
. v

14 equipment, and they stay inside when the emergency is

15 initiated, and the emergency does not remove any of their -

16 required equipment, I don't see how it impacts space ;. .

end #8- 17 I
Reb flws' '
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1 Q So as long as they are inside and getting

2 adequate care, that is okay?

3 A That's right.

4 Q But there is nothing in the plan, is there,

5 that let's you determine whether or not these, the popula-
6 tions of the institutions could be sheltered inside and
7 receive adequate care?

8 A There is noting in our review which leads us

9 or requires us or even requests us to evaluate the

10 adequacy of these institutions prior to the initiation

11 of the emergency. I think that is what you are asking

12 me to do, since we said that the space doesn't change

'~ i 13 at the inception of an emergency. And if you want me

14 to say, are these adequate now, today, I don't know.

15
Q Doesn't sheltering require that one moves

16 people aware from rooms with windows?

17 A It is preferable to close the windows.

18 It is preferable to move to basements. It is preferable

I9 to do lots of things. But in order to apply the least

20
beneficial sheltering factor you just get inside, close the

21 doors, close the windoes.

22
If you can move tc basements, you can apply

23 slightly greater protective factor, et cetera, et1

' 24
cetera.

.)'

'

25
If you put a masonry shell around a frame
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1 building, you can use a greater protection factor.
. - -m .i

' k ,f 2 That is not envisioned. You have what you have,

3 .the building, the space, the windows, and the factors are

1 4 commonly applied.

5 Q. Mr. Kowieski, are you aware of any provisions

6; to keep the inventory in OPIP 3.6.5 up to date?

- 7 (Witnesses conferring. )

:8 WITNESS KOWIESKI: Inventory that you refer to

8 deals with --

IN BY=MR. MC MURRAY:

11 Q It is the one you pointed out..to me, the

12 inventory of various patients in.the nursing homes and

J[N , 13 in s t i tu tions .~

14 A I believe that, my recollection of the NUREG

15 requirement -- I may verify that -- tha t has to be updated
.

-16 on annual basis.

17 g, And is there provision in the plan for such an

'I8 update?

18 A (Witness Baldwin) Yes.

E A -(Witness Kowieski) We would like to verify.
'

21-
-Q Please do.

22 (Pause.)

E
A. (Witness Keller) I refer you to the RAC

24
.f m review at'P.3, page 58 of 60.
~t <-

\_) g
Q Could you repeat that?

. . .
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1 A I refer you to the RAC review at P.3 on page 58

2 of 60.

3 Q On the bottom of page 76, gentlemen, you

4 state that the relocation centers, to which persons in

5 special facilities would be evacuated, have not been

6 arranged at the time of the RAC review of the LILCO

7 transition plan.

8 Do you see that?

9 A That is correct.

10 Q That is still true, isn't it?

11 A To our knowledge. We don't know whether it is

12 true or not, but we have not seen any indication that there
_

13 has been a change.

14 0 I take it you would agree that the plan is

15 deficient in that regard then?

16 A That needs to be completed, that is correct.

17 Q Would there have to be agreements with those

18 relocation centers to take the patients from the special

I9 facilities?

20 A The relocation centers would require letters

21 of agreement, that is correct.

22
Q Just to clarify, I am talking about the relocation

U centers for the --

~ 24/ ') A Special population,
y ;

3
Q -- special population. And you would expect that

.

__ _-_.______----__.-a -
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1 there would have to be letters of agreement with those
2

particular relocation centers which were going to receive
3 the special population?

4 A Yes. The relocation centers, under our definition
5 of a couple days ago, have a response function. Their
6 function is to receive, care for, shelfer, feed, et
7 cetera. And in this case, we are talking about spccial
8 populations. It would require a letter of agreement from
9

that function.

10 0 Thank you.

11

On page 77, gentlemen, you state that or at
12

least you cite to a portion of the plan that says
13

evacuation of the hospitals will be, if it is necessary
14

at all, or desired by the administrators, would be made
15 using available resources.
16

Do you see that?

17
A That is correct.

18
Q What resources are we talking about there?

19
A We assumed busses and/or ambulances and

20 ambulettes.
21

Q Is there any assurance that there would be
22

adequate available resources to conduct this evacuation
23

in the plan?

24
A The plan does not assure anything. The plan

25

discusses and, as the citation clearly shows, that they
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I
- will make these resources available to the busses usina.

2
_ available resources. There is no commitment of separate

3 resources for the evacuation of hospitals because the

4 LILCO plan has chosen, as a protective action, the

5 primary one, sheltering.

6 If the administrator of the hospital chooses

7 to not follow the LERO protective action recommendation,

8 the plan has added a feature saying, look, we will help

9 you on an as-available basis.

10 Our recommendation is you stay ~right where you
11 are because you have the health care facilities, you

12 have the life support systems for your patients, et

} 13 cetera. Additionally, you are near the edge of the,

14 ten-mile EPZ, you have masonry construction buildings,
15

you have good ventilation systems in hospitals, as a

16 general rule.

17
The risk is a graded risk and at near the edge

18
of the EPZ is much lower than the risk near the plant.

19
And for the combination of these reasons, as a planning

basis, the LERO plan, transition plan, says, our recommenda-

21
tion is going to be shelter. Okay?

22
If you choose not to follow that recommendation

23
and you need to evacuate, we will assist you as we can,

24
('~ s basically.

)

25
Q Mr. Keller, if I understand what you are saying,
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1 the LILCO plan is telling the hospitals, if you want to
._

2 evacuate, we will try to provide whatever resources are

3 available, but the plan is not saying, we will provide

4 all the resources to conduct the evacuation?

5 A I don't read it that way. They may, indeed,

6 provide all the resources for evacuation.

7 My reading of the plan is that LILCO will

8 supply resources necessary to the evacuation as they are

9 available. If they were available, I presume, reading

10 the plan, they would supply them all.

11 Q And the resources may or may not be available?

12 A That is correct.

13
) Q Depends what haopens at the time?

14 A Because there are in the plan commitments of

15 resources for other functions. And I would interpret

16 that to mean that if the resources that LILCO has, if

17 they get letters of agreement, has commitments for are

I8 committed to evacuation, A, schools, B, nursery homes,

is C, adult homes, et cetera, and they were in the process

20 of evacuating those facilities and the total complement

21
of busses, ambulettes, et cetera, had been previously

22
committed and an administrator of a hospital said, I would

23
[ like to evacuate counter to your recommendation, I

would assume that LILCO would say, At this instance, we

25
have no resources available. We will try to get you some

t. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 as soon as we can.

2 Q Let's go to contention 73 that is on page 79
.

3 of your testimony.

4 Gentlemen, you are aware, correct, that LILCO

5 has attempted to identify handicapped individuals residing

6 at home using a mail survey, mail cards method, correct?

7 A (Witness Kowieski) Yes, we are.

8 Q IIave you actually read the card involved?

9 A (Witness Keller) Yes, I have read the card.

10 Q Did you read it in order to evaluate it for

11 its adequacy?

12 A No, I did not.

'

13 Q Are you aware of any information that would

14 help you to determine the proportion of mobility-impaired

15 persons who have actually returned the card?

16 A (Uitness I(owieski) We don't have any information

17 to this effect.

18 o You have no way of knowing, just from the review

19 you P are conducted, whether or not or what proportion

20 of the handicapped individuals in the EPZ have, in fact,

21 returned the cards, correct?
.

22 A That is correct.

Q Does PE31A intend to determine that in the

24<"> future?
( )

1

- 25
(uitnesses conferring.)
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1 A (Witness McIntire) We may or we may not. We
_

,' 2 are not sure at this time.

3 A (Witness Kowieski) I may add, basically

4 what is being done that at certain point, obviously you

5 asked in this case LILCO, where do you stand as far as

6 the survey is concerned of mobility-impaired individuals.

7 And it has been common oractice, at least in our region,

8 that when we go to the exercise, we simulate evacuation

9 of at least one or two mobility-impaired individuals.

10 So at that time, first of all, one should

11 understand, the list is confidential. The list is

12 confidential. So I cannot simply ask, well, send me

13 a list of mobility-impaired individuals. This is a

14 confidential list.

15 The list, however, will be available, should

16 be available for review, our review, during the exercise.

II We we do, just very limited basis, would

I8 select several addresses, and we would ask the ambulance

I8 or van to just drive around and be able to locate

20
those individuals, if they need a special requirement.

21 0 That wouldn't help you to determine whether or

22 not handicapped individuals in the EPZ had returned their

23 postcard, correct? That would help you determine whether

24
or not the ambulance driver could get to the tome of

25
a handicapped individual?

.
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1 A That is correct.

2 A (Witness Keller) That is correct.
_

3 I think it is important to add that what NUREG

4 0654 requires is that an attempt be made to compile

5 some methodology of identifying the handicapped and

6 what their needs are. Commonly, this mail-in card is

7 used at many sites. There is no way that anyone can

8 require the publi'c to avail themselves of a, I guess, of a

9 service, if you will. There may be handicapped individuals

10 who get the card and say, I am not going to mail it back

11
'

in. I refuse to.

12
That is not a fault on the part of any utility.

13
) Just as I tried to say before, a protective action

14 recommendation is only a recommendation -- no matter who

15 gives it. And an individual may say, I am going to

16 follow the recommendation or I am not going to ollow

17 the recommendation.

IO Our obligation, I believe, is to see that

19 the cards have been sent out and that those responses
20

that have been sent in are, indeed, not thrown away.

21
13ut I don't believe that there is an obligation on our

22
part to go around and knock on every door in Suffolk

23
County and say -- in the ten-mile EPZ -- and say,

, 24
have you sent in your card if you need to.

25-

This plant has gotten some degree of publicity,
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1 and I don't believe there is a resident living in the ten-
s

2 mile EPZ who is not aware of this controversy. It is
v

3 possible, but I don't believe that.

4 If someone didn't get the card, I believe he

5 has had a reasonable opportunity to avail himself of

6 this, I guess I will call it, service.

7 Q You are assuming a couple of things, and I believe

8 -- let me run down and see if you agree with me.

9 You are assuming, first of all, that the

10 individual reads the card that is contained in the
11 brochure or that is sent to him by LILCO correct?

12 A Either he reads it or someone in his household
,

13^] reads it to him, yes.

14 0 You are assuming also that the card is

15
adequate to inform the individual that a service is

16 being offered to him and that he should avail himself

17 of that service, correct?

18
A Yes.

II A (Witness McIntire) If I may supplement that, it

#
', has been our experience in all types of emergency<

21 response activities that most handicapped people have
22

either someone in their home or have made some other
23

arrangements for all types of emergencies, if they need

24
something or n-ed to be taken some where, tha t most of~s

25 them have made individual plans.

. . . .
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1
'

Q You haven't made any analysis about the

2
Shoreham EPZ and the people in it in that regard, have you?

3
A That's right. Nor do I have any reason

4
to believe it is different from other parts of the country.

5
Q The bottom of page 80, gentlemen, you say

6
that the listing of the needs has been compiled from the

7
pre-registration cards -- I'm sorry.

8
Let me start that over. "However, until the

9
listing of the needs has been compiled from the

10
pre-registration cards, there is no way of ascertaining

11

how many handicaoped individuals will need assistance."

12

Do you see that?

} 13
;

A (Witness Keller) Yes.

14

Q Aren't there other methods other than the
15

mail survey which can help to determine how many

16

handicapped individuals will need assistance?
17

A (Witness Kowieski) Ther could be also --
18

Mr. Glass?
19

( Laughte r. )
20

I'm sorry. I saw Mr. Glass wanted to
21

interrupt me. I am sorry.
22

MR. G LASS : I just want some clarification.
23

In the statement here they are dealing with a situation

/,
24

i where we are talking about a listing of needs and
25

' '

then individuals asking for assistance.

I
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1 Mr. Keller and Mr. McIntire have just testifed that there

2
_

may be other ways that people have taken care of their

3 needs.

4 Therefore, I am a little confused by your

5 particular question. I think you seem to be combining

6 two concepts at this point. \

7 MR. MC MURRAY: Just to clear your confusion,

8 Mr. Glass --

9 MR. GLASS: That would be appreciated.

10 MR. MC MURRAY: -- the question to Mr. Kowieski

11 -- and I will restate it to you, Mr. Kowieski -- is --

12 I will try and make it simpler -- what other methods are

13 there for ascertaining the number of handicapped
-

14 people who might need assistance?

15 WITNESS MC INTIRE: Do you mean contained in

16 the plan or how many are there in the universe?

17 BY MR. MC MURRAY: s

18 0 Let's say how many methods are there that

I9 reasonable emergency planners might consider?

I am not talking about just in the LILCO plan.

21 A (Witness Kowieski) Any method could be

22
supplemented by others and one way, with respect to

23 compiling of list of mobility-impaired individuals,

~ 24
one could also use social organizations, community

25 leaders, religious leaders.

. _. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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s

1 There are many ways that could supplement

O END 2 a survey card. No specific requirement, ac far as I know.
9
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1 Q Do you know whether the LILCO Plan provides
~h

= [J-

for such supplemental means of ascertaining the needs of2

3 : handicapped people?

4 A You are referring to additional methods?

5 Q- Yes.

6 A I am not aware of it.

7 Q Let me just put it to you simply. Other than
8 the survey method, does the LILCO Plan provide for any

.

other method to ascertain the needs of handicapped people.9

10 in the EPZ?

11 A The answer is, no.

12 O Let's go to Contention 22, on page 11. Contention

,s 13 22 deals with the configuration of the EPZ, correct?
(' ''')

14 A That is correct.

15 Q Is there any particular part of the RAC review

16 that corresponds to this contention?

'17 A If you will allow us to --

18 Q Let me clarify my question so you are absolutely
19 sure what I am asking.

20- A Right.
+

21 Q Is there a RAC finding that the EPZ as configured

Zt meets any requirements you are aware of?

23 A Allow us one minute.

24 (Witnesses confer)s

\_y') 26

u__ . . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ .
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, . 1

1- A- '(Witness Koller) In J.8 there is the citation-,

'. (( j.
- .

2 -; that the icensees plan should -- it discusses the plumev

3' exposure EPZ, and.in other. sections of 0654, the plume
.,

,~ '4- e'xposure'EPZ is discussed as, quote, a ten mile EPZ.,z

' '

;5j And~within that regard, that kind of goes to
'

'T ,6 this' contention. We are not aware of a specific NUREG 06544

a

7 ' i
'

criteYion that addresses this.,

- .f. ,)L -
s.

.

C 8;J "Q The RAC Committee really did not review the

(9i adckuacyo!!,the.EPZ, correct?

-k . (10 ' A (Witness Kowieski) First df all, it is a given.
~

11 NUREG 0654 document- is' based, at least the planning zones,
; n .

12 . _ 10'and 15 mile zones, emergency planning zones, are based-

on' the,, h:PA-NRC . document NUREG 0396, which establishes
.(]): .

/ 13'

~
,

; 14 criteria with regard.to the size of the planning zones.
'

^~

' ^ 15-

4 -Q Mr. Kowieski,'did the RAC Committee review the

.

f Id ( ' configt ration of the EPZ to determine whether or not it
,

._ < r I

17' : met NPC-^ guidelines with respect to its size and configuration?t,

, - < -
'

- ..a . .

18 A Well, again we look at the maps. Designation
.

''

19 'of.the boundaries, but if.you ask me if we identify and>

4
^ ~

' 20 '+ spell out the 10 mile EPZ as shown in t;he Plan is acceptable,

21; there is not any; specific planning criteria element that would -

-:
22 ~

, ,

require this..

, s
-

23 0- This is not anything that the ' RAC Committee

24 s'pecifi~cally discussed?~

.,

; ..

25 A (Witness-Baldwin) I call your attention to

a
'~:> <,

'
-e

s"+ #

7

m 1
, , ,

. _ - , - - . - , , - . - . . -. . -,- - , ., -. . . . . . - . . - . . . . .
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1 criteria element J.10.B, which requires maps showing
. , - -

i ,) 2 population distribution in and around the nuclear facility.
,

3 .This shall be by evacuation areas, and we have found -- the

4 RAC found element J.10.B to be inadequate because the sub-

5 areas of these emergency planning areas defined in the

6 Plan which have been broken down in a table for areas F and
7 K, are not shown on a map in the Plan.

8 A (Witness Keller) In addition, there was some

9 ' discussion, which turned out later to be in error, about

the fifty mile EPZ -- so called 50 mile ingestion pathway Ito

11 EPZ -- and the lack of maps in the Plan, and whether or not
.

12
,

it included Rhode Island, or should include Rhode Island, ;

[~') 13 since a previous version had included Rhode Island. !
N/ t

14 We ' have since ascertained that Rhode Island
..

15 does not belong in the 50 mile EPZ, so the're was that !

!
16 discussion in regard to size of EPZs, and configurations '

'17 of ' EPZs .

18 10 Let me refer you gentlemen to 10 CFR 5047, C-2.

19 A Do'you have a' copy, please? ?

M- (Judge Kline provides copy . to witnesses) *

.21 Q. Thank you, Judge Kline. C-2.

22 A (Witness McIntire) The page, please?
[

-

23 0 427. Now,.do you have that in front of you?
.

24g The regulation | states that the exact size and configurationg
i )
'"' LM' of the EPZ shall be. determined in relation to local response

E
- - . . _ - - . .-
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,

1 -- emergency response needs and capabilities as they are; ,.() 2 affected by such conditions as demography, topography,
3 -land characteristics,. access routes, and jurisdictional
4 boundaries, correct?

-5 -A (Witness Keller) That is correct.
6 O Let me ask-you this. Have you reviewed the

7 EPZ to determine how it is affected by -- lets take ' this-

8 criterion by criterion. Jurisdictional boundaries?
9 A We refer you to our testimony -- to our testimony'

- 10 - on Contention 22, page 11 of our written testimony.
11'- Q And I am not exactly quita sure what you are
12 saying.

[ 13 - 'A I. believe we have testified in the written|%)
14 testimony. that the - plume exposure, or ten mile EPZ, divides

i
.

15 the following villages: Port Jefferson, Zone Q -- would ^

16 you like' me to continue reading our testimony or --
P

'

~ 17 Q Is it your opinion that the EPZ as drawn has
>

!

,

18 taken into account jurisdictional boundaries?
19 ~ A Ye s .-

'
4.

20 A (Witness'Baldwin) It is taken into consideration.p j- ;
- 21 ethe distribution of.the population, yes.

.

22 Q.
- I am talking about jurisdictional boundaries.

,t
' M A ~ (Witness Keller) It is considered. It is my '

, ,_ . M opinion it has considered them.
S 26 ~A (Witness Baldwin) They have considered it in

,
,

.

4

4

-

4 0 47 -TufM myy. 4 --g 4 g w ---vir--if w wr-- V y 7 m---+y pqyw-mg,y r--me---syw-- y9 Tr y-M-g - ep*P'Y" -T-'$W " T 9W'WP'WTP~T'*'WFW'F"7 TF"1-
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1 defining those boundaries, yes.
, . .

{ j 2 A (Witness McIntire) And we have testified to

3 that in our prefiled testimony.

4 Q How have jurisdictional boundaries been

5 considered. What you are stating to me, Mr. Keller, is that

6' you agree that various villages or population centers have

7 been split.

8' Now, I am asking you how that constitutes

9 consideration of jurisdictional boundaries.

10 MR. GLASS: I object. I have a grave concern

11 about the form of your question. .Conce rn . Concern by who?

12 By.the RAC? By the people who drafted it?

[") 13 Is 'that what we are talking about. Or are we
Q)t

14 - talking about what is actually written in the Plan, what is
,

15 stated therein.

16 JUDGE LAURENSON: That was a compound question,

17 so the objection will be sustained as to the f'orm.

11 0 .BY MR. McMURRAY: (Continuing)
.

19 Q How have jurisdictional boundaries been considered.

2 in the Plan, Mr. Keller?

21 A- (Witness Kowieski) Jurisdictional boundaries

~22 were considered among other factors, and again, I refer you

23 to NUREG 0396. On page-17, on NUREG 0396, in Table 1, there

. ,f, is.a guidance on size of emergency planning zone. It states:24
~

- ! )
'#

25 . Plume explosure pathway, whole body, about ten mile radius.

.

km._
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1 And there is a note. Judgement should be used
, . ,

jv) . 2 in adopting this distance based upon consideration of local

3 conditions'such as demography, topography, land character-

4 istics, access routes, and local jurisdictional boundaries.
.

5 So this not limited to jurisdictional boundaries.

6 It is one of the conditions, one of the considerations.

-7- O Thank you, Mr. Kowieski. I don't think that

8 was responsive to my question. I am asking you how juris-

9 dictional boundaries were considered in defining the EPZ?

10 MR. GLASS: I object to the question. You

11 are -asking how they were considered in drawing or defining

12 the EPZ? That would be speculation on the part of these

3 ''s, 13 witnesses as to what was done by the person who draf ted the/

O
14 .particular document, and that is where my objection as to the

15 form goes, Your Honor.

16 JUDGE LAURENSON: Are you asking as to whether

; 17 based upon the FEMA ~ review they can ascertain this?

18 MR. McMURRAY: Yes, sir. Based on their

'19 ' knowledge.

20 JUDGE LAURENSON: Can you answer that question?

21 WITNESS KELLER : We cannot ascertain how the

' 22 Plan preparer considered jurisdictional boundaries.

'

- 23 BY MR. McMURRAY: (Continuing)

24j. Q I take it -- just to do this quickly then, you
| > ;

{. \- / 25 _ don't know how the Plan preparer considered demography,
!:
i

|-

.. .- -. . . - , . - - . . . . - ..--._,- . . .
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1 topography, land characteristics, or access routes either,
p

-l. N_ J -- 2 right, Mr. Keller?

3 A (Witness Keller) That is correct.
4 Q Now,'you have said that the EPZ boundary follows
5 recognizable landmarks, and therefore conforms to NUREG

6 0654 criteria, correct?

7 A (Witness Kowieski) That is correct.

8 Q Those recognizable landmarks include roads,

9 highways, railroads, et cetera, correct?
,

10 A That is correct.

11.- 0 What railroads does the EPZ follow?
12 A (Witness Baldwin) It says: e.g., which stands

(~'S 13 'for example.
Nj,

14 - -Q Well, I take it that there are some railroads,
15- then, that you.believe that the landmarks -- that the EPZ

16 follows.

.17 A (Witness Keller) Regonizable . boundaries , such

18 as, as an example of a recognizable boundary, a road would

19 ' be a recognizable boundary, a highway would be a recognizable

M . boundary, a railroad would be a recognizable boundary.

21 If you interpret that to mean that we said the

22 EPZ . follows a railroad, then we-have worded it sloppily,
. 23 I am sorry. I don't think we meant to imply that.

24j_ What we meant to imply is that a railroad would

L3~-) 25 be an easily recognizable boundary.
.
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;

1 Q And in your opinion, Mr. Keller, would any road
, , -

( ) 2 be a recognizable boundary?n_/.

3 A It is the, 'any' that I have a problem with.

4 I would say any road, no. Any road would not be a recognizabic

5 boundary.

6- Q What criteria would you use to determine whether

7 or not a road constituted adequate EPZ boundary line?

8. A A' road of -- one, a public road would certainly
9 help. There are ' roads which are not public, particulary

10 in my country.

11 (Laughter)

12 -A (Witness Baldwin) We have said in our testimony,
P

("~ 4 13 too, this additional information that is provided here, these
L)

14 landmarks should be narratively described in the text of

15 the public education' materials.

16 - Again, for example, such as brochures, wall

17 calendars with maps, telephone book inserts --

18 Q Wait a second. We are talking about roads. Mr.

^

19 Keller, what criteria do. you have to determine whether or

20 not roads form adequate EPZ boundary lines?

21 A Most people in a mechanized society recognize

22 a road when.they see one.

23 Q So you are saying that any public road forms ;

24 .an adequate EFZ boundary line.,s

-' - 25 A Again, I would not characterize it as, 'any.'
.

~ , - , . .m .- , , . . - - , - ------,,~,-,-m- -,- ,,- . - - - - - . . , - - - . , . - + , . . - --
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.1 I would think roads of -- depending on local conditions.

f) 2 Some roads are very seldom traveled, some roads have heavierv
3- traffic.

4 I would think that roads, reasonably well travele d

public-roads that are marked would constitute a recognizable5

boundary which would be adequate for the definition of an6

7 EPZ.

8 Q Are any of you experienced with planning principl M

for drawing jurusdictional boundaries such as zoning9

to boundaries, or land use boundaries, or anything like that?
11 A (Witness Kowieski) Years ago, when I was in the

12 private sector, I used to be involved in work of this nature.
<w 13 Q Wouldn't you agree, Mr. Kowieski, that in drawing
-

e s

'~

14 a recognizable boundary, it is advantageous to have different

land use characteristics on either side of that boundary?'15

16 A I don 't understand your question.

17 A (Witness McIntire) Yeah. What do you mean

18 .by land use characteristics?

19 Q For-instance, industrial on one side and residentia

M ~ on-the other?

21~ A (Witness Kowieski) What happens if there is

22 no industry.

23 ' (Multiple speakers)

24 JUDGE LAURENSON: 'We are going to have to go back,

i i
\mj - 25 to one person talking at a time, though. I think you were '

!

!

, - , - - - . , - . , . ,. , , . - . . - - - . . - .- , - , - - , . , - - . - . - - , .-
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-1. ' talking at the same time he was answering.

.( ) 2 BY MR. McMURRAY: Are you aware of any planning

3 principles, Mr. Kowieski, which define --help define the

4 adequacy of boundary lines?

5 A .As a matter of fact, we have suggestion from

6 Mr. - McIntire . I have been involved also in another program, '

7 a national flood insurance program, where you develop the

8 flood inundation maps to simplify. '

9 So, what you do, you designate the area that

'10 would be subject to inundation, potential inundation by

11' a h'undred year flood.

12 In this case, obviously you deal with a river

,r s; 13 or ocen, and. let 's take a river. You develop a cross
s >'s

14 section. ' You. -- af ter you develop you draf t the cross

15 section, put it on a computer, and you predict, using the

-16 hydrology, the amount of water that is flowing down stream, '

17 - you develop and you predict the water heights, and based

18 on the water heights and available cross sectional data,

19 you will ' determine how far water will flow, and you will

at draw the boundary, the outlines of the flood. Let's say
,

21 hundred year flood, five hundred year floods. T

22 A (Witness McIntire) Let me supplement that r

23 with a little background information. This mapping program

24 is the largest mapping program in the world. My office
. '"T./ ,

, i
' y <j 25 has these local maps, and they have done community by communi':y!L

'
\

I-

- - . _ . , . _ _ _ . _ . . . . - - . . _ _ - - _, __ - - . _ _ . .
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1 here in New York State, for virtually all flood prone
, . ._,

() 2 communities in the State, and I think almost all on Long

3- Island.

4- After each map is produced, it is sent to the

5 community, and then members of my staff go out to the

6 communities and explain to the local officials and the

7 general public, the maps, what is shown on the maps, what

8 is indicated on the maps, what the maps indicate.

'9 So, I think that we have a fair amount of

10 experience in mapping.

11 MR. McMURRAY: Judge Laurenson, I would.like

12 to move to strike Mr. McIntire 's response. I understand

- (~'s 13 Mr. Kowiesni's was at least marginally responsive, but.(.j
14 Mr. McIntire 's was far beyond the scope of my question.

15 MR. GLASS: He had inquired into the background

-16 or experience that these witnesses have with mapping and,

17 . with familiarity with topographical features, and I think

18 that that was certainly responsive to that.

19 JUDGE LAURENSON: Motion is denied.,

End 10. N
S ue ~ foi s . --

21

22

23

.. 24

' !%
'k

'

~b/ M
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1 BY MR. MC MURRAY: (Continuing)
,,.'#11-1-Suet
y , ,-) 2 Q Mr. Kowieski, is it your opinion that land use

3 characteristics are not relevant in determining the -- how

4- an EPZ should be defined?

5 A (Witness Kowieski) Land use characteristic?

6 It could be helpful but is not an only requirement.

.7 Q Let me-ask you this, how do you believe demography

8 has been taken into account in defining the EPZ?

9 A' Again, as Mr. Keller already testified, we don't

10 know how it was defined and taken into consideration.

11- Q Well, I'm asking how do you think that the

' 12 - EPZ meets the criteria set out in 50.47.C?~

[^ i 13 A (Witness McIntire) We are here to testify on
.Q(

!
14. the plan review, not on the drawing of the EPZ, is my

15 understanding.

16 Q Well, you submitted testimony on the drawing

17 of the EPZ, correct?

18 A We described the EPZ.

1st Q And you also say it conforms to NUREG 0654

20 . criteria, correct?

21 A That was our judgment during the planning review.

22 O I'm asking you how it conforms -- are you saying
|

23 that those criteria as set out in the 0654 are different

,

24 from 50.47.C.2?
l-

25 A (Witness Kowieski) Give us a minute.''
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1#11-2-Suet (The witnesses are conferring.)
2 Mr. Baldwin will answer your question.
3 (Witness Baldwin) What question?

4 (Laughter.)

5 (Witness Keller) For the record, the 0654 require-

6 ments on EPZ and the reference 50.47 are the same.
7 That was the last question I think.

8 Q Thank you, Mr. Keller. Now, in conducting your

9 review did you attempt to determine whether or not the EPZ
10 met these particular criteria? And I don' t have to read
11 them through again.-

12 Mr. Keller? You are pointing to somebody else.
13 A (Witness Keller) Mr. Baldwin is going to ad-

14 dress this.

15 (Witness Baldwin) I think. Yes. We considered
16 in the RAC review this ten mile stipulation.
17 Q Well, I'm not talking about the ten mile stipula-
18 tion. I'm talking about the other factors to be considered
19 such as demography, topography, land characteristics, access
20 routes and jurisdictional boundaries.

,

21 Were those particular local conditions considered
22 in reviewing the adequacy of the EPZ?
23 A Yes. And 1 considered them.

,

24 0 Now, please tell me how you considered demography
3 and how that was taken into account in defining the EPZ?

i
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#11-3-Suet 1 A Well, in doing the plan review, since that is
,,.

i ) 2 what we are talking about right now, I specifically looked

:3 .at the table with the population distributions in it. I

4 was very interested in the map which showed those planning

5 areas.

6 And in my particular review, I raised this issue
.

7_ that with respect to areas F and K I believe it is, that

8 the table broke them down and that the map did not, to

9 show which is required by NUREG. That was a particular

10 - concern, because if in the course of making a protective

11 action recommendation that could involve evacuation and

~ 12' 'LERO made the recommendation to affect only part of F or

- ['' i 13 part of K, the decision makers would be unable to determine
L.) .

14 how many people that affected without a map. They would

15 have to go to a particular table.

16 Those are the considerations that were involved

17 in the plan review.

18 Q Mr. Baldwin, when the regulation says that a

19 condition such as demography must be considered in defining

M the EPZ, what is meant by that? How must -- how should

21 demography be taken into account? What sort of things in

22 the planner looking for?

23 Mr. Baldwin?

,-i . 24 A Well, I, as a --

()'~ 2- (The witnesses are conferring.)

-

-, . - . - _ .-___ - - __- _
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#11-4-Suet 1 (Witness Keller) My reading of the regulation,
,

3 ) which is an NRC regulation and not a FEMA regulation --2\_/

3 Q Excuse me, Mr. Keller. I have directed a #

4 question to Mr. Baldwin. You are certainly free to sup-
P

5 plement his response.

6 A (Witness Baldwin) Could I have you reask the
,

7' question? .

8 Q With respect to the requirement of 5047.C.2 I
.

that one of the local conditions that must be looked at9
'

10 is demography, what does that mean? In other words, what

demographic factors should be taken into account in defin-11 ,

12 ing an EPZ? !

[ N, 13' A -Population size, distribution and characteristics.'w/
14 Q. .Oka y . And then once those are known, how does
15 one draw the line?

' 16 . A One uses their best judgment to conform to the
17 requirement for a ten mile EPZ.

18 0 What is it about population size that helps one
19 -define the EPZ?~

20 A -The population that would be affected by a pro-
21 tective action recommendation.
22 Q. Talking about -- in talking about drawing the
23 roughly ten mile EPZ, what is it about the population size
247- that helps you draw that boundary line?

i !

V
25 A Well, you don't want to affect more people than

.

-m.

.- ,-
_
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' 'I#11-5-Suet it would be necessary; with particular reference to an
'/ i

Q. 2
evacuation recommendation it's better to have that recom-

'3 mendation affect only those people at risk.

4 - Q At risk, meaning within roughly ten miles?

~5 A Yes, using the criteria as specified in 0396

6 and 0654 which have been developed by EPA and NRC.

7
Q Well, let's take an example. Let's say that

8 there is a population center that is a little over ten miles

8
from the EPZ, are you saying -- how are you saying that's

10 treated?~

11 A (Witness Keller) It's basically a judgment.

12
In some plans, population centers at, for example, ten-point

/~N
l' I3i

|d one miles are included in the " ten mile EPZ." In other| '

I4
plans, the population centers at nine point five miles

15 have been excluded from the " ten mile EPZ."
16

It is a-judgment that is made on a case by case

17 basis, which is the recommendation I believe of the regula-
18

tion.

19
Q So, I think what you are saying, Mr. Keller, then

.

"
is that the EPZ boundary line tries to incorporate whole

21
population centers and not divide them, correct? And it

22 does so by going in and out.

23
A Not necessarily. The critical thing about an

. 24j] emergency planning zone is that the population within the
V - 25

|

zone recognize that they are within the zone or outside of

L
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.#11-6-Suet 1 the zone. As we have said, the risk is a graded risk. It
-

,-,

{ ) 2 does not-come to some point and fall off to zero.
,

3 If the risk on one side of the street has a

4 given value, the risk on the other side of the street is

5 almost the same value. Okay.

-6 The-critical issue is to draw the line, as you

7 said, at some point at which the people at risk, the

8 residents at risk, can recognize. I think it is reasonable

9 to assume that no matter where you drew the line, at whatever

10 distance from .the site you drew the line, if a protective

11 action recommendation were to be made, to take a protective
12 action up to that line, people on tLe other side of the

[[ ] 13 ' street'would voluntarily take the same protective action.,

\_/
14 _(Witness Baldwin) If I could follow that up..

15 .That is why we have stated.in our written testimony that
.

16 these land marks should be narratively described in the text

'17 of the public education brochures and public information

18 so-that one can determine _where they reside with respect to

19 the-boundaries of that EPZ.

20 (Witness !!cIntire) And I would like to take a

21 -further comment on tir. Keller's comment about reasonableness.
ld For example,-at the Indian Point EPZ, a conscious

23 decision was made inr the State not to include the
24 Ossinging Correctional Institution. That's about nine,s

( )
''# 15 point six miles if I remember correctly from Indian Point.

_
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#11-7-Suet l But because of the type of facility it is, the decision was
. - , -

'(_j- 2 .made again to go to sheltering rather than to evacuation.
3 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I assume that our

4 morning time period is just about up; is that correct?
5 I am asking because I have a couple of wrap-up matters from
6-

the~ documents that were talked about yesterday, including --
~7

I would like to' introduce some of the documents into the
8 record.

8
JUDGE LAURENSON: Okay. This is the time that

10 we ordinarily take our luncheon recess, so please proceed.
:11 MR. MILLER: First, Judge Laurenson, I have a

12 very limited number of questions regarding the documents
'

.
13 that'were provided by Mr. Glass yesterday when I had con-
14 cluded my questions. .And I do not plan to introduce these
15 into the record. I just want some clarifying questions.
16

CROSS EXAMINATION

17
BY MR. MILLER:

18XXXX Q Mr. McIntire, I will direct these to you.

18 A (Witness McIntire) Excuse me. I don't have a

20 .
. copy of them. Could I borrow someone's?

21 g; 7.m talking about the July 9, July 11 and July 12,
22

1984 letters.

23
A That's what I'm talking about.

24;,A,( (Mr. Glass furnished the witness with letters.)>

's / ' 25
I have them.
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#11-8-Suet I
'

Q Okay. Mr. McIntire, in the July 12, 1984 letter
,m.

i \
'\ / 2 from Mr. Speck to Mr. Petrone, there is a statement in

3 the middle of the letter which says, "On June 10, 1984,
4 FEMA received a request from NRC to conduct a full RAC

5 review of Revision 4 of the LILCO plan."

6 Do you see that?

'7 A Yes, I do.

8
Q Was the request made of FEMA on June 10, 1984

8
to review Revision 4 of the LILCO plan?

>

10 A No. That's incorrect. That should have been
11 July.

12
Q July 10, 1934?

-.,x
| | ) 13 -A It's my understanding it is supposed to be\_/,,

1
14

. July 10.

15
-Q To your knowledge, Mr. McIntire, FEMA had not

.

16 received a Revision 4 to the LILCO plan prior to -- well,
17 why don't you tell me?

18 To your' knowledge, when'did FEMA receive Revision
II 4 to the LILCO plan?

8
A (The witnesses are conferring.)

21-
-(Witness Kowieski) I don't remember exactly.

22 It.was'a week, a week and a half ago.
23 -

Roughly around July 4th?g

4
. {~] A (Witness McIntire) Yes.
%)

25
Q .The only other question I wanted to ask about

. _ . - - . - - -
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|

-#11-9-Suet 1 these three letters, Mr. McIntire, I take it from my read-

| \
(_j 2 ing of the July 11, 1984 letter from Mr. Krimm to Mr.

3- Jcrdan of.the NRC that it is FEMA's position that a full

4 RAC review of Revision 4 could not be completed and pro-

5 vided to the NRC prior to November 15, 1984; is that ,

t

6 correct?
,

7 A Yes. The letter states for these reasons we

8 believe that we cannot furnish a finding on Revision 4
:

9 'of the LILCO Transition Plan earlier than November 15,

10 1984.

11 Q ~ And you were involved in that. decision, sir?

12 A I was involved in discussions leading up to the
i

. (''} -13 drafting of this letter. -

. w.)'

14 Q You were involved in deciding that it would take
;
!

15 until November 15, 1984 to provide a RAC review of Revision

16 . 4; isn't that correct?

17 A I provided information about the workload and
f

18 other priorities within the Region, and I made recommenda-

18 tions regarding the time frame for the completion of the

i
20 review..

~

21 MR. MILLER: Thank you. Judge Laurenson, at

H this time the County would like to offer certain of the

23 documents from yesterday into evidence.

24j-)- Let me just give the numbers. We would like
i /.'~' 2 to move into evidence SC-EP-79, 81, 82, 83, 87 and 90.

.

- - - - , - , .v- ----ew ---~..m-, - - ~ , - - - - - - --,----,y -, --- --y- ,xmn.- - , - - - - - , , ,
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~ # 11-10-S ueT 1- JUDGE LAURENSON: And just to clarify the record,
.r's

'( )_ 2-.
_ the County is not offering in evidence Suffolk County

3 Exhibit EP-76 through 78, 80, 84 through 86, or 88 and 89;

4 is that correct?

5 MR. MILLER: That's correct.

6 JUDGE LAURENSON: Is there an*/ objection to
e

7 the documents that the County is offering in evidence

8 being received?

9 MR. GLASS: If we could have just one minute,

10 Your Honor.

11 (Mr. Glass is going through documents.)

12 The only concern I have is with Document 87,

[ ) because there seems to be no foundation. The witnesses13

\J
14 were not aware of who had draf ted this particular document

15 nor did they seem to have much input into it. And there

16 were some-questions asked about certain portions, and those

17 are already in-the record.

18 But as to the-remaining portion of the document,

19 I just don't know where there is a foundation. And I have

20
not an opportunity to look to see whether they are accurate,

21 the rest of'the statements, nor has there been any testimony
22

whether this material is accurate or not.

23 MS. MC CLESKEY: LILCO also objects to the

24rsg admission of EP-87 basically for the same reasons Mr. Glass
| /
\_/.

25
just stated.. Mr. McIntire stated that he had seen it during

c
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- #11-ll-Suet.1 preparation of the FOI request responses, but no one on the
7

- ( ,/' 2 - panel who had even prepared the chronology, and there was
3 no indication that any of these people have relied on it
4 in any way in preparing either the RAC report or their
5 testimony,

t

6 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, with respect to
7

this document I offer it into the record because I think
8 it sets in context very well the involvement of FEMA in
9 the case. In addition, although it's true that Mr. McIntire

10 i

seemed to be the only person on the panel familiar with
11 the document, I believe I established that no one on the
12

panel had any reason to disagree with the chronology that
n

) 13 is set forth in this document.,

%j'

I4; JUDGE LAURENSON: What does it prove, though?
15

MR. MILLER: I think it sets forth FEMA's involve- '

16 ment with the Shoreham plant. Certain particular issues

17 go to the RAC review process in this document. It sets in

18
context the involvement of FEMA as an agency of the govern-

19 ment involved in the review of the LILCO plan and with the
20

Shoreham plant.

21
JUDGE LAURENSON: But it has to be relevant to

22
some decisional aspect of the case to be received in

23
evidence. And I don't see, on the face of it, what the

24'

(''3 relevance _is to any particular contention that the County
i''

25
has offered.

- -- . - . _ - - .. ...- .. - . - . . _ - _ . .
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#11-12-Suet 1 MR. MILLER: There are portions of the document

2 that go to the RAC review process. I didn't try to go

3 through and glean out particular portions. I will be

4 glad to point those out if that makes a difference to the
4

5 Board's ruling.

6 Basically, I left the document intact without

7 pulling it apart and offering Pages 3 or something like

8 that. Page 3 has discussion about the review of Revision 0

9 of the plan. There is discussion also on Page 3 as to

10 FEMA's position regarding that review, the earlier review

11 of the LILCO plan.

12 There is discussion on Page 7 regarding the RAC
;
'

review of the LILCO plan. I simply didn't try to go through
( 13

w.-
14 and just pull apart the pages.

15 JUDGE LAURENSON: Are there any objection to

16 any of the other exhibits that have been offered?

17 MR. GLASS: As to 79, 81, 82, 83 and 90, no,

18 there are not.

19 MS. MC CLESKEY: LILCO has no objection other

20 than to 87.

21 JUDGE LAURENSON: Does the State have any

22 objections?

23 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: No objection to any of the

24 exhibits.---

2 (The Board members are conferring.)'"
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-

!

!
_i

1',#11-13-Suet 1 JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection to Suffolk }"

.-( %.
!

N,,) 2 County Exhibit EP-87 is sustained. All other exhibits !
4

3 \
are received in evidence. !

4 i

Por the record,.we will receive into evidence
f

5.

Suffolk. County Exhibits EP-79, 81, 82, 83 and 90.
6 :

(The documents previously marked - {'
~

for identification as Suffolk' ,

.

8
County Exhibits EP-79, 81, 82, !

9 I83 and 90 were received in i
5

10 ' '

INDEXXX evidence.)
11' i
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank P. Petrone, Regional Director
Philip McIntire, Chief i

Nat"- and Technolo 4 cal,Hazardg, Division
Of W $. Od/Ok9 '

FROM: RogeFB. Kovieski, Chairman
Regional Assistance Committee

i

SUBJECT : Review of the LILCO Plan for the Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station

On September 28, 1983, the Federal Emergency Management Agency published
'

in the Federal Register the proposed rule, 44 CFR 350 entitled " Review
and Approval of State and Local Radiological Emergency Plans and Preparedness". '

This rule became effective as of October 28, 1983.

This rule establishes policy and procedures for review and approval by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of State and local emergency plans
and preparedness for coping with the offsite effects of radiological emergencies

/''N which may occur at commercial nuclear power facilities,

\.-)t .

-

Specifically, this rule under 350.1, Purpose, states:

"The purpose of the regulation in this part is to establish
policy and procedures for review and approval by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of State and local emergency |
plans and preparedness for the offsite effects of a radiological
emergency which may occur at a commercial nuclear power facility.
Review and approval of these plans and preparedness involves
preparation of findings and determinations of the adequacy of
the plans and capabilities of State and local governments to
effectively implement the plans."

Furthermore, 350.5, Criteria for Review and Approval of State and local
Radiological Emergency Plans and Preparedness states:-

"(a) Section 50.47 of NRC's Emergency Planning Rule (10 CFR
Parts 50 (Appendix E) and 70 as amended] and the joint FEMA-
NRC Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological ;

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear
Power Plants (NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1, November 1980)

,

which apply insofar as FEMA is concerned to State and local '

'
governments, are to be used in reviewing, evaluating and approving

h,x,

u-] ,

:

. I

__ _ _. _ _ -. . ,. _ _ . _ . . - _. - _ _ . _ - _
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(,- )
State and local radiological emergency plans and' ' - -

preparedness and in making any findings and_ deter-
minations with respect to the adequacy of the plans
and the capabilities of State and local governments
to implement them. Both the planning and preparedness
standards and related criteria contained in NUREG-0654/
FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1 are to be used by FEMA and the NRC
in reviewing and evaluating State and local government
radiological emergency plans and preparedness. For
brevity, only the planning standards contained in
NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1." '

Since 44 CFR 350 as well as NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1 provides only
Suidence on review and approval of the plans developed by the State and
local governments it was necessary for us to make certain assumptions in
reveiving the Shoreham plan developed by the utility (LILCo).

According to this plan, LILCo intends to deploy an organization (Local
Emergency Response Organization, LERO) comprised of its e=ployees to perform
duties normally performed by the local authorities.

^ #M__&JLadiological-In __ _

..._,m2.- - . -- m -- - _' fM " I MM= hfallowing
'

,

_E g,;{=, j y,,,.,gi,?@ m A C __.4 - :-

.a}sguggog,245;fggg,ga g e,e,p g h ,,
fm

U mc ~_ =, , =,mmme.

.c=PrJad di --_ ' 4 ^# M u m ycgponse
plan.

i

1

All LERO personnci'idc..;ified t P W C U - _ _ .kot, fu i response*

e

$ _ _ . _ m3._ ; . - . 1_ _ _ __- _ _ -'fCM1i5ergeney^

._
~

respesium ' '7 #^%e lbq're~na::rm==i 7.dXtat'IMI.~3~t %1s time.
- " r.r m w m ,,..

This LERO plan does not referente the New York State Radiologicale
Emergency Preparedness Plan (July,1981) and it has been submitted
without a State Site Specific Plan. Hence, there are no provisions
stated or implied for participation by New York State.

,

These assumptions are necessitated by the following:

e By resolution 1196-83, adopted on February 17, 1983, the Suffolk" ,

'

| County Legislature determined that the County of Suffolk would
not participate in of fsite emergency Planning for SNPS.I

Governor Mario Cuomo's position that "a preparedness plan which
| e

| relies solely and entirely upon private utility workers cannot
! (emphasis added) provide the degree of security necessary to

conclude that the public health and safety of the region's residents
are adequately protected." See Governor Cuomo's letter to NRC

('~N
Chairman Palladino of October 4, 1983 (attachment 1) .

(

1

!

!
~

:
'

_ __ _
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I

'
e Section 1.4 " Legal Authority; Establishment of a Local Emergency

Response Organization" f rom the LILCo Transinon Plan (attachment 2). i
i

I intenir . .iTTEM"aira pu6hr*tFh1TeToissoTMsHtig~ tee c~omments i
7

fzamsumR8KaWPA19RMisQQQ'p' idWiim. iui'ttiem"W a'tiset'i'ng'o! the' |
RegicmF-Aas .- arrcL_Lommitt_ce.

-

|
_

-
-

- = . . . .

|If you find I need to modify''or change the assumptionato have a better .

representation of the agency's policy, please advise me at your earliest 9 |

convenience.
;

!

[
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)
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.
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i'IS? ; Federal Emergency Management Agencyo
\ l

{* ( f Region 11
"

,

26 Federal Plaza New York, New York 10278
.- .f JAfi % 4 B84

4
-

MDbRA?DUM Poh: W. 3pe:k, Assoo e Director
- er:d Lockl P ss and Supporty

A
7p

PRCM: . a r. Pet; % , Regi '
_ 1 rector

- y 9v. . 8,

S'J.iTECT: 'Sho enam lan Review

I appaeciatedgthe oppo-tunitysto, meet with you on Jaanary 19 to discuss the im-
p11 cations of the recent eventn' on the RA0 review of the LIICO Transition Plan
for Sabrehain. < As you know, Recion II is utill::1rg a substantial amount of sta#f
time reviewLng Revtsien i anc,3, of this plan. '

.

s .
,

On Tuescay, January .17,198tl, Governor Mario Jt. Cuomo's Special Counsel appeared
befpre the ASL3 in ne Shoreham Nuclear Pla .t proceedings and on January 23,
1984 Isreceived a letter from Mr.' Palomino, copy attached.

~

'Ihe State of New Y6rk stated its opposition to the appmval of LILCO's Transi-
tion Plan fo,noff-site emergency preparedness for Snoreham. The State raised
three iasuesiir.'thisifiling with the Board.

. n
| < s ,, 4

|. V (19 It is tne position of the State of New York tnat LILCO lacks the legal
! .:x > cathority to implemer.t its Transition Plan.

5,

(2) '1he State of New York further Stated that the ASLB does not have
jurisdiction to rule on ecntentions 1 throu6h ,10 41egal issues) present1/ before
the Boa-d. It is the positie.n of the State of New York that any ruling by tne
ASLB on this issue woald violate the hights reserved to the State under the
tenth amendmhat of the U.S. Conritution, and any challenge to the State's inter-

,

pretation of tRe contentions relacad to LILCO's legal authority must be heard in
'a State Court.

\

(3) 'Ihe last . point made by the Governor is that the State has concludedi

that the LII.40 Transition Plan is inadequate and not ca,eble of implementation.
'Iherefore, the Governor ~ has stated that the Plan cannot assure the reasonable
protection of the public in the event of a nuclear accident..

'Ihese three points heve' important remifications that should be considered before
the ccxnpletion of the PAC r-vi*w of the LIILO Trar.sition Plan. It is counsea',s.
opinion We71CahMIfn"oFIaYE'a5pW.*19v->s3medanedaee~f61GfliiTwisic,h
challengss9h*%e'St&tPTjidditi~od"may teverdr-~ 6%. . - #; . - -- - .

~As you len9Va55The*Q;ency77ihWhEEEly Ta2nertSe3cidfiint bere is
da need 'to tesi#e''the tssueP||TWs'iegsi'erm 'JtyrarWthat!thi~. State .was

trie a;ipfop*fsw m e, .a.auda w"resTiWD.1E5Iesstin."ti5' State [hsts npw madesp it'a' pcsit1T13cCdWC'ETCs%iN'tW.MFDW~ 1 DellWe, sho'llTa~1s6 ' ive carefalg
'd"' tt5rsidu. . wa wWe% FEM 70'rT'iEt'EmsetWa?%NureEf66tMasonably: assure!

'

the p:t,te:tifrhrn''p'dbTic"'"
~ ~ ~ ~ '

\ s
I i .

!
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ b___ ._ , . _ . ._ ._
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- UNITED STATES

f
^ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

WASMW27088. D. C. 3EB85
.f

*

Mp k ...*
.

- |

~
- -

.

January 26, 1984

..
.

'*
. <- _", .

.

.c j
'

J
. . , ,

'

Mr. Samuel W. Speck -

'

" ~~ ~~ -

f Associate Director -

State and Local Programs and-
'

,, '

l

Support - 4

i
Federal Emerger.cy Managerent Agency
Washington, DC 20472

'
,

Dear Mr. Speck: -e ;
.

, ,

.,

25, 1984, inquiring as to whether;

Thisisinrespodeto.yotseletterofJanuary! -
!

FEM should continue, modify or terininate its review of the LILCC cff-site emer-
In that FEM's review will be an essential

;

gency plan for the Shoryham facility. i

ingredient in the Liensing Board's ultimate determination on the adequacy and
implementability of LILCO's proposed emergency plan, I would request that FEMIn addition, because of the schedule previously;

,

|

continue its.gview of the plan. |
set by the Licent,ing Board in the ongoing Shoreham proceeding, I would appreciateO

'

every effort you could seake to insure that FEM'O review of the LILCO plan is
completed by the pray?ously agreed-upqn date of February 1,1984.

- , .
I

i Thank you for your assistance in this matter. :
'

7.,
~ Sincerely, !

, ,
i Y

.c -
(i .a

s/ |
"

~a . . ,

' Dircks
I

'' -

Executive Director for Operations.;

. .s ,
;,

(.
'

,
. -'

-,

- ~ - . \

p,

-

- .

g

V -,_ _ .

_

k
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1

9

1
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O < ?" i reaeral Emergency Management Agency !
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''

Washington, D.C. 20472'

. .

FEB 0 31984

MEMORANDUM POR: Frank P. Petrone
Regional Director ;

i Region II gw York) , j

b
FROM: Sa 1 S ek I |

isoc ire or
at nd Loc Programs [
d uppo !

:
'

SUBJECT: Shoreham Plan Review
|
i

This is in response to your memorandum of January 24, 1984, which questioned whether ,

the Regional Assistance Committee (RAC) review of the Long Island Lighting Company
(LILCO) Transition Plan for Shoreham should continue. ;

;

! On January 25, 1984, we asked the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) whether in I
!!

_ light of Governor Cuomo's interpretation on the legal authority issue, the Federal

(v Energency Management Agency (FEMA) should continue, modify, or terminate the NRC-
requested review of the LILCD Plan. On January 26, 1984, NRC responded by requesting
us to continue the review. A copy of their response is attached.

'

Should you have any questions about this, please feel free to call.
'

!Attachment'

As Stated
,

1
>

\
.

'
r

!

I

l

'
,

1

.

|

<
;
'

_ __ . ~ . , _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ - . -.
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#11-14-SueTL JUDGE LAURENSON: Is there anything else on

t''Y
,J _ 2- behalf of the County at this time?t

3 MR. - t1 ILLER: Judge Laurenson, are we being given

4 time to: continue with our cross-examination, because we

5 certainly would welcome that opportunity?

6 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think under the scheduling

7 that we have set, after we take our lunch break we are

8 going to come back and hear the cross-examination of the

9 State and of LILCO. We will allow FEMA to conduct redirect
-10 examination.

. . .

11 And to the extent that there is still-time re-

12 maining today we will continue with the questioning of

{''/}
13 -the FEMA panel. We will specifically indicate that we

N(.
!!4 will not hear ~the LILCO testimony on Contention 92 today.,

15 But we will take whatever rime is available this afternoon
'16 -to question'the FEMA witnesses.

-17 To the extent that the County may not have been

18
,

able to inquire into certain areas or contentions on the

'.19 time.that has been given, we will not hold to a strict rule

-M- on recross examination on that.

and #11 21

.R2b flws- 22

23

24 '7-q
~~ M5

,.

'

.
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1 MR. GLASS: It is my understanding that once
~

2 FEMA would complete its redirect, we would then go
_

3 back to the county starting its recross?

4 JUDGE LAURENSON: Yes.

5 MR. GLASS: Would there be any objection to

6 my just reserving my redirect until, if I can give the

7 Board a fair estimation and then proceeding in that

8 manner?

9 JUDGE LAURENSON: Unless there is an

10 objection, that is acceptable to us.

11 MR. MILLER: We have no objection.

12 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let's proceed on that basis.

13
'

MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I assume what

I4 you are saying is that once there has been an opportunity

15 by New York State and LILCO, then, to ask questions of the

16 panel, then we will go back to the county, and we will

I7 be able to inquire into areas that we have not been

18 able to inquire into yet with these witnesses.

19 Is that correct?

JUDGE LAURENSON: That is <-iat I said.

21 MR. MILLER: Thank you.

JUDGE LAURENSON: Is there an objection to

that?

24
- MS. MC CLESKEY: I have a question, Judge

';
M

Lauren son . Do you anticipate that the other parties will

!
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1 go around again this afternoon following the county's
2 resumptioning of questioning; if they ask about issues

3 that they haven't asked about previously, I have a

4 concern that we may have additional questions.

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: I am sure that is true, but

6 on the basis of the representations made to us by the
7 county so far, my understanding is that there isn't

8 going to be any time for anyone else to conduct any
9 questioning this afternoon.

10 floweve r , since all of these witnesses will

11 be back in August, I think we will just have to work

12 that into the schedule at that time.
'

13 MR. GLASS: I would have an objection to

14 that, Your lionor. You have encouraged the parties

15 throughout to negotiate their own agreements.

f6 FEMA, in good faith, entered into an

17
agreement, and there is such a letter of agreement, I

18
think, on file with the Board that particular issues

19 were going to be addressed at this time and that the

20 other issues, remaining issues, were going to be addressed
21 at the next appearance, and that it was not an open-ended
22

forum.

3
I would be very hesitant to enter into any

-
4

more agreements such as this if I am to find at the

25 last minute I am going to be -- tho agreements are going to
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.' . .be mooted.1

,ym .
u -

-<

( ,p 2 JUDGE LAURENSON: -The problem is, you made
'

-

3 'antagreement', but that didn't have anything to do with
-

4 'the availability of time. You may have set a schecule,

5 but if, in fa'ct,1it took more than one week to complete

' - 6 .th'elquestioning of the witnesses on this testimony and.

7 ~

you are not going to make them available at any time

8 .until August'14', then we have to continue with what

8 .we have before us now.

- 10 'MR. GLASS: Based on your Honor's previous

: 11 ~ rulings -- and I am not looking to hold the county

12 to strict limits -- but: based on the Board's previous

f( 13
; rulings and what I feel-is the Board's intention to

A .- .

I4 bend over backwards _to have accommodated the county

- 15 recently, we have limited our' objections in a lot of

. 16 areas where the. county has been quite repetitive.

17 The1 county-has repeatedly asked questions of
.

18- the witnesses after they have responded and asked it

~ I8
three or four times because they wanted to use a particular

# word.

21
.I think in some cases they have just worn

- < - the witnesses down where the witnesses could not answer
3

a yes or no, gave their explanation three or four times

24/- on the record, and then finally just to be rid of
N/ g

the question, finally said yes or no, whatever it was.
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1- I.think this is not helping the Board. It
;

f2 is'not helping the parties. I feel quite sorry fory ,

'3 ~

the parties who have to write findings in this particular,

4 ' matter.

=5? -JUDGE LAURENSON: How about the Board?

6 Let me.just clarify what I thought I had said

'7? -before.

18 - That-'is,.that under the_ schedule that we have
'

9 .-talked about.for-this afternoon,'that following the

' -e 10g rights to New York,.to LILCO, and to FEMA, if they-
11- w'ish to e:<ercise them, to-question this. panel of
12- witnesses, we would-turn.the questioning back to

[ . 13 -Suffolk County for,the' rest of today. .I haven't said.,

4.
-

14 anything beyond today.

! !5 -
. -And-then I have indicated, in response to

16 ' . -Ms.! McCleskey's question,'that'she' wanted to be able
17 ' coygottow..up' onia'ny ' questions that may = be asked by
18 - the county;on thi~s' recross, if that would-be. permissible,
19 and"I indicated that we would build'that into the schedule.-
20 'I have not indicated at any time that the county.
21

would'be'given any right to question these witnesses
: ,

22 '
dabout this testimony.after today. And tha t is all we

.

. : 23 ' have'said up to this point.
~

E; If.the-county wishes to request additional time,{ p\
- 1.

26 - tha't' is another matter that- I think we'have to-hear under

.

i-i
~
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'

the procedures that we. set forth on Tuesday morning.,
s

.

3[]
~

2 M R '. GLASS: My only concern is that the
%/ '

3- lissues-that,were designated for this week would be closed
s

4
~

at the end of this week. That is my concern.

5-
-JUDGE LAURENSON: It would be nice if we can

6. 'do ! tha t. I~ don't know that we can.make any such guarantee.

- 7 at."this time. We will have.to-see where we are by the
8

.
end of today.

'. 9 With : tiha t, we will take our luncheon recess
:>

: 10 --

.a'nd we will reconvene at 2:00 p.m., begin the

11 questioning by Mr. Zahnleuter.

12 (Whereupon, at-12:45 p.m., the hearing'.was

i' . I3
~

' recessed,-to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., this same day.)

14

.

!~ - 15
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,
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (2:03 p.m.)

3 JUDGE LAURENSON: We are back on the

4 record now.

5 Before we begin the cross-examination of

6 the panel by Mr. Zahnleuter for the State of New York,

7 I had just one question of clarification for the

8 record.

9 That is, that Mr. Kowieski has made a point during

10 this testimony of the fact that the FEMA RAC committee
1

11 did not review or. compare the prior Argonne evaluation
|

12 of Rev 0 in conjunction with the RAC review of Rev 3,
_

13 and yet on the RAC committee and on this panel of

14 witnesses, Dr. Baldwin, who is employed by Argonne, which

15 did the review of Rev 0 back in June, I believe, of

16 last year -- I thought that perhaps we should have an

II explanation as to the role played by Dr. Baldwin in

18 this RAC review and his contact with Argonne National

19 Laboratory and whether or not there is any similarity

20 or whether he had any consultation or what the precise

21-

procedural arrangement is in conjunction with Argonne's

position on this RAC committee.

WITNESS BALDWIN: Judge Laurenson, to give

24
you a little background, I am employed by Argonne

25
National Laboratory, and I am located here in New York.

,. . .
.

.. __-____- _
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'And'last summer, I believe it was'in June of last. , ,

d I' 2-

N-di -year that they did this review for -- we have a contract.
,

3
-Argonne National Laboratory has a contract with PEMA

'4

headquarters to do radiological emergency preparedness
5

-

-support work with' FEMA for all regions of the country.
6

And I, in this location,-have worked with

7
L Region II out_of New York and Region I in Boston.

'

.g
-

I was not in Illinois last year when they
9

-did'the other RAC review, except for a short visit out

c10
.there on another matter.

11

MR. GLASS: Dr. Baldwin, did you misspeak?,

12

ItL was not a ' RAC review..

''}- 13

- ( ,j WITNESS BALDWIN: That is true. I misspoke.
14 -

The. review that was done by Argonne for FEMA
15 =

.was done for' headquarters on revision 0.

~ 16

JUDGE LAURENSON: Do you mean headquarters of
.17

Argonne or. headquarters of FEMA?
18

WITNESS BALDWIN: fleadquarters of FEMA.
19 -

JUDGE LAURENSON: By the main office of
- 20

Argonne which is in Illinois?
21

WITNESS BALDWIN: That's right. That's right.-
- 22 .

By a group of people in Illinois that reviewed revision 0.
23

And as I say, I was not involved at all in that
24

I
- technical review.

''
25

Later, when Region II was requested by FEMA

,
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-1 ' headquarters to review the -- to do a RAC review,
,; m
i ,) 2- Mr. Kowieski and Mr. McIntire asked me to be involved

13- in1that process.

4
- I did not ever review -- they asked me not

5 to. review the other Argonne comments so that I wouldn't
<

6 be influenced by what was contained in those comments,

'7 and I then-conferred with my superior in Illinois,,

:8i Mr. Terry Sorrels (phonetic), Dr. Terry Sorrels, and

9- advised him of this, and he said, yes, that is absolutely

10 right, we want ho conflict between the two.

11 And as a result, I have never reviewed -- I

12 have never read those comments. I have them -- I have

fj 13 - seen them, but I have never read them.
K.J

I4 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let me just follow up by

15
'

asking Mr. Kowieski why the RAC committee ' wouldn ' t review

16 those' comments at some point'during'its deliberations?
;

U WITNESS KOWIESKI: The RAC committee, as a

. 18 group of experts-coming from federal agencies, we have

19 expertise to review the= plan, all. aspects of the plan.

20 We-felt, in Region II, that to provide for ,

21 a full. independent review, the RAC should not go back

- lE .to'Argonne comments and read them or compare them so

23 they. won't be in any way influenced by initial review

. 24.h performed-by Argonne.
,

L ', jc

' ' ' ' 25 At a later date, we felt it was irrelevant.
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cl- :And the reason I am saying it was irrelevant to go back
.}
4,s{ 2' t'o Argonne review, because it was already three reiterations

3- of the' plan. What Argonne did reviewed revision O.

4 :Since -_that time three changes took place, three revisions.

:5 - took place..

6 So in our opinion, it was very little benefit

'7 for us to go back and see and look for comments on

-8; ' revision 0 since already three reiterations, three revisions

8- took place since that time.

10. JUDGE L LAURENSON: Thank you.

11. At this~ point we will turn the questioning

12
over to Mr. Zahnleuter for the State of New York.

^

.,.

13

|]x.e) CROSS-EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. ZAllNLEUTER:
~

,

15
Q Dr. Baldwin, in your resume you describe

16*

yourself'as a demographer / economist.

17~
Could you describe what kind of occupation

18 that is?-

18 'A. (Witness |Baldwin) I have done economic and

20
demographic studies for engineering projects. I have

21
worked for Argonne National Laboratory since 1972,<_>

22 -
-

from 1972 to 1979, doing demographic and sociological

23
work as it relates to environmental and energy' issues,

'24es After leaving the laboratory I moved east
:v

- 25
and worked with two engineering consulting firms doing

..
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1 demographic and economic feasibility projects, analyses
2 for civil works projects. And that work entails analysesw,

3 of population impacts and growth changes as it relates

4 to employment developments, job developments, and changes

5 in local economies.

6 Q Under the heading of professional experience,
7 you state that your present position is environmental

8 systems engineer.

9 Do you hold any educational degrees or do

10
you have any experience in the field of engineering?

11 A No, with the exception of the experience that

12 I have had working with two engineering firms and the

.'' 13 association I have had with a number of engineers at
14 Argonne National Laboratory.

15
The clarification on that title is that that is

MI my job classification title at the laboratory.

I7
Q Mr. Keller, I note that the RAC report

"I
contains a rating, which I will call adequate provided

I8
that or as called " provisionally adequate" sometimes.

20
Do you understand the rating I mean?

21
A (Witness Keller) Yes.

22
Q Were any of these provisionally adequate

23
ratings decided upon at the January 20th RAC meeting?

24
w A My recollection is that there were -- I don't --

95*
some of them were decided upon at the January 20 meeting.
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1 I believe some were added later.
,.p.-

d _) 2s -Q -Do you have an idea of the proportion which
o

-
3 .were added later?

4 A. I do not,.no.

5- -

Would it be more than half?g

6 A I would think.less than half.

7 Q -Do-you know how the adequate provisional ~

8- ~

ratings came to be included in the final RAC report?
|

0 A As I.have already testified, after the
i

'

>10'

January 20 meeting,'I was not directly involved. That
!

211 involvement was primarily Mr. Baldwin with the help of

12 Mr. Acorno and Mr. Kowieski.

( 13 My understanding is -- and it would only
\v

I4 be from hearsay, and if you would like, I will continue,
,

15 but I would_think that question would be better

' ' 16 addressed to either Mr. Baldwin or Mr. Kowieski.

17
Q Mr. Kowieski, would you like to supplement that?

'I A (Witness Kowieski) As Mr. Keller stated, at-
t .-

' I8 RAC meeting on January 20, we discussed adequate and

| st' inadequate ratings. We discussed our RAC comments and

21
we agreed on the final ratings.

22
. We also identified what needs to be corrected
!.

i

1- 23
j- in the plan, in cases there was a need for such a

24( ; ('') correction when adequate rating was given.

[ \- / g
'

After January the 20 meeting, when I sit down

!
r

.
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1 with Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Acerno, we tried to develop a

2 definition, tailor language on our cover page, like a

3 legend, how to describe what would constitute the best

4 description, the best description of adequate, inadequate,

5 adequate with legal concerns, inadequate with legal concerns.

6 So when we finished with our legend, we went

7 through the RAC comments again, as a whole, 60 pages,

8 to make certain there is a consistency, when we gave

9 adequate rating, that we did not miss anything, whatever

END 12 to was discussed during the January the 20 meeting.

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
,

24

25

L
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1 So, to answer your question, if you asked me:
. g. y

)'

2 Well,'did-RAC actually for each element rated adequate,,a

3 did RAC actually use the term, ' provisional,' I cannot

4 ~ testify to this for each single element rated adequate-

5 with: provisional. If we used the term, ' provisional.'
.

6- What I can assure you that we agreed on

7 modifications that are needed to the Plan, even if the

8 element was rated adequate. However, the language itself,

9 the te rm, ' provisional,' 'provided that,' I would not --

-10 I wouldn't be able to testify for this for every element

11 identified in the Plan by the RAC review, and we have a

12 ' total of 17.

[} 13 If 17 elements rated adequate with provisional,
V

14 with caveat, if this was discussed at the January 20th

15 meeting. I don 't know if I answered your question.

Hi Q Would you be able to tell me if you believe that

17 the RAC members when they lef t the Jaquary 20th meeting had

ul- .an idea of which elements were going to be rated, ' adequate,

19 provided that?'

m: A They had a pretty good idea, yes. As a matter

21 'of fact, on May the 10th, the RAC Committee met again, before

22 we met with LILCO on May lith. There was not even one single

.m issue raised about adequate ratings with caveat, ' provisional, '

24 Q Well, Mr. Keller, is it your understanding that.. ~

''-]A
25 when -the RAC members lef t the January 20th meeting, they

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 also knew which criteria elements would be rated, ' adequate,
' p"\

() 2 provided that?'

3 A (Witness Keller) No, it is not, and I think

-4 -Mr. Kowieski-addressed this. I think he said that they

5 had not decided on the word, 'provided that,' ' adequate,
6 provided that,' until later.

.7 What my recollection is that on those elements

8 which ultimately ended up adequate, provisionally, or
9 however, the RAC lef t ' the meeting with the understanding it

10 was going to give an A as opposed to an I, which it did,
11 and within the body of the discussion there was going to be
12 wording which suggested strongly that a Plan revision would

, [] 13 be needed.
L._/

14 In my understanding of what Mr. Kowieski just
15 said,-is that in their formulation of the exact words which

16 had finally been approved, and in order to provide some

-17 ~ consictency,.they adopted this, ' adequate, provided that'
s

18' the following changes are made.

19 These -- the substance, the requiremen'ts for

20 change were discussed at the RAC meeting, and the RAC

21 members when they lef t knew or understood that these

22 requirements for change would be in the report.

23 O And, Mr. Kowieski, you were the one who then

_,s 24 identified those items for subsequent change, and you put
' I, )~''

25 them into the RAC report as ' adequate, provided that.'

A (Witness Kowieski) Again, it is my responsibility
.
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.1 to assure consistency.

I''h 2 And it' was my responsibility to review, go throughRJ
3 the entire report, to assure there is a consistency, and
4' in certain cases I felt that this should be somehow

_- -5 ' underscored, and I accomplished this by inserting the,

6: language, 'provided.'

7 But again, I want to make it clear, that it
8 is possible that at the January 20th meeting, some of this
9 -language was already in.

10 So, you know, I don't want to exclude that
11 some of the language which provided that certain modification s
12 to the Plan would be made did not appear in the workable

7~3 13 document, the draft document, which was distributed at the
t'"~)

14 January.20th meeting. I hope you understand this.

15 I hope that we have an understanding. At least,

16 I am trying to accomplish this. That the language itself,

17 as Mr. Keller stated, the agreements, what modifications have
18 to be made to the Plan, agreements and consensus was reached
19 at the January the 20th meeting. Is it clear?

20 0 I would like to refer you to page 10 of your
-

21 testimony, which deals with Contention 21. In the last

22 paragraph, it states that the effectiveness of the public
23 education program would be evaluated at an exercise of

24~ emergency response preparedness at Shoreham.
p}*

\-_ / M My question is: How would FEMA evaluate the
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1 effectiveness of a public education brochure?

-(X)-
"

2. A I will be glad to answer your question. What

-3' we have done in the past during the exercises, we would

4 . sample at random population within the ten mile EPZ.

5 I would assign each observer that after they
-6 finished their regular task they would sample, lets say

7 each one of them five or ten residents, that some of them

8 would - go to various public building facilities, the

9 restaurants, real estate offices, golf courses, every possible
10 place.that would be involved, or would have to follow the

11- recommendation made by decision-maker.

12 And we would ask those individuals, interview

. r N; 13 individuals the questions of.this nature: Are you aware that
t <-

A/
14 your facility, that you are located within the ten mile EPZ.

15 We would ask them if they understand what kind of warning,

16 how the warning came about, the sirens, or route alerting,

17. and how they should respond. If they *:nderstand what is

.18 necessary. What would be the next step?

19 And obviously, we would expect they understand
4

m there is an emergency broadcast system, that they are

21 supposed to turn on the radio to EBS and listen for

22 instructions.

23 So, basically the effectiveness is if people

24 understand what they are supposed to do in case of an
|7,b
A/ 25 - emergency. This would be evaluated during the exercise.

|

.
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:

1 Q- With respect to single single ~1anguage minority
>

3

-( ! '2- groups, how would the effectivenes's of the public education
3 program be evaluated at an exercise?

'4 A We have not attempted, at least in our Region II,
5 to evaluate effectiveness of the public education program
6 for single minority language group. Howeve r , I want to make

7 it clear that according to the Guidance Memorandum No. 20,
8 that was issued by FEMA Headquarters Office that deals with

9 the foreign language translation of public education brochure s

10 and safety messages, this requirement applies only if the

single minority -- single language minority group exceeds11

12 five percent of the total population.

/'"i 13 - We had an instance -- an example in Rockland
b

14 County, that is within -the ten mile EPZ of Indian Point,
15 there were issues raised about single minority language
16 group. The study was conducted by the utility and revealed
17 it was the single minority group constituted less than

18 five percent.

19 So, we didn't feel it was an issue, so we never

20 attempted really to go any further. We rely on the

information provided by the State and the County that special21

22 efforts will be made by religious leaders, community leaders,
23 to educate those individuals on emergency action plans.
24 A (Witness Keller) I would like to clarify/3

'' M some thing . I believe, while listening to Mr. Kowieski's

u - ,.
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l' oral testimony he said that Guidance _ Memorandum 20 requires
,m ..

& ..

4%,f , other translations -- other languages -- I think he said2

3' five percent of the total population. Our written testimony

4 ~ says five. percent of the citizens of voting age, and I believe

5 that to be the correct characterization. I believe he
~

6 ' misspoke in his oral.

7 A (Witness Kowieski) That is correct.

8 Q Mr. Kowieski, I may have misunderstood your

~9. answer, because I thought that your answer pertained to

10 Indian Point, but can you tell me with respect to Shoreham,
'

11 do you know if five percent of the citizens of voting age

12 in Suffolk County are members of a single language minority?

[ ') 13 A We also use census data based on 1980 population
\ j'

14 estimates, and if I recall, there is no more than four point

15 eight of the total population of Spanish origin.
,

16 A (Witness McIntire) And to clarify that further,

17 ' that:four= point eight percent is of Spanish surname. And

"18 I believe the correct title is that does not necessarily

i 19 mean that all the Spanish surname people out here do not

20 ' speak English. We think the percentage is much lower, the

21 number that are really single language persons.

22 Q couldn't that also mean that someone who did

23 not have a Spanish surname might speak a foreign language?

24 A It might, but the wording in Guidance MemorandumrSJ
'~

25 120 is single language minority, so we are not totalling all
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1 of the minority speaking population to reach the five percent ,

_.q
''. ,) ^2 Each single minority must constitute five percent

3 of the population of voting age people.

4 0 Was the Spanish language your only concern when

5 you reviewed the census data?

6 A (Witness Kowieski) No, but this is the largest

7 group that was singled out in the census data.

8 Q .Did the-census data break down the information

9 by citizens of voting age?

10 A (Witness Baldwin) No, it didn't.

11 Q Do you think that persons of non-voting age

12 who are members of a single language minority group, for

(''}_ 13 example, persons. under 18, would benefit from translation
x_./

14 of a public education program during a nuclear emergency?

15 A They could, if it was warranted and required.
I

16 And I think as'Mr. Kowieski has testified, a determination

17 of that number that meets the criteria set forth in

18 Guidance Memo 20, has not been made at this time.

19 There is a list in Guidance Memo 20 of those

20 counties and locations which are affected by this guideline,

21 and that list is for operating plants. Shoreham and Suf folk

22 County are not included on that list because, as we know,

23 Shoreham is not an operating plant.

24 A (Witness McIntire) And to add further to your7-s
! i
\#

25 question, one of the basic presumptions that is made is

.
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1 that -people below voting age, which is 18, would probably,
.ym

V)- in most cases, be living with parents or other relatives,j 2

3 . or certainly an older person.

. Q Well, Mr. McIntire, isn't it true that if the4

person who is under 18 spoke a single language, that the5

parents would also speak a single foreign language?6

7 A My presumption is it would probably be the

other way around. That the general pattern of this country8

over the years has been that the parents tend more to speak9

' single language, while the children who grow up in thisto

11 country tend more to be bilingual.

12 That was the case in my Mother's home, I know

73 13 that.
i i

V.
14 (Laughter)

15 Q Mr. Baldwin, I would like to clarify something
16 that you just told me.- Did you say that there has not been

a determination that has been made yet about the five percent17

tg figure in GM 20?

19 A (Witness Baldwin) My understanding is that

is correct with regard to suffolk County, that is right,m

as it pertains to this particular guidance that if five21

22 percent of the citizens of voting age in a political

subdivision are -members of a single language minority,23
then

. 24 translation is warranted. And that determination has not~

t'
(_)\ 26 been made at this time.
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1 We have made a deter -- well, we have looked

,q.
| ~2 at the~ census data for 1980, and ascertained that four

's-

-3 pobat eight percent of the total population of Suffolk

4 County is shown to be there as Spanish origin, and that is
e

5 all we can say at this point.

-6 Q If that data showed that it was five point two

7' percent, would that satisfy you? Would that meet the five

'8 percent cutoff?

9 A (Witness McIntire) It would be pure speculation

10 at this point in time. If we saw something like that, we

11 would certainly inquire further into the exact population

12 distribution out here in conformance to Guidance Memorandum

q- 13 -20.
O

14 Q I am sorry. I' asked that question in a poor

15 manner. What I meant was, you said that four point eight

16 percent of the people had Spanish surnames, and I think now,

17 Mr. McIntire, you are telling me that if five point two

18 percent had Spanish surnames, then you would look further

19 to see if, indeed, they were a single language minority

M group?

21 A Probably. That -- as I said, that is speculation,

22 but I am convinced that we would make further local inquiries

23 if the percentage did reach five percent or more.

24 Q Now, let's assume for the time being that the
/%
\ >)i

25 percentage is below five percent. Are you aware of the
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1 portion of Guidance Memorandum 20 that deals with the
/') 2
-\ J recommendations for certain actions that should be taken

'

3' in that event?
4 A (Witness Kowieski) Yes, I do . However, to

5 be specific, I have to refer to Guidance Memorandum No. 20.
6 0 I have a copy in front of me, but it is marked.
7 Do you.all-have a copy?
8 A Yes, sir. Yes, sir, I am ready.
9 Q Mr. Kowieski, can you tell me if the LILCO Plan

10 that you reviewed contains any of these provisions that
11

are . recommended in Guidance Memorandum 20?
12 MR. GLASS: Objection. What is the relevancyT

, wf 13 at_this-point, if there has already been indicated there
'; )
'''

14 is no need, it doesn't meet the criteria of the standards
!!L set out in Guidance . Memorandum 20.
16 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The standard says: If minority

17 language individuals in the EPZ do not exceed five percent
18 of the population, then other efforts should be made to
19 afford those people protection.
20 And I am inquiring about wha't those other
21 efforts are, and whether they are in the Plan.
Et JUDGE LAURENSON: Objection is overruled.

23 ' WITNESS KOWIESKI : To the best of my recollectior,
F

_

24 ' the Plan does not make any special provisions for any single_ ,9
( ) 26 minority language population. 'However, it should be noted. _ ,
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16 LQ Again, Mr. Kowieski,.I'think that we had a
,

.N ' - - ' \
i: 17 .

, _

,tisunde rst &nding . I am talking about the recommendations,
- 4s g; " y a -s

'k,hich are Set' fo{*th on page N of Guidance Memorandum 20,
um <

18 '
Es -

s _

v . - , sand isn' t. it 'cdrrc,:t that those recommendations pertain to19*

-
3 . ,.. ..

a 'rtituation where the sinkle language minority does not* 20

s

21 excee.d five percent?,,, .,

k '
. ,

y;y ~

A (Qitkness Kowicskib I epgsdrry. I think I missed
p; .s,.

j 22.

\'.?> > sm
. h i 23 the essence of your question'. Y4

, x
x c (.

[. , f, 24 ,; Q Okay.'s On jage 2 of Gbidance Memorandum 20, there
, , , _ _ ,

,

i )4 b,

vA ; 25 is a section there which is entisled: Recommendations.. v ,

. ' \ s

'
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'4,

E
.i
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1 A I see that.
,O.

(,,) 2 Q And isn't it true that there are five bullets
3 underneath it, and they consist of separate items, and the

4 ~ preface to those items states that if minority language

.5 individuals in the plume exposure pathway EPZ do not exceed

.6 five percent of the population, and there are not foreign

7- language materials provided, other efforts should be made

8 to afford them protection.

9 A- I see that, sir.
.

'

- End 13. - 10
: Sue fois.

. . 11
1

12

.

i /'h 13

h;

"
n

15 -

16

17

18-

19 .

20
,

21'

~22

'

23

24

'
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.
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#14-1-Suei I Q So to clarify-that we have the same understand-f

c2 ing, in your review of t.he LILCO plan did you find any of
_ _ ,

.3 these items addressed?-

|2 , -
,

|[ 4 A - (Tb;1' witnesses are conferring. )
'!)

'- 5 (Witness Kowieskii No. To the best of my
a-s r,

6 recollecy.lon,what ir contained in plan and procedures I-

,

'
'

7 ,' ha',en't seen any material that would deal with five bullets

i Y '' - 8 ', - shc!wn on Page 2 f3 Guidance Memorandum Number 20.
~

9 Q/ Okay. Thank you.#

.
-

,

10 And I would like to refer you now to Page 12

11 of you'r testimony which deals wtth Contention 24. I

.-

4 12 would like to ask you about the signature page reference

C 13 that you make in your testimony. You state that a signature
,

14 page, format is appropriate in lieu of separate letters of

15 agreeme.nt for organizations where response functions are

16 covered by laws, regulations or Executive Orders.

17 Could you explain to me what is meant by the

18 terms " laws, regulations or Executive Orders?"

19 A (Witness Keller) I think the words are relatively

20 self-explanatory. I think what is involved here and should

'

21 be added to this first paragraph is basically a quote out

22 of the NUREG.

23 There were no of these such signature pages in

- 24 the plan as we reviewed it. They presumably, this format
:

- 25 or a signature page, not the whole agreement, would be
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h

#14-2-Suet t sufficient, would be between and would be applicable in
,

( ,/ 2 the " normal circumstance" where you had a utility and the

3 offsite local governmental or state agencies.

4 In this particular case, as we all know, the

5 County and the State have chosen not to participate. So,

6 this signature page format would not be appropriate, since

7 there are no letters of agreement with the County or with

8 the State. This first paragraph is basically a quote out

9 of the regulations or out of the NUREG.

10 0 Would.a signature page format be appropriate for

11 a letter of agreement with the Red Cross?

12 'A I don't believe so.

f''') 13 - Q Okay. I would like to jump up to Page 16 now.
%,.J

14 A 16?

15 Q 16. In your answer to Question 25, you state:

16 An assessment of whether the number of ambulances identified

17 in the plan, paren -- and then I will leave that out -- are'

18 actually avai.!able would'be determined during an exercise.

19 Now, if an ambulance company that were relied

20 upon by LILCO were prohibited by law from extending its

21 . service into the EPZ,'would you consider that to be an

22 inadequacy?,,

23 A (Witness McIntire) I believe I have testified

24 previously, if it were brought to our attention that some~~

''
25 of the ambulances relied on were prohibited for some legal
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614-3-Suet 1 reason f' rom providing service in the EPZ, that would
. /' 1

,! 2 'certainly be a matter for us to be concerned about'and' ,

l nvestigate further.3 i

-4 Q Would that be a matter of concern for you at

o 5 .this stage of the plan review or at the stage of the :
D

6 exercise?

l
7 A More towards the exercise. But it is no one

8 . place where, you know, everything fits in nice and logically.
9 But you are quite correct in pointing out that

10 our testimony b on the plan review only.
i

11 (Witness Kowieski) Also, I would like to add

12 that the NUREG 0654 requires letters of agr'ement with

-[') 13 ambulance and bus companies. If letter of agreement is
'v'

14 provided, if latter of agreement is signed by ambulance
t

15- company,;I would personally expect the individual, the

1

16 manager, the individual in charge, is aware of the laws and

't
17 the regulations before he signs the letter. That's what

18 I do.
.

19 (Laughter.) i
,

1

2B Q And I take it,-Mr. Kowieski, that you would
r

'21' hold that assumption unless you were shown something that :

22 proved otherwise, correct?

23 A If it would be proven to me otherwise, as Mr.

24,3 McIntire already testified, we definitely would investigate
t )

~ 35 further this matter.

I

-. -. - _ - -- - __ . _ - , - . ..
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P

- #14-4-Suet - Q I would like to skip to Page 20. I will addresst
.:,

'

[Jl this question to you, Mr. Keller.2

3 Does the Red Cross' usual emergency response

4 functions, whien is the term that you used, include the-

5 process of decontamination and monitoring? '

6 A (Witness Keller) It does not.

7 Q In addition then to having a letter of agreement

with the Red Cross, would it be necessary for a utility to8

g have a ' letter of agreement with a relocation ce :ter to

10 cover the activities of decontamination and monitoring?
s

'

11 A I personally have never considered that aspect.

12 Q Does.anyone have an opinion?
<

b

(''S 13 A (The witnesses are conferring.)
\ ']'

g4 Let me try anyway. In review of the plan, and

15 in the. discussion with LILCO to discuss our RAC review
,

95 comments, at which the County was represented by counsel,

17 we discussed this point. One of our problems was that there
I

up is an interface in the emergency response plan, LILCO

19 emergency response plan, at the relocation centers, which

k 20 is not a usual thing.

21 We all accept the fact I hope, or I do anyway,

22 - that the-Red. Cross can set up relocation centers and can

.

care for people in an emergency. There is some degree of23

24 uniqueness'in this particular case, since representativesj,
E ft !.

\l_/ 3 of LILCO will be involved with monitoring of arriving
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.#14-5-Suet 1 evacuees and potential -- I'm sorry, decontamination of L

-I ) 2 arriving evacuees. We were concerned that the procedures !sJ

3 and other material in the plan, which could be considered

E

4 letters of agreement, were not specific enough in outlining
5 and detailing this interface which is not usual, which is

,

6 a little unique.

7 We have addressed this as a matter of concern at
8 this point. I think the representatives of LILCO at the

9 May lith meeting said they understood our concern and would

10 attempt to resolve it whenever they make the next revision.

,
11 Q Can you categorize your concern as an inadequacy? [

12 A Unless something is done to -- yes.

(~] 13 Q Mr. McIntire, yesterday you referred to a
\s'

'

14 communications system which was called, NAWAS. Could you

15 please describe what that acronym stands for and what
_

16 function NAWAS serves?

17 A (Witness McIntire) I can't off the top of my
'

-.

18 -head describe what the initials stand for. The pronunciatior.

19 that we use around our office is NANAS. Yours may be as

20 well or better than ours.,

21 But basically it's, to my understanding and I

22 submit I am not a communications technical expert, but there
23 is an instrument in our communications center whica is

,

.24 voice activated.
, (~s's It can be activ ted between two single

'''' M points or it can be activated so the entire network, which

.

, , , ,.e. y - -- - - = , - + -
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L#14-6-Suet 1 I'm not sure how many it is, it's probably somewhare in the-

rn
( ,) ' 2 range of fifteen to twenty-five individual stations. I

-

3 believe it goes as far south as the State of Virginia and

4 as far north as Maine.

,5 And basically it's a secure communications

6 network of the federal government.

7 0 Is there a connection between NAWAS and Shoreham?

8 A It is my understanding that the connection is

9 still in place. Yes.

10 0 When I asked before what function the NAWAS I

.

11. would serve, I guess I would ask what function does NAWAS,

t

12 serve with respect to FEMA and a power plant?

- (~') 13 A Originally, it's-my understanding, that the
bs<

14 NAWAS was a system of national defense. And I think it goes

15 . way back, at least until the 50s or at least the early 60s,

16 -when technology was much less advanced than it is today. I

17 _And it was a way,.again, so there-would be very rapid com-

'18 munication among, in this case, basically state governments ;

19 and principal federal agencies involved in the defense

'

M ' effort. -

21- What seems to have happened now, because the

22 system is in place in New York State -- and it's speculation

23 . on my part, that apparently it was used because, it's my
;

24
3 understanding, that any legitimate user, and I think that

"' - M means does not have to be a governmental organization, any ;-

4

L

t

a,,- - , , ,- -- ,n .,
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#14-7-Suet I
--

legitimate user can have a NAWAS drop put in and pay for

(_,/ 2 the rental of it, and it can be used in any type of

3- emergency preparedness,'because the federal government over

4 the years has expanded its definition of emergency prepared-

5 ness from the defense related effort being primary to an

6 all-hazards approach which we are using nowadays.

7 Q Do you know if it's a requirement that a NAWAS --

8 how did you say that, NAWAS?
,

8 A NAWAS.

N Q Do you know if it's a requirement that a NAWAS ,

11 line be installed between the federal gcvornment and the

12 state government and a power plant?

-(, ,) 13 A The power plant, I'm sure it's not.
N- '

I4' Q You are sure it's not a requirement?

15 A -Yes.
U.

-16 MR. GLASS: Mr. Zahnleuter, I assume you are

II only asking as to the requirements on the offsite. Mr.
'

18 McIntire would not be necessarily fan:iliar with those issues

N' that may' involve onsite requirements of the NRC.

20 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Yes. I'm oniti concerned about
'

21 offsite matters.

22 MR. GLASS: Thank you.

N BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER: (Continuing) |

24(~N Q I would like to move to a slightly different
t )w ,.

-matter. In the RAC report, there is a reference to Figure

.

L

e

--,,-,e vm - - , ----,-n - ,rw-,, - , , - , --- - -n- ,,
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;

-#14-8-Suet 1 2.2.1 of the plan.

/ r

-(_,)_ 2 MR.' GLASS: To assist the panel, could you tell

3 them where that reference is contained?

4 WITNESS KOWIESKI: The page number in RAC

5 report?

.6 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Yes. i

,

7 BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER: (Continuing)

8 Q It's Page 3. Isn't it true that Figure 2.2.1

9' assumes'that New York State will communicate with LERO?

10 MS. MC CLESKEY: I object to the question. I

11 . don't know what the relevance to any of the contentions or

12 to the testimony filed by these witnesses are. The LILCO

-['] 13 plan does not rely upon New York State for response.
\~ /

14 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The testimony incorporates the
:
!-15 RAC report,.and I am inquiring about the RAC report.
,

:16 JUDGE LAURENSON: What page of the RAC report

'17 did you say?

18 WITNESS KOWIESKI: Page 3 of RAC report.

19 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: It's NUREG Element A.l.C that
,

2 is addressed by this portion of the RAC report.

21 . WITNESS KELLER: I believe our testimony --

M JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection is overruled.
_

23 WITNESS KELLER: Excuse me.

7-q 24 BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER: (Continuing)
i )

'

:\ /''' 'M Q Okay, Mr. Keller, you may answer the question.

i

< ~ ,;.., , . . - - . - , . . , , , - . ,-, , - - . , . . , - '-
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#14-9-Suet.'l- A (Witness Keller) I believe our testimony says
.

,.-

( ,) 2 that the block diagram assumes that there will be conu.mnica-
s

3 tion between LERO and both New York State and Suffolk I

4 County. The RAC did not assume that; the plan certainly

*

5 shows that to be the case.

6 Q Okay. Thank you.. Then, I refer you to --

7 A (Witness Baldwin) I would like to also add to

8 that, that that is one of the reasons that Element A.l.C

9 has been found inadequate. And also we have criticized

10 that chart as being -- yes. Enough. That's it.
_

11 - 0 Okay. I also would like to refer you to Figure

12 3.4.1 of the plan.

/#'y 13 (Witnesses are conferring.)
\ ,,)!'i

14 A (Witness Baldwin) Mr. Kowieski has just pointed

15 out to me that that is not the reason that we have graded

16 ' that as inadequate. That's right. It is not the reason

17 that that has been rated inadequate.

18 Q- Well, could you look at Figure 3.4.l? Isn' t it

19 true that that Figure indicates'that the RECS line links

M New York State with the Shoreham control room?

21 A (Witness Keller) That is correct.

22 O What do you -think is the value of the RECS

23 line as a communications link between the government and

24 Shoreham control room?jj s .

M A (Witness Kowieski) Well, the value of any RECS

.
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#14-10-Suet n , as ar n in n 1 ar power plant that when there,

;

} ,3/ ~2 is a problem, a nuclear power plant, the control room

3 operator, someone in control room, can pick up the phone

4 and phone rings wherever it is connec+1d to. If the phone

5 is connected to the warning point, the state, the county,

6 it rings simultaneously in all those locations.

7 (Witness McIntire) Basically, it's speedy,

8 direct communications.

9' Q I note on Page 1 of the RAC report in the third

-10 paragraph of the comments, the RAC states that the plan

11 does not address what support New York State will provide

12 in a radiological emergency. And then it goes on to say:

[^') 13 If New York State is likely to respond provision for inter-
<f

14 face'with LERO should be included.

15 - - If the RECS line between the State and Shoreham

16 were.to be inoperable, would_you have any concerns?

'
17 A (Witness McIntire) Would you be a little more

18 specific on concerns and what type of specific concerns?

19 Q What type of concerns did you have in mind when
.

20 you endorsed the review-comment that I just read?

21 A (Witness Kowieski) Well, our concern was simply

22 that the plan make a provision -- made a provision that if

23 New York State is likely to respond, if New York State will

24 -,w desire to respo -, they wil? be welcome; however, there,
,

\ I
'' - 8 was no provision in the plan, detailed provision, how New

_
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.
_

i;

-; -#14-11-Suet 1 York State.will interact with LERO organization. |

12 . -Q Is it'the RAC's recommendation that such a
4

-3 provision should be in the plan?.

!- -

4-
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1

A (Witness Keller) If it is likely, as we

b 2 .

N s/ have stated on the.page, if it is likely that New York
3

State will respond, yes, it ought to be included in

4
the~ plan. Based on coversation and what we read in the

5-
media at the present time, I personally don't think it

6
'is likely.

7
A- -(Witness McIntire) Again, I don't think that

8

we in' FEMA have ever had a clear indication of what
9

New York' State's policy is regarding to respond. We
10

are very clear on what it is regarding to planning .

11

Q Could you take a look at page 52 of this RAC
,

. 12

' report; this pertains'to NUREG element N.2.A dealing
f"s- 1 13r

h }I . with-testing of communications systems.
.%

; - -- 14 -.

Do1you know what provisions of the plan deal with
: 15 '

testing.of communications systems?
I'6

A (Witness Kowieski) I believe the procedure
17 '

OPIP'3.4.~1. If you want, we will-verify this in
.

18-

. procedure.
19

Q It states here in the RAC report that the plan
,

'n' '

'

-adequately addresses.the testing of communications
21'

, -systems with'the following, and the third bullet identifies
I- El-
'

- .the . state, andL local - (LERO) EOCs annually, t

23 I

, Are you aware of page 341 of the plan? !

24
: ~'5 A (Witness Keller) I am aware that the plan
O(v- . M.'

has~a pagei341.
L

"
2

.

I

- -- , ,,, ., ,,...__,...m.- .. ,.._ , _ r .,,_.4. . , , ,,,.,y ...._ , mm _ -,...__._..m _ , . . . ,
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1~ Q Do you know if the RECS line between the state

7^f
_3

( 2 .and Shoreham control room has been tested monthly?

3; (Witnesses conferring.)

4 JUDGE.LAURENSON: ' Excuse me for interrupting,

5 but-I am curious why we are spending this amount of time

~

6 inquiring into this, when I think you indicated previously

'7 ~

or the witnesses indicated previously that this line has,

8- been terminated.

8 Is there some reason that this is important,

i10 for the state's case?

11 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I don't believe that the-

12 - witnesses ever indicated that this line was terminated.

'['~') 13 They were speaking o'f NAWAS, which is-different than RECS.
L.,/

14- (Pause.)

15 : . JUDGE LAURENSON: I don't mean to jump ahead

16. .of wha't you are going into, but there does seem to be

17 _some indication that, in fact, the telephone link

18 - ..that'you are' talking about~has been terminated.

19 My question still stands, and that is, whether

" this is a useful expenditure of everyone's time here to

- 21 - inquire into the testing of it prior to such time?

. 'MR. ::AHNLEUTER: Well, I am attempting to
'

23
lay a foundation for the exhibit which I think you have

24m already_ looked at, and part of the foundation rests withf

~h'

g
the RAC review where communication links between the state
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1 and Shoreham are identified and are stated to have been
.,

i, fs 2 tested.

3 WITNESS KELLER: I -- I'm sorry. I thought

4- there was a question.

5- JUDGE LAURENSON: What difference does it make?
6

_

.That.is my point.

7 MR; ZAHNLEUTER: I think I am trying to point

8~ (nit that the RAC report is not accurate in,that it

8 states that there is a communications link between the
10 state and between Shoreham which is tested and the

.

e'
11 . provisions for testing it are adequate. And I will

12 ' eventually lead up to the point, I will show that the RAC
,

[[~') 13 report could.not be correct.because the link has been
-Q'

'I4 ~

- deactivated.

; 15 MR. GLASS: I just have a little concern.

16 . Inaccurate, I think!there are a number of evernts that

17 are : overtaking the RAC report at this time.

18 JUDGE LAURENSON: You claim that you are going

18 to establish 1that the RAC report was inaccurate when it
.

# was issued based on the information you are' developing,
21

or'that some event subsequent-to the issuance of this

E freport have changed it?

23 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: That is correct.

24CeN -JUDGE LAURENSON: Well,. let's get to that then..:(
( = \''') " 'Let's move right along and get to the bottom line of what

i
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1~ you are'_trying to establish instead of going through all
,.

;( )i. this time we are now spending over something that is24

.

~

~ 3 totally irrelevant to the bottom line that you are,

4 getting to.

'5' BY MR. ZAllNLEUTER:
,

6 Q Are any of you aware of any testing that has

7 been conducted up to this point between the state and

8- the Shoreham control room via the RECS line?
8 A (Witness Keller)- We are.not. I would like

:10 to add, hopefully clarify, which I thought we had been

11 trying to do, what we have in the RAC report, what we
12 have testified on is a plan review.

13[N. What the RAC report says is that the plan says.
'%/

14 We have not independently verified any of these things in
15

any little area you want to go into -- busses,

16 schools, .. telephones, anything you want.
I7

We-have reviewed-the plan. We say what the

18 plan says. We have compared and evaluated what the

19
~

plan says against the requirements of 0654.

~
~

Based on that evaluation and that evaluation
21 - alone,- the'RAC review was done. If you would like,

22 we would--stipulate we don't know whether the phone is there.
23

, We don't know whether the phone was ever there.-

.

24
What we will say is that the plan says that it

t t
25

was there.
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1 JUDGE'KLINE: I just wondered if we couldn't
.,-\( j- 2 adopt a code word, " plan review," and ascume, every time

3 we hear it from now on,-that that explanation goes with

4 i t' .

5 (Laughter.)

6 MR. GLASS: FEMA heartily endorses that.
e

7' (Pause.)

8 BY MR. ZAIINLEUTER:

9 Q I think I will move on at this time to page

10 53 of your testimony which deals with the directory of

11 noninstitutionalized mobility-impaired individuals,

12 - and'you have an adequate provided rating explained there

,[r"N{ 13 on page 53.
us! -

- 14 A -That's the RAC review.
'

15 Q- Mr. Keller, I am on page 53 of your testimony.

16 'A' Thank--you.

17 Q Could you.tell me at the time of your review

18 what was' incomplete about the directory of the
~

18 noninstitutionalized mobility-impaired individuals?

20 A The directory.

21 . O What about the directory was incomplete?

M - A To:our' knowledge, the directory did not

U exist at the time we did the plan review.

24,,g g -(Witness- Kowieski) I would like to
|; ,'~']

' # . add that I think already that I- tescified to this

-
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1- ~effcct, that some understanding that directory is
g-

2(f being compiled based on the survey cards.

.3 O How would' FEMA determine then, Mr. Kowieski,t

I ,when the directory would be complete?

5-: A. '(Witness McIntire) Probably when it was

6 presented to us'in the completed form.

' 7 -- A (Witness Kowieski) Again, as I testified,.

'

'8 .'during the exercise we test, on limited basis, evacuation

8 of mobility-impaired individuals. And what we do, we

'

10 basically ask for a list, complete list of mobility-impaired

-11 individuals, and we select at random shveral addresses,

12-. and we introduce during the course of the exercise to

: 13- decision maker and will tes't his ability, first of all,
L -. -

14 to direct and deploy. resources, and then individual,-

15 the_ driver, his or her knowledge of the area as well as
.s

16 requirements, what is needed to move disabled individuals.

17 ' -

I would:like to move on to page 56 whereg

4" 18 there is a discussion of selective sheltering.

19 - fir . Keller,.do you know if the LILCO plan

# identifies the criteria that would be used to determine

21 when the LERO officials would order a protective action-_.

22 of selective sheltering?

A (Witness Keller) As the testimony shows, a

24
fN : quote from the plan._ Would you like me to read it?

b 25
Q No. In your opinion, then this passage that you

.
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1- .have quoted constitutes criteria to determine when the
,-
i t

(,,fy 2 protective. action would be used?

3 A- It clearly states that the protective action,

4 may be ordered at projected doses below the accepted

5 PAGs. LThat is a criteria. The PAGs are in the plan.

' - 6~ Doses below those PAGs then are criteria.

7 As I stated in my deposition, I also don't

c 8 .think that ch'is option, based on the information that

9 we read in the press and in discussions, is one that could

- 10 ever come to pass under the current situation because the

11 plan also states, and if LILCO follows its plan, that this

12 option strategy would only be used if approved by the

|mj. New York State Commissioner of Health. And it is
i

= 13

s_/

' 14 my understanding that'the New York State Commissioner of

15 . Health is not going to' participate.

[.
- 16 Therefore, I presume if he doesn't participate,

17 he can't approve it and they can't use the option, if

18 .they follow their plan.

19 . Q Mr. Keller, if you turn to page 61, there is

20 another passage which deals with selective evacuation.

21 Is your testimony that you just gave to me the

22 same for this passage?

" 3 A If we would substitute the word " evacuation"
~

24/'N for " shelter," everything else is exactly the same.
%.,)[

- With respect to each of the passages, there is a,25 -

g
.

4

4

,- ~ , -r -- - e, s +--- ,
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1- reference to' pregnant women and children under 12 years.
,-

_

js, ,) ' 2 Do.you know if there are any other types of

3 radio-sensitive people that should be of concern?

4 A In terms of large numbers and large groups, I

5 would say that these are the two of primary concern.

6 I would suspect that there-are other groups of people
-

7 who would have a' low' tolerance to radiation exposure.

8 people who_are on medical treatment which entailed large
8 radiation exposures would, as a preferable thing, like

10 - to aboid additional radiation exposure.

11 So that could put them into a, if you will,

12 - low tolerance group. But I think the pregnant women

''} : 13 and children under 12 would be the primary large groups of
s.y

14 thisftype of individual.

15 Q People under medication would consist of

16 many people in hospitals and nursing homes, too, wouldn't,

17 - it?

18 g 1 said under radiation. treatment, not just
-

18 medication. In today's society, there are many people

8
who are taking, either for therapy or for diagnostics,

21 .ratherElarge doses of radiation for medical reasons,

8 much higher than the PAG doses in many cases, much, much
8' higher. And ' good practice would say that you should not
24,/~N add.to these doses in any incremental way, if you can

N) 25 avoid it.

- __
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1 Q- Now, if you will flip the page over to
p.q
'(_,{ - 2 contention 64, which'is on page 62, I am referring to-

3 the first paragraph of your answer there.

4' Is it-your testimony that the forecasted

5 meteorological conditions would include a forecast of the

6 wind-shifts that would_ occur at the time of an emergency?

7 - A A wind shift'is a meteorological condition, yes.

8 Q And is it your testimony that inherent in that,-

8 .there is the ability to forecast the wind shifts?

10 ' A With some degree of accuracy, yes.

,11 - Q Could you approximate that degree of accuracy

.12 ' roughly?

g,

f j' 13 A No.
- (_./

14 A (Witness'McIntire) I' don't think anybody

15 has any' meteorological training on this panel.

16 A (Witness Keller) That is not quite true, but
.

17 -' go ahea'd.

L18 I think the public-perception, to a great degree

'

Il8' valid, is.that the meteorological p.cojections are not
~

.

#- .h'ighly accurate, although they are much more accurate

21 J in~this country compared to where they would be in

E mountainous terrain where I live.
'

23 There is an inherent uncertainty in meteorological j

'

24 -
'

projections,.and this uncertainty is generally covereds

LJ
25- and is discussed in the protective action recommendations

. .. . . . . -. , . - _ . . - . . . . . , . . . - . -,- ,.-
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1 'discussedlin 0654 in what we sometimes call a keyhole
-j~s;

.

. approach. j

;

- ! F 2se
1
i

.3 MW) allow for uncertainties, if you break the |
1

4 - compass sector up into 16 segments, if the wind is right. |

5' down the middle of a given segment, if protective action ,

.

6 recommendations are to be considered, you normally
!

J7 consider it.for both sectors on either side of the wind

8 center line. So that is three sectors.

'9 So you have broadened your area of consideration

" 10 just because of the uncertainty.

'11 Q In the last sentence of your testimony

i
12 on that page you talk about an exercise that would

(''p :13 - evaluate the ef fectiveness of the procedure.
-Q

14 Isn't it true that an exercise could only

15 measure the wind shifts that were in existence at the i-

16 time of-that exercise?

17 A That is correct. And in general, as a matter,

118 of fact, I won't say exclusively,'but in the majority of j

, 19 the cases, exercises which are held do not use real time
'O ' t

20 meteorology for many operational reasons, primarily ones
A

-21 involved with field teams, et cetera.
{

22 Since there:is no radiation present in an {

23 ' exercise, you have to be able to feed artificial data

g,3 - 24 in'to the field team people. That has to be ;2

'''')\

25 calculated ahead of time. So you calculate it for different

,

- - , - - - - .-- .,-r .---a.#~ m . .r w r o r --r- 3rv-,..,n..ww-r- . ,% m or*- .~,- -v --,--v-- w- ,-,- ---,e--vr--
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1 ' radial distances and different directions.
,

ss/ 2 If you used real time meteorology, you woulda

3 h' ave to have the capability, each of the controllers in

4 the' field would have to have the capability and the

5 expertise to be able to instantly recalculate all the

' 8F data. And while that is not impossible, it is

7 high'ly unlikely.

8? So in the vast majory of the exercises we

'8 used canned meteorology, and we can put in as

- 10 many wind-shifts as we want or as few.

11 -And the important point here, I think, is=to

12 understand that people doing these projections and making
;,m
w) - th'ese decisions consider the-forecast, consider'thet 13

'14 ~

fact that a projected wind shift is coming, the potential

15 i
'

for a' wind shiftnis coming. And in many cases - .I,have

' 16 .just discussed this keyhole effect where you would almost-

' I7 ' -automatically implement-your protective actions for the

18 two. adjacent sectors. In many' cases, if a wind shift

18 'is. projected,'the decision maker will go ahead and recommend

#- 2 a protective' action for other sectors, based on the

'21 . anticipatory nature of a wind shift coming.

22 What we are talking about here is when the
-

23
~

windLshift really comes down, actually the event occurs,
, 24yp; and,in the case'of an exercise, the controller puts a

.L/
# ~ message, your med power just changed, how' fast, with what

m

i

;-
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1 -degree of alacrity and precision do the responsible
,-

),

\. j 2 people make the new calculations, evaluate the impact
3 of the new calculations, inform the decision maker

END 15 4 and then the decision maker make his decision.
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

~( ') 13

V
14

15

16 ,

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24y
( <

LJ
25

9
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~1 Q Mr. Kowieski, if I mischaracterize the following,
: ,. .

. o).| 2 would you please tell me? Am I correct in stating that'

3 you believe that there is a state law that requires schools
4- near nuclear power plants to have radiological response
5 plans?

6 MR. GLASS : This has been asked and answered

7 a number of times.

8 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Well, I would refute that,
t

9 because I.have checked the transcript, and this information

10 has not beenrasked and answered, and this is the first

11 question. I am trying to confirm if I have the right

12 understanding.
.

,77 13 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.: i
g /.

14 WITNESS KOWIESKI: First of all, for the record,

15 I want to make certain we understand in New York State we
16 had three other sites.' We have Ginna, Nine Mile Point, and

r
17 Indian Point.

t
I

18 The New York State dealing of this. site has

19 overall responsibility. Coordination and deailings with the -

20 local county government. In connection with Indian Point
.21 - he aring , it is my recollection the State of New York testified

22 -- and again it is my recollection --'the individual responsibld
23 for offsite emergency planning in New York State testified

,there is a state law which requires the ' schools had emergency24 -
,_

1 )
~/ 25 response plan-in place in case of any emergency.
'

L-
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1 Not radiological. I am saying in case of any
,n,

( ,( 2 eme rgen'cy, as to who~ should be contacted in case there
'

v,

!
3 'is_an emergency. If a child wouldn 't feel good, if it '

4 should be sent home. ,

5 That~is how I learned about the state law, I

6 iand also later on I have been advised on other occasions
7 that this is the case.

<

8 Q Do you recall if the state law is applicable
9 to proposed unlicensed nuclear power plants?

10 A I am not --

11 A (Witness McIntire) Could I have a clarification
12- on this? We were talking about a law dealing with schools,

/~N 13 not power plants, is my understanding.
.%.))-
;

14 Q That is correct. We are talking about a state

law that supposedly dealt with emergency plans.15-
:

16 A For schools?,

17 Q Co rrect .

, 18 A Okay.

19 Q Is it your understanding that the state law.

20 you are talking about is applicable to emergency planning for
21 unlicensed proposed power plants?

22 A (Witness'Kowieski) Again, I can only --

23 MR. GLASS: Objection. You are causing some
24 confusion with the panel, it is obvious. The state law; ,_,

i ')
\ /' 25 'as they have stated, deals with the schools, and their
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.

1 response to all types of emergencies.
,,

k E 2 So, are you postulating something that dealsJ

3 with emergencies, or deals with the school. I am not

4 trying to harrass you in any way. I am trying to assist

-5 -you so that the witnesses can understand your question.

6 I have no problem even asking one of the

7 witnesses to help you with your question at this point.

8 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I am trying to find out what

9- is exactly inside the term, 'all types of emergencies,' and

10 I am specifically interested in the case which is applicable

,11: to Shoreham, which is a proposed unlicensed nuclear power

12 plant.

'~ '}/ 13 WITNESS KELLER: Insofar as an emergency could
.\./

14 arise from, as- you characterize it an unlicensed nuclear owerp

15 plant, that would effect the schools. It is our understanding

16 that this law 'would be ef fective.

17 WITNESS McINTIRE: And it is my understanding the

18 law is~for all schools in New York State, no matter whether

ISL there'are nuclear power plants nearby or not, operating or

M not.

21 BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER: (Continuing)

:N A- And your testimony is based on recollection of

23 - prior testimony at Indian Point?

24 A (Witness Kowieski) That is correct.f,

(
'-- 25 - Q And the testimony that was given at Indian Point,
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.

9 74 _ p, .j . . -
v y

, g
.

7, 1- was that' testimony provided by'someone who was speaking onf ,c,- m, . . ;L >

.' V). -- i 2 ' behalf of the'^ Commissioner of Education of the State of'(
- A - m -

O . L ..
. }' '

'

.,'
'

'T. E. 13 New York?
. <,

-

y, x
s

i.,

4 A No. It yas provided by'someone who spoke
,

..
'

. on ' behalf of New Ydrk State with regard to Indian Point5

w
, Muclear power station, who.I think he is authorized -- was'

6-

/ uthorized to represent the State of New York with regard7 ,

,, &'s' to nuclear' power plant.
.-

9_ 7 'A (Witness McIntire) It is my understanding the
,

individual also works fo'r the Commissioner of the Disaster-10-

i... N I
Preparedness'Commigsibn.

_

11 '

n s.

12 -0 I thought that we were focusing on the school

[] 13 . aspect of'it, and not the -power plant aspect of it , but I
\,s

would ask if~you knew that this person was an employee of the14

15 New' York. State Education Department?

16- A (Witness,Kowieski) Not to my knowledge.

- 17 Q- ,Okay. I would like to return for a moment -
-

' 18 . to ithe matter we were discussing before with the RECS line.

.19 Is it your' understanding that there is an operational RECS
'

..line between the State of New York and --'

20

21 A I think we already. testified we -- that is

22 not our understanding, if one is operational or not. It

is our understanding what is in the Plan, and the Plan specifin eg

~24 that the RECS line connection beween the utility and the7

25 . State of New York.

.

.
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1 A (Witness McIntire) Based on the copy of the
. -,s

l'wj)~ 2 letter from Dr. Axelrod that you just passed out af ter -

i

3 lunch, it is my personal understanding now that there are !

4 no RECS lines operating bet' ween the Shoreham nuclear power I
.

5 plant and New York State.

6 0 I think you are referring to a document which

7 we have not identified, but it should be marked as State !

8 Exhibit 11, is that correct, Judge Laurenson?

9 JUDGE LAURENSON: It will be so marked.
,

;XXXXX to (Above referred to document

11 is marked State Exhibit No. 11,

12 for identification.)

f~s 13 MR. Z AIINLEUTER: I have no other questions,

'''
14 but I would move that State Exhibit No, 11 be admitted

15~ into evidence.
~

-16 ~ JUDGE LAURENSON : Is there any objection

17 to that?

18 MR. GLASS: I don't know if I.have an objection, ;
i

19 but I just do not see any foundation laid through this panel.
.-

m They handed'it out, the panel read it, and they.said: That
!

21 is what I read. ;

n But we'could do that with any piece of paper.

m . ;MS McCLUSKEY: I have an objection. I think.

24 zit hasn't been shown that this letter 'is relevant to anything
,-~ 3

,

+ t

C/ 25 .in the testimony or in the RAC review.

,

-- r o.w. e -- -- r, . ..y y-, - - - -v..rm, ---------4 -- - - -
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1 It is dated July 10th, three days ago, and

) 2 it .is from' a state representative to someone at LILCO who

3 has not yet received it, and none of these witnesses,
'4 except for Mr. McIntire who was clever enough to pick it
5 up off of his table in front of him when it was passed out,
6 had .ever seen it prior to about ten minutes ago.
7 MR. MILLER: The County has no cojection to the

8 State's offering of this exhibit.

-9 JUDGE LAURENSON: Did you say that LILCO, Mr.

~10 Daverio of LILCO has not received this letter?
11 - MS. McCLESKEY: No, sir; we have not.

12 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Judge Laurenson, I don't really
'

.. /~3 _ 13 see now that should be determinative, because I recall when
i )
''~'

14 we' were dealing ~ with the evacuation plans for special-

15 facilities, LILCO offered into evidence, and the document

16 'was admitted into evidence, and the document that I am

17 -
,

talking about was a letter that was dated one day before
18 the date that~all of the Motions into e'idence and rulingsv

19 were made.

20 : -JUDGE LAURENSON: Well, ordinarily when there

21 is an objection to the foundation to a document, we usually
22 , require that one side or the other to the letter be here

'23 to! supply that foundation.

.

. 24 I went back and looked over some of the prior
I
(s' 25 rulings that we had made on exhibits, and we had, in fact,
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1 sustained some objections to a whole series of LILCO
,n,
( ).- 2 . exhibits previously where there was no foundation, and they

3 had to come back in and supply the foundation before the

4 exhibits were subsequently admitted.

S' I don 't think anybody is questioning the

6 authenticity of Dr. Axelrod's signature or anything else,

7 but the question is where is the foundation for it, and

8 -perhaps the best thing to do on this one is to at least

9 : hold it in abeyance until the letter is received and reviewed
.

10 by Mr. Daverio, to whom~it is sent.

11 Or to whom it is addressed, anyway.

12L MR. ZAHNLEUTER: That is fine.

y''s. -13 ' JUDGE LAURENSON : I think in light of that we
:1 1

\.. ,e

14' will just. withhold the ruling on the admissibility of this.

~

-15' Are you still _ questioning the relevance of this to any of

'16 the admitted contentions?

~ 17 MS. McCLESKEY: Yes. I question the relevance:

,
-

of it to the admitted contentions,to these witnesses testimony,18

'19 ' and to the RAC review .,

20 - He has shown no connection between the statement

21 and anything that these gentlemen have said, or decided,

- 22 -cnf may decide in the future regarding the adequacy of the

r
M' LILCO Plan.'

24 JUDGE LAURENSON: Maybe you should make thatjg
f ) .

25 showing for the record then, Mr. Zahnleuter, as to the
8' ' ,
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1 . purpose for which you are offering this letter.

!g .-
M) 2 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The purpose is to show that

3 the LILCO Plan states, on page 341 that there is a RECS

4 line between the Shoreham control room and the State, and

5 in several places that I mentioned before, the RAC review

6 takes note that.there is a relationship between the State

7 and the Shoreham control room.

~ d For example, there is one provision where it

9 states that there are adequate procedures for testing the

10- communications line between~the State and the Shoreham

11 control room. The purpose of the letter would be to show

12 that such -a communications link would not exist, and would

f7 ' 13 not be operational.

~ }^A

14 JUDGE LAURENSON: But we really aren 't -- we

15 are not litigating the LILCO Plan. We are not litigating

16 the RAC review. We are litigating the' contentions that

17 were admitted to this proceeding.

18 Is there some contention that you can point

19- to to which this exhibit is relevant?

20 MR. MILLER: And could the County respond while

21 Mr. Zahnleuter is looking, because I think there is relevancy

22 .to the' contentions, and I would point that out to the Board.

23 JUDGE LAURENSON: Either that, or I was going

,- - 24 to suggest that this might be an appropriate time, if Mr.

(' \-) 2- Zahnleuter wants to look through the contentions, to take
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1 our first recess, and give him an opportunity to present

.!x,-) 2 his argument on this.

3 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I was just looking through

4 the five communications contentions, but I would like to-

5 take a break.

6 JUDGE LAURENSON: Well, let's take a ten minute
,

'7 recess at this point, then.
J

8 (Short recess taken.)
9 JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. Zahnleuter?

!-

10 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Yes, sir. The letter is

11 relevant to Contention 26. A.2, which questions the capability

12 of LERO to make certain notifications to the public in a

7"%s ' 13 timely manner.
( )
Af

14 The subject of the RECS lines is discussed on

P

15 - page 31 of the County's testimony on Contention 26, page 30

16 of LILCO's-testimony on Contention 26, and Dr. Cordaro

17 testified about the RECS line between the State and Shoreham
.,

'

18 at page 4,390 of the transcript. -

.

19 JUDGE LAURENSON : Okay. As we indicated, we

20 are going to withhold a ruling on this in light of LILCO's
..

.

assertion-that - the letter has not been received by Mr.
.

21-

12 Daverio at this point, and I will leave it up to you,
A

23 Mr. Zahnleuter to make sure you bring it back to our

24 attention so that we realize that this is a pending request. ,_.s

f ')'

' M to admit a piece of evidence that we haven't ruled on. i
--

*
,

w + , -- _ - , , , - . , - - - , . . . , . ,...-.e., -.- %,--.,.-,.~...-,%. ---
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1 MS. McCLESKEY: Judge Laurenson, if I may,
. ,m
! ) 2, I would like to respond to Mr. Zahnleuter's statements of
ud.

3 a moment ago.

4 I don't understand why 26.A.2 makes this

'5 piece laf information relevant to the issues that we are

6 discussing.

'7 The LILCO Flan -- notification to the public

8- is not predicated on a RECS telephone line to New York

9 State, - and the letter says that the New York State telephone

- 10 line has been deactivated. LILCO does not rely upon New

11 York = State in the LILCO Transition Plan as Mr. Zahnleuter
.

12 has established with many witnesses over the months.

(S 13 In addition, I don 't understand -- I have no-
N,-,) |

14 telecopied this letter to Mr. Daverio, and I suspect he has

15- read it, and'I am not sure how that will help to make the

16 letter relevant, or have a foundation.

End 16. 17-
Sue-fois.

18 -
4'

P -f'

19'
f

20 |
'

21 !
-

22

23
|

24

. f~^); ~

'

L. 25
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#17-1-Suet 1 We have the letter. We have received it. We

(~')N(, 2 understand the one sentence in it. These witnesses have.

3 never seen it. And it's not involving any party from

4 FEMA.

-5 And I also think at this point that the informa-

6 tion'that is stated in the letter, which is dated July 10th,
-7 .was apparently available to the State as of May 25th. Now

8 I would like the opportunity, and I will be glad to go back
-9 'and check when Dr. Cordaro and other LILCO witnesses were
10 ' here to testify on communications issues. But I would like

11 to raise the question why this information wasn't discussed,

!- 12- with them at that-time.
,

'~ y 13 MR. MILLER: I recall the LILCO witnesses testifiedc%).

14' -I'believe, in March on the communications issues regarding
15 Contention-26. And it would appear to me from the letter

16- that has been offered by the State that the RECS telephone
17' systems in-the State facilities were removed following the
18 - testimony offered by the LILCO witnesses.

19 MS. MC CLESKEY: Well, I will accept that re-

20 presentation.- I wasn't involved in the communications-

h
'

21 issues. But I do not understand why either Mr. Daverio's

Z2 . receipt of the letter by telecopy five minutes ago, or the-

23 introduction of the'1etter today, is relevant or has a
24 _ foundation.p

N ')'
~

' 25 JUDGE LAURENSON: I just don't think it is going

C

L
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i#17-2-Suet;1 ' tx) be a very productive use of our time right now while the

7
) 2 'FEPU\ witnesses are sitting here waiting to testify to try

.

-3 to dig out the County's or the LILCO testimony to determine

4 the relevancy factor. That's why, in light of your objection,

!

5 I postponed the ruling on this and deferred it.

6- JUDGE SHON: I would like Mr. Zahnleuter to

:7 answer one question.

8 Is it your position that the absence of a RECS

9- line which communicates solely with New York, the lack of

10 that RECS'line, will in some way impact the workability of

11 the LILCO plan? I believe we have been told by LILCO that

12- they did not really need to communicate with the State,

/''X, , 13 - since the State was not being relied.upon to offer any
'w)

14 assistance.
r

'

-15 Is that not factual? Will this interfere with

16 their plan in some way, in your opinion?

17 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: It certainly wouldn't interfere

18 with it. The difficulty that I have in answering your

19 question is that the LILCO plan and Dr. Cordaro have made

N references to the existence of the RECS line. And, so it
.

21- is ne;:essary to refute those statements. ,

|

Zt I don' t know why LILCO does make those references ,

,

,
but:they do.23

24 - MS. MC CLESKEY: I don't mean to be wasting

~' 25 time-or taking up witness time. And I just have one thing

I

:

,

, --y w- , .-y , - - ,.,.-r ,, v, _ . - , . .7-..,-,---my,-.-w, -..--,.-w.-. . - - - -- _
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#17-3-Suet 1 to add, and that is if what I understand Mr. Zahnleuter to
; ,m,

{j ll be saying is-that he wants to rebut Dr. Cordaro's testimony
3 of. March, then he should file rebuttal testimony and a
4 imotion for leave to file it.

5 This is a totally inappropriate way to get these

6. letters in. And this isn't the first time that we have
t-

7 seen New York State gen up a letter dated two days before
8 it shows up with it at the hearings and have inforg.ation on

F 9' it that it then claims is plain on-its face, and the parties
10 have to go -scurrying around af t::rwards and find out what-

11 the story i',

12 . MR. MILLER: That sounds like an approach LILCO-

- .13(q .h's taken in this proceeding.a

./
'

14 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let's move on with the<

- 15- testimony. - Are there any further questions, Mr. Zahnleuter?

16 .MR. ZAHNLEUTER: No questions, Your Honor.

17 JUDGE LAURENSON: Ms. McCloskey?

18
. CROSS EXAMINATION

19 BY'MS. MC CLESKEY:
'

,

'INDEXX 20 Q Mr. Kowieski,'Mr. Miller asked you whether you had
.

21 had-meetings regarding the Shoreham plan other than the

22 January 20th, May 10th and May lith meetings among RAC
e

23 members. And:you identify two meetings, one with suffolk

24 County officials and one with'LILCO to the review of thep.,

$ ?
,

- -M ' M ' Revision 3' changes. And for the record, I would just like

i

I
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#17-4 Suet 1. to state _that the questions and answers that I have just
- , ~.s

' |- k_,) -2' referred to are at _ Transcript 12,288 through 89.

.3 Now, the meeting you mentioned, Mr. Kowieski,
-

4. -with LILCO took_ place in Hicksville in December of 1983;
.

5L .isn't.that right?

6. _A (Witness Kowieski) December? What date again?

7: Q .I beg your pardon. In January.

8 'A January,

9 Q Of 1983. I beg your pardon.
.

10 ,A -'84.

~ 11 Q '84.

12 'A That's correct.

[f 13 ' Q- Right. And representatives of Suffolk County
-- x, -

14. were invited and attended that meeting; isn't that right?

15 A That's correct.

16' Q Now, .the meeting with suffolk County took

17 place on' January 13th,-1984; isn't that correct?

18 A That's also correct.

19. O And Suffolk County officials invited FEMA to

20 meet with them at that time so that Suffolk County could

- 21 explain its views on offsite planning for Shoreham; is
~

22 that right?

23 A That's my understanding why that meeting was

- 24'p arranged., (')'

~

26 Q Now, it was Mr. Petrone and Mr. Glass and you who

.

- . .
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,

.#17.-5-Suet 1 attended from FEMA; is that correct?
:,- ;
,

1, - 2: A That's correct.
r

3- Q And from the-County there were Messrs. Brown,

4 Lanpher and Jones, right? !

~5 A To the best of my recollection, three individuals
t

'
,.

~6 ' representing Suffolk County.
!

7 Q LILCO was not represented at that meeting;

8 1 is that correct?
.

9 A' That's correct.

:10 O Regardi: Contention 26, Mr. Kowieski, Mr.7

*
;

11 . Miller asked you whether NUREG 0654 required -- f

_ -_
A One minute.. f- 12

n. .

[' { 13 Q
~ . , .

.

Certainly. !

14 A What page?-
~

'

15' O .- I'm at Pa,e 23 of your testimony; is that right?
;

,

HL A Right.

i
17 Q- Mr. Miller asked you whether NUREG 0654 required [
18 ' notification 1to key personnel of LERO within fifteen minutes

19 of the declaration ~of-an amergency. |
I

20 ;And you~ answered'that the population must be
j

21: . alerted within fif teen minutes. And for the record, the

. - - El ; question and answer I am referring to is at Transcript '

!

..
23 12,485.

24 Now, the notification to the public under NUREGrx
:( ,l i
.\

n 26 0654,is within fifteen minutes of a protective action
'

,

_
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-#17-6-Suet 1- recommendation; isn't that correct?
o-

:( ) 2 .A That's correct.
x._ ,/

3 Q It's not fifteen minutes from the declaration of

4 an emergency at the plant?

5 A That's also correct.

6 Q Gentlemen, over the course of the last four

7 days you have referred to your professional judgment, and-

8 your prior experience in supporting the conclusions that

9- you-have stated in'your testimony and in the RAC report.

10 Would each of you please list the nuclear plants

: 11 for'which you have reviewed emergency plans or graded an

12 exercise?-

;['N- 13 MR.' MILLER: . Judge Laurenson, the County would
i !
% ,,'

14 object to the question. The question is irrelevant. We

15 are here to deal with'the LILCO Transition Plan, the Shoreham

16 . plant and not other pl' ants.

17 JUDGE LAURENSON: It goes to the background and

18 . experience of these witnesses.

19 Overruled.

20 WITNESS BALDWIN: This might be -- I might be a

21 bit slow in doing this but I will do it as quickly as I can.

. 22 Connecticut Yankee, which is in Connecticut.
,

23 Maine Yankee, Vermont Yankee, Ginna, Indian Point, Nine

247s Mile Point, Fitzpatrick, Salem, Oyster Creek. What am I
& I'' '- 25 missing? I know there is one more missing in New England.

I
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#17-7-3k$1I 1 ~ Millstone. .Thank you.

p
4 J- lt. (Witness Kowieski) Since I became RAC Chairmanw

3' in November 1981, I was responsible for review of the

4 plans,' preparation for, and execution of exercises in the

5 . State of New York, New Jersey. This involves the following

L6 sites: State of New York, Ginna, Nine flile Point site,

'7 ? Indian' Point; New Jersey, Oyster Creek and Salem.

8. (Witness McIntire) In my case, the involvement
'

of myself is basically the same as Mr. Kowieski. I would9

10 point out that each of the sites mentioned have had at

11 least two and in some cases threa. full scale FEMA-evaluated

12 . exercises-since 1981. .

,/~Np 13 .(Witness Keller) I'm going to miss some, I
\ -.

%J
14 .know. ~ Ginna,. Indian Point, Nine Mile Point, Salem, Oyster

, 15 - Creek, Catawba, Zimmer, Zion, Diablo Canyon, Trojan, Palo'

16 . Verde, Duane Arnold,-Fort Calhoun. And I think about four

17 -more in.the years past.. St. Lucie.

18 .O And am I correct, gentlemen, that some of.you

11F have also been involved in reviewing the generic radiologi-

20 . cal emergency plan.for New York State as well.as. site,

.

21f specific plans?

M. A (Witness Kowieski) That's correct.

M Q And who among you are those?

24 MR. MILLER: I object, Judge Laurenson, on the-s s

I ) -

" 25 grounds of irrelevancy.
p
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1417-8-Sueh- JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled. You may answer.
_,. g

) 2 WITNESS BALDWIN: Do'you want the break-

3- down of the plan reviews and the exercises?

4 BY MS. MC CLESKEY: (Continuing)

5 Q No, sir. I want to know, Mr. Baldwin, whether

6 you have reviewed the New York State Radiological Emergency

7 . Response Plan as well as the site specific plans and

~8 exercises that you have previously listed?

_9' A (Witness Baldwin) Yes.

O- And, Mr. Kowieski?1() ,

11 .A (Witness'Kowieski) Basically, my primary function

12 was.to supervise the review and the consolidation of the-

[^\ 13 comments','RAC comments.
't /
'w/'

14 Q Have you read the plan?

15 A Yes, major portion of it.

16 -. Q Mr. McIntire?

17 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, this -- excuse me,

18 Mr. McIntire. I object again. The content of the New

Hp York State Plan is not before this Board. The contents

20 do not concern Shoreham.

21 JUDGE LAURENSON: This is a continuation of the

22 answer to which your objection was previously overruled.

23 BY MS. MC CLESKEY: (Continuinc)

24 Q Mr. McIntire, have you read -- have you been,

' i 1
' '

2 involved in a review of the New York State Radiological''
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;#17-9-Sut.' 1 Emergency Response Plan?
ItO
(._g't 2 A (Witness McIntire) Yes. My basic responsibility

3 is to' overseeing the review process.

4 Q And, Mr. Keller?

'

5 A (Witness Keller) Yes, I have reviewed the

-6 State generic plan.

7 MS. MC CLESKEY: Thank you very much, gentlemen.

~

8 Those are all the questions I have.

9 JUDGE .LAURENSON: lir. Glass, do you wish to

.10 conduct'any redirect examination now?

11 MR. GLASS: No. I think the agreement was that

12 the County can proceed.
,

-

/ N.
( ) 13 I~would like to -- and we would reserve ourP

v
14 opportunity until later. ;

,

15 What I would like, though, is some direction

16 from the Board as to the rest of our schedule today, be- |

' 17 cause I know there are some matters that we had to discuss

18 at the end of the day, including the' scheduling that is to- [
,

~

19 .take place for FEMA's reappearance.

M JUDGE LAURENSON: Let's go off the record for
i

- 21 e moment.

22 (An off-the-record discussion ensues.)

Z3 ' JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. Let's go back on

24 the record. After some extensive negotiations, the '

:(~}-
-t ..

\m,/
25- parties have arrived at two agreements which I will ask them

*
.

9

. , , -v --,e e w = . , ,. ..--->--,.,-..m ~ -,e.-, - , '-m, -r-- -- -- .r- ----.
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O"#17-10-SneT 1 to= place'on the record. Thereafter, the Board will announce

,

its' decision on the LILCO motions to admit revised and"'(v| 2-

3 supplemental testimony on Contentions 85 and 88. Thereafter,

we.will turn the questioning of the FEMA panel of witnesses4

5' back to the. County-until 5:15 this afternoon at which point

|6 we will permit 1New York, LILCO -- New York and LILCO to do ,

7 ' recross examination, and we will permit Mr. Glass to. con-

duct redirect examination,8

And that will then terminate the testimony ofg.

. 10 this. panel for this week. So, at this point I will ask

11
- whoever'wants to be the spokesman to read into the record '

12 the agreements concerning FEMA's testimony and depositions

'concerning their testimony which will be heard in August,[~T 13

\_j
-

14 .along with another request for an extension of time con-

16 cerning the brochure testimony.
,

:16 MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson, I will be
,

17 ~ happy.to read the agreement into the record.

The first matter deals with the deposition of'

18

19 FEMA's witnesses on training issues. It's the County's

3 understanding that FEMA's testimony will be submitted to
.

21 all'the parties by close of business August 6th. It is
>

22 also the County's understanding that cross-examination of .

23 this panel on all the remaining issues is going to commence
';s

24 . on August 14th. t

-~3
I ( )

's Now, while the County can't ma) e any determinatic'n !I '''

!
'

s

, -. . - - - . - - - - _ . - - . . -. . _--
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?#17-11-Suet 1 that this amount of time will be adequate to conduct mean- ,

'
s

(/) 2, ingful cross-examination and review the testimony and then i

s-
'

3 conduct meaningful cross-examination, the following agreement

4 has been reached. On August 9th, the~ County will depose

5- FEtiA's witnesses on the training issues and on their

6 testimony. Also, on August 7th, the day following the
,

7f receipt of the testimony, the County will inform the parties [

:8 as to whether or not the deposition will be taken irdivi-

9: dually or as a panel. The County will endeavor to try to
,

10 take the deposition as a panel.
"

.

11 With respect to the motion for an extension of '

s

12 time, the County moves the Board for an extension of time

= yN. 13 in which to file testimony on Contention 16.E. This deals2

.

~ 4 : 1

'w.J
14 ~ .with the public education brcchure and specifically the -

15 . issue.of'its. description of the health effects of radia-
.

'16 tion.

-17 The reason for-this is as follows: When the
,

;18 Board' set its' schedule for the-filing of testimony and ,
,,

'

19 other matters regarding that testimony, one of the County's

20 chief witnesses was out of the country. It was our under-

|- L 21 standing that:she would be back two days ago, that is
'

.

22 - Wednesday, and that that would give us enough time to pre-

n- _ pare her.cestimony.which is, under the present schedule,
_

24 ' set to be filed I believe on Monday. Apparently, our ;

O, f_,)
\~ / 2 witness has not returned'from abroad and has extended her

,

4

4'
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#17-12-Suet 1 vacation.-

/N. ~

3,j
~

'2' Therefore, we need to have an extension of time

'3 in which.to prepare her testimony. LILCO has agreed to

4 this extension. And also-the parties have agreed that

5 - motions to strike will be done orally; no particular time

.- 6 has been set.. Also, they have agreed that a day before

.

7 _. the oral argument on the motions to strike, the parties

si will exchange a brief one-page typewritten statement

9_ briefly setting out those portions that each wishes to

10 strike and a one-word description for the grounds for the

11 - motion to strike.

'end #17 12

Reb .- flws13
v

. 14

15

+

16
*

,

17
,

- 13
<,

'

19

f

20 ,

I
i

- - 21
;

22
:

* ' 23
i

24
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25 ;

|

!

!

1
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I
1 JUDGE LAURENSON: I am sure the parties have

b
: l, ) 2' also agreed that they will supply the Board with a copy of |. x J. -

3 that?

4 MR. MC MURRAY: That's right, Judge Laurenson.
,

'

i
'5- I'will ask the parties whether I have left

6 anything out?

7 MS. MC CLESKEY: Well, in-light of the statements

8 .that you have made about the possible inadequacy of the
~

'9 -FEMA filing schedule and the juxtaposition of depositions

10 c.nd testimony and all of that, I just want to state

11 that it is our understanding that the county has agreed

12 thatfit is not going to contest the adequacy of the
... .

' |f'S{ 13 August 6 filing, followed by a deposition on August 9,
- C /.

~

14 : followed b'y cross-examination beginning August 14, and

15 '' that;that'was.part of the agreement that led LILCO to
i

16 . agree to a two-week extension of filing on 16.E.

17 1 In other words,-the day.after the deposition,
,

18 : .we are not going to see any motions regarding its

19 -inadequacy from the county?

Si ~MR. MC MURRAY: We are not saying we are,

21 going to file any motions. The only thing that we

H- said was that we.are not conceding or agreeing that

# between the receipt of the testimony and the time that

24
7 3, testimony is to begin, that there-is adequate time to

,~! I
'' '# #-

review that material and prepare cross-examination.

m
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l '. We are ' not saying that there isn' t enough
9.- % '

-2 time. We-are just saying, we haven't seen the testimony.L( j
.v

3~ ~ The fact is.that a lot pf this agreement -

I

1|
4 has been made in a-vacuum. We understand that. We areg

!

'5 : - goina forward -with the depositions on the 9th. We are j
>

' 6 . going-to receive'the testimony on the 6th. We are l

4

T7 going to go forward.with cross-examination on the 14th.

8 MS. MC'CLESKEY: And Mr. McMurray, you are
.

19 - waiving your right to file contesting motions 1.ater on?

10 MR. MC MURRAY: We are being presented with
~

.

11, . circumstances beyond our control and we are going forward

. 12 and have no intentions of . filing any motions.

J 13 JUDGE LAURENSON: Is the state, the staff and
i% -

!

14 PEMA in agreement with all of these proposals? I
+

|
.

15 MR. ZA!!NLEUTER: The state has no problem

A-
~16~

r
. with these proposals,-but-the state would request copies

17 'of all thi estimony and_ correspondence in a timely manner. :

_

18' MR. GLASS: Certainly, FEMA agrees.
,

19 MR. BORDENICK: Same for the staff. We have t
;'

20 no problem with the proposals presented. We would also

21 request copies of anything that is exchanged between the

22 county and LILCO.

23 JUDGE LAURENSON: The Board will accept these
|

} f

24
.

agreements. We will extend the time for filing testimony'

(
'' 25 on the brochure, contention 16.E, from July 16, until [

;*

4

, - e, , ,,-,,,,,,,~,w,-,,-,,~,,,..w,-- ,-na-,,,m--~~,-n m.,g,-. ,,,-,,,-,,n ,,-,-+n ,-n - - - ~ - - ~ ,,,~~-n---
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1 July'30. And we will further accept the suggestion that !
'

#
J/ ' . j

d, 2 . motions to strike'be done orally on that testimony. |s

3 ~One other matter, while we were having our ,

!

'4 discussion off the record, Mr. Bordenick indicated that ,

5 the' staff now has a date on which it will file its

6 testimony on contention-11. |

7 MR. BORDENICK: Yes, we do. Judge Laurenson,
,

-

I
''8 that date is July 25, 1984, and as I indicated off the

8 record, I will discuss with the. parties a time for

10 the' staff to present that testimony. In my own mind~

11 I am. thinking of the second week of the three-week

12 session scheduled ir. August, but I will pursue it with

qq
! ). 13 the parties-and we will get back to the Board.
xj

'14 ~ JUDGE LAURENSON: At.this time Judge Shon will '

-

; present'the Board's ruling on LILCO's motion to admit15

i
16 ' supplemental and revised testimony on contentions 85 and 88.

17 tJUDGE SHON: In fi' lings, dated July 3, 1984, f
,

18 LILCO moved for the admission of supplemental testimony {
'
,

'18 _on contention 85, recovery and reentry, and revised
. y

20 testimony on contention 88, dose criteria.and cost

21 : benefit. analysis for reentry.

H The testimony was in each case attached.

23 Both of these proposed pieces of testimony

24 . reflect changes wh'ich occurred in the LILCO transition/''N

D
96 plan in revision 4. Fundamentally, these changes were

.

_ . - . - - _ _ - . _ . _ - - _ _ . . . . . - - - - . . . - _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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, i I

1- 'made in response to' comments made by the regional |q_
,) 2- assistance committee of FEMA in its report, dated |, ,

3 ~ February 10, 1984.
!

4 The material on contention 85 also answers in
1

5: ' part certain criticisms leveled by Suffolk Cour;ty

6 witness Gregory Minor in his testimony filed March 21, 1984,'

7x and the change-in the testimony addressing contention 88
.

8' accommodates, at least in part, a concern expressed by

.9 .Suffolk County in contention 88.1

4

10 - Specifically, both FEMA /RAC and Mr. Minor i

11 criticized the plan for failure to calculate total

12 : population dose prior to reentry. The supplemental testimony

[''Nf 13 on contention 05 describes the calculation scheme added ;
x s. ,

. 14 to_OPIP 3.10.1 to fill this gap.
|
t

15 The' revised testimony on contention 88 reflects f.
L16 changes made in recovery and reentry provisions which, one, .

17 change the. radiological reentry criteria from criteria

. 18 founded on disintegrations per second to criteria founded |
?

19 on population dose; and two, change the criteria for {
t

20 temporary reentry from criteria founded upon cost benefit

21 ratios to criteria founded on EPZ Protective Action Guides. !
|

.22 The changes are an attempt to meet a concern

I23 expressed by FEMA /RAC. They also answer concerns expressed

24 by Suffolk County in contention 88.

'
" ~' 2 We have set forth four tests which must be met

i

. _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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!
-1 for the admission of rebuttal or supplemental testimony. |

?-N = |( ,) 2 One, the testimony must be relevant to an important
|
|3 point in the original testimony. Two, it must be relevant i
i

l4 to some decisional aspect ~of the case. |

t
5 Three,_it must not be cumulative. Four,

!

.6- movement' must show that the material could not have !

7 been filed earlier. i
i
!

8~ LI LCO , in.its motions, does not address these

8 four points precisely. It does,-however, note that the

10 : proffered material on contention 85 is limited to an

11 addition to the plan which was made in response to the

'12 FEMA /RAC report.and which also responds to the concerns
~

,

a

[/') in'Mr.' Minor's testimony.13

N,,,,

14 As regards timing per se, LILCO notes only

15 - that efficienty7also commends filing this supplemental

16 testimony now,1rather than as rebuttal testimony after

-17 - questioning Mr. Minor. That.is, LILCO would deem it- |-

18 inefficient to file even later-than that.

18 Presumably, the material was not filed earlier

18 - ' because' revision 4-was only recently released.
!

21' In the motion regarding the revised testimony

U - - on contention 18, LILCO argues only that, "LILCO's

23 prefiled testimony.on contention 88 no' longer is an'

24q-% accura'te representation of' the recovery and reentry
,

+ |
~' 26 provisions of the LILCO transition plan. In order for LILCO

I'
,

1

- - - . _ . - - . _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -
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.1; ' ito make'.its f testimony accurate :as of the date of the '

|m.
..,

2 : hearing,;it.is necessary to file revised testimony on
,

_ I'_
-3 ' contention 88 at this time." i

i
~ -

. ;

'4'
~

(This_ morning we heard argument from the other ,

a. ,

.. i5+ parties with regard.to the proposel material. Suffolk

:6' County notes that 'both pieces of testir.:ony are founded

17 ' "upon~ revision 4 , a revision which Suffolk County has had
.

~

.

I8. 1no chance.to; review..

9- |With regard to the material on contention 85,

i 10 '
'

Suffolk County argues that, one, it does not relate to

;11 LILCO's original testimony but addresses matters

12 |never mentioned therein. And two, it'is untimely.
,.

-

13 Suffolk County argues that the FEMA /RAC report

14 - hasLbeen available since March. The Minor testimony i
e.

15 . since March. _Even.LILCO's reply to FEMA /RAC is two
,

<

T : 16 months old; 'In Suffolk. County's view, this testimony

i
Of 17f - could have been. filed earlier, since LILCO surely knew j,

i'38' Jof the modifications.before revision 4 was circulated, i
,

l
19 : Suffolk County would urge that if this ;

'#- - material'is admitted, Suffolk County be allowed time

2
. 21 : to reply.

22 .As for.the revised testimony on contention 88,

23 . the county deems it also untimely and for the same reasons.
-

_ : . . 24 Curiously, Suffolk County would characterize both matters

' . 25 - as rebuttal ,to-Mr. Minor, thus suggesting that they

'

s

J g
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1

1 might be more timely had then been filed later. !
_ .;,m

2( ,,.- The State of New York supports Suffolk County.

3 The state points out that LILCO has presumably taken !
!

41 April, May, and June to prepare this material, knowing

!
5 all'the while that the changes would be made. Thus, '

i

[6 , the' county and the state should not be forced to respond

7 in a-mattoc of. days.
,

8 Staff has no objections to admitting the

9 proffered testimony.

10 We have carefully considered the positions of

11 ' the parties. At the outset, we note that we can

- 12 hardly exclude' material which-presents.the plan as it is,
'

-

.f. x.}- rather than as it was. 'To litigate the adequacy of13~
. -

- 14 ' planning features which no longer-exist would be to-

15 follow' Alice right.through the looking glass.
.

16 Clearly, however, this material could have been
4

17 offered earlier. How much earlier, we have no way of

18 knowing. Clearly,=also, the county and the state
_

18 _must, in fairness, be given some chance to review it

# and to prepare a reply.

21' The material is- neither lengthy nor complex.

' 22 We 'believe that the parties can readily come to some

23 accommodation on the matter of scheduling the testimony

24,e~w and any' responding testimony without the Board's setting
a b .

26 fixed dates at this time.
--

.
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1- The motion'to admit supplemental and revised
y
: ( 3,) 2 testimony on contentions 85 and 88 is granted. We will

'3 : expect the parties involved to report on next Tuesday,

4 .'J u l y - 1 7 , .regarding the arrangements that they have made

5- to schedule this-testimony and any testimony in reply.
T

.6 JUDGE LAURENSON: Thank you, Judge Shon. *

7: I think there was one statement there about
!

8 contention 18 that.should have been 88. Just so -- I

8 think ILheard 18 at one point. Just to make sure,

10 we are only talking-about 85 and 88. I think that should

. 11 Se clear.

12 Pursuant to the Board's earlier decision
..

4d p 13 concerning allocation of time this afternoon, we will
A ,,/

I4 turn the questioning back to the county at this point. i

15 MR. MILLER: Thank you, Judge Laurenson. I

16 am.just going to pursue a few follow-up questions, based

17 upon the questions of Mr. Zahnleuter and Ms. McCleskey, I

{
18 and then Mr. McMurray will continue with his questions. I

,

I8 CROSS-EXAMINATION

- # BY MR. MILLER: (Resuming)

21 0 . Gentlemen, you were all asked by Ms. McCleskey

22 to list for her the plants thrt you have -- the plants,

23 I should say, the off-site emergency p.lans that you have

u 24rg reviewed for particular nuclear power plants.

\_) E Do you recall those questions?

.
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1 A (Witness Baldwin) Yes.
v-~s . ,

1 L '

q ,4 2 Q I would like to ask you --
*

.

1
'3 A. (Witness Keller) I think that ycut statement

-4 is a.mischaracterization of what I thought Ms. McCleskey
.

'5L Easked us. -Maybe.I.was wrong in what I thought she
i

6 asked.

7 I . believe her questica was, what sites have j

8 you reviewed. plans 1for, or. participated in exercises for.
'

8 AndfI'think your statement, your question was, ;
-

L

10 what| sites have we reviewed plans for. |
!

-11 At least as far as my case is concerned, I

12 lumped'both of those together, as I thought I characterized ;

i,~ <

l }' 13 her. question.. *

%d ,

'2 14- .O Thank.you, Mr. Keller,
i

.

: 15 Is that the case.for the rest of the panel?
!

16 A .(Witness | Baldwin)| Yes, it is for me.
'

17' -O flat me ask, did any of the plans and nuclear
'

18 - plants that you listed for Ms. McCleskey involve a

18 utility ~-off-site emergency-response plan?
_

. <
,

E' A No. |

21 E '

A (Witness Kowieski) I can -- let me explain.

21 the. situation ~that -- we had a situation around Indian

"
23 Point.. Rockland County, which is one of the four r

}#'Sf M counties-located, at least portion of Rockland County is,

N/ !

25 located within ten-mile EPZ, at one point decided to k

;
;

i'

~

, , . . - - . - . , , - ,- -,,,.,-,--,,,---,,.--n.~ , , . - ~ - . . . . . ---,n-
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1 withdraw from;the four-county planning process, as
; -

3 _,| 2- 'well as not to cooperate with the state, especially

3' federal government.

| - 4- In response, the state of New York -- actually,
t.

~

[ 5 the' governor directed the-lieutenant governor to develop
6 Ecompensating plan for'Rockland County. Such a plan

IJ 7 . as-developed, and the concept of the plan was tow

8 substitute for Rockland County resources. And the substitute

8' came from the state and both utilities, PASNE as well
j

10 - as Con Ed.

11 Q Mr. Kowieski, excuse me. Time is short.
..

12 I think the panel, the parties, and the judges are

'[< .}. 13 aware of~the Indian Point situation.
'w/

I4 Is it' fair to say that Indian Point was never

.15 =

an emergency respoase plan sponsored solely by the utility?
!

16 A- That is correct. 1

17 'Q And in Shoreham, it is the case that it is a

18
utility who is sponsoring this plan, solely a utility,

18 correct?

20 A That is also correct.
_

'
.

21 ~
Q And there is no governmental involvement

-
s

22 by cither local or state government with the LILCO plan, ,.
,

correct?
-

-

24>s A There is involvement of Brookhaven National' ' '

''b 25 Labs. '

3

,

t

ir ig
. .- i - . . . . . . _ _ . - - _ - - _ - - _ - - - _ - - - - - - -
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-1 g- Local or state government, I said.

A
i.w,J i , Do you consider Brookhaven to be a local2'

3 . government. agency?

L

.-'4 A I understood your question, other governments.
,

!

5- ;I referred to the federal government. The federal
i

.6 - government, in this~ case DOE, agreed to assist LILCO I

I'

7
_ .in case of radiological emergency.

,

8 Q You-would agree with me, Mr. Kowieski, that
.

!

t
'I there is no local or state government involvement ;

,

. 10 with Shoreham; isn't that correct?
l- !I

11 A (Witness Keller) It is my understanding that i

12 - Connecticut, which is a state government, says that it

' f''] ; 13 will implement protective measures, if required, within
U

14 . the 50-mile EPZ,'as it' appears to Connecticut. -

15
Q Mr. Keller, I would love to explore your j

i
16 understanding further. I think there is an agreement ]

e' i
17 that contention 24.R would come up in August, and I will ;

"I abide by.that agreement. We will discuss it in August.

d' Mr. Kowieski, let me ask you, Ms. McCleskey i

20 also asked for some clarification, I suppose, from a

21 question I had asked you. earlier in the week.

22
3 I think what you have told Ms. McCleskey is i

237 that the declaration of a protective action recommendation
,.y

E# 24 '
j x. must be made within 15 minutes to the public; is thatN

,

x! I t

25 correct?
:
>

b

L

F

,,,--,,|-4,- --n , , . , - - , ,-v,-, ----,,-,,,,-,v,------.,~,_v. .-r--- ,..~,--.-.--.,,--c, ,,--,,,.,,+-m,_,,wn. -
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,

''

(Witnesses-conferring.).

T'+

2
s_ / ~ A (Witness Kowieski) Fifteen minutes after

'

3-
notification, yes.

4
'

(Witness Keller) Time is short, but if youA

5-
.would let me try. There are two 15 minutes involved.

6
One is a. requirement which is basically an on-site

7;

- requirement which requires the utility to notify the

8
off-site people that an emergency is in progress, once

.9 .

.

they have made a determination of what'the' level of

10
emergency.is. That is one 15-minute requirement.

11'
Okay?

12

And.in this case, that would involve LILCO

/~s 13
'I )- talking to local LERO.
NJ~

-Q Could I interrupt you, Mr. Keller. That first
15

requirement that you have just mentioned, isn't it i
16

the case that.that.first requirement for 15 minutes begins
17

with the declaration of the emergency at the plant?
18 '

A Once they have established that they truly have
19

an emergency, that is correct.
20

Q Fifteen minutes to notify off-site response,
- 21

. correct?

22

A That is correct.
23

Q And in this case, that is LERO, is that correct?
24

./~] A That is correct, but that is primarily an on-site
\/ 26

requirement, and we really don't get involved with that

.. .. .. .. . ..
. - -_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ .
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1 except insofar as our review of off-site capability is

2
x , concerned, that somebody is there to receive that.

- 3 And whether or not the initiation of that

4 message is within the required time is really an on-site

5 function which is strictly in the province of NRC.

6 0 Would it be fair to say, Mr. Keller, that

7 notification to LERO with respect to this first 15 minutes

8 you have talked about would be notification to key

9 emergency response personnel --

10 A No.

11 0 -- of LERO?

12 A No, that is not correct.

'' ' 13
i Q Who do you say notification --

14 A The notification of the Hicksville customer

15 service office constitutes adequate provision for receiving

"I this initial notification off site.

17
Q And that is your opinion, sir.

NI A That is the opinion of the RAC, I believe, and

19 the members of the panel.

20 A (Witness Kowieski) That is correct. That is

21 opinion of RAC.

Q The opinion of RAC is that notification from

the plant to customer service office must take place

24
within 15 minutes and that such notification would

25
satisfy the requirements of 15-minute notifications to

.
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!

1- off-site response; is that correct?
:-q

'

\j -2- A_ (Witness.Keller) That is-correct.
P

~3 Q Can you tell me the basis-for the RAC's
:
'

4- opinion in that regard?

.5 A NUREG - 06 54.
:

f6- 'O Where in NUREG'0654?

7 . A Well, as ILsaid, this really is an
>

8 -on-site issue and should be~ approached with NRC.
,

~J

8 The off-site portion of this issue is concerned
,

!

10 ' solely with.the fact,oor the lack thereof, that there is

11 an ability to receive this initial notification.- Okay?
!

12 And we have testified that according to the

f'''\; 13 plan, the customer service office at Ilicksville is manned
? L .J . '

14 - 24 hours a day.
.

15 We judge that that would be adequate.

16
'

0 Yes,. sir.

17 I am asking the basis ' for that judgment. If it
r

18 .is your. personal opinion, that's fine. I,
.

18 A Plan review. !

;

20
., _ Q And you are saying that the RAC committee addressed

I - 21 this issue? !

22 A. This issue is addressed in every plan review a

1

23 I

because -we have to look at whether or not they have
;
;

24 r

}r-} the' ability to receive the initial notification. ;

'

\-<? g
Q Could you point me in the RAC report to where it

:

_. _ . . _ _ . . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . , _ _ . _ , , _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . . . ~ _
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1 is stated that this capability of notification within

2 15 minutes to off-s~te response is satisfied by the LILCO

END 18 3 plan?

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 o
|

11

12 i

,

O ''

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

0 .
-

#

<

_ _ _ _ . . . _ - _ _ . _
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1
'

A- (Witness Keller) Give me a moment. It is
~s _

_

)- 2 basically under criteria element E, specifically E.1.~_j-

3 -Q Mr. Keller, criteria E.1 says that each

4- organization, and in this-case that will be LILeo, correct?

5 A That is correct.

6- Q Shall establish procedured which describe

7 mutually agreeable basis for notification of response

8 organizations. .Are you telling me that you consider a

9 customer service operator in the Hicksville office to be

,
10 a response organization?

11 A Yes, I do.

12 Q That is an interesting conclusion , Mr. Keller,

?^( 13 and that is why I am asking you to give me the basis for
X ]'

14 .that conclusion.

1!L A The customer service center in Hicksville has=' >

16 a response role. That role is the first -- in its initial --

17 is to receive the initial notification from the control
18 room. And actually, I. guess for symantic purposes, or

19 whatever, prior to that initial notification, Hicksville

20 is a LILCO function. I

21 After the initial notification, Hicksville I

i

22 bc omes LER0, or a portion of LERO.
,

L

M Q Yes, sir. And when cus tomer service office

24 receives notification from the plant, customer service officeO
\ l,

iA/ 25 is supposed to, under the context of an emergency at the plant ,

.

i

f

. _ _ _ , - __ - _ , , _ _ , .-- __,._...__ _ _ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ , _ , _ _ _ _ . , , _ , , d
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1 immediately provide notification to emergency response

V) 2 personnel, specifically key emergency response personnel,

3 isn't that correct?

4 A That is correct. That is the second part of

5 .their'amergency response function.

6 Q But you exclude this notification of key
.

7 emergency response personnel from the fif teen minute require-

8 nent?

9 A That is correct, and this is on the basis that

to this is what is done in every other emergency plan that we

11 have seen.

12 Q Well, you have never seen an emergency plan where

v'' '13 there has been notification given to an operator in a custome:-
; N)y

14 service office, have you?

15 A 'That is correct. We have seen it where they have

16 - been given to. firemen, to policemen, to other officials.'

,

17 - .The fifteen minute initial notification is from

18 the onsite people to the of fsite people, and since in this

19 case it is the same entity, however, our assumption is that

20 as soon as that-initial call comes in, the previous LILCO

21 people now become LERO people, but it is, according to the

22 concept of this Plan, the offsite response organization is

2 -called LERO.

24' Now, they are made up of LILCO employees and. j.
~

'- 25 a few volunteers, et cetera, but it is primarily LILCO'-

,

. . . . . . . ..
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l' employees.
,,
l ) .2' Q- And is it fair to say, Mr. Keller, that what

3 you are telling me is that a single operator in the customer

4 service office in Hicksville, once notificntion is received,

5 would constitute LERO?

6 ?. At that instant, that is correct.

7 Q I would love to talk to you further about it,

8 Mr. Keller,.but I am going to have to move on.

i
>

9 Mr. Kowieski, you were asked -- let me go back

10 to-where I think we started with this. In terms of

11- declaration of the emergency at the plant, and in terms of

,
. providing notification to emergency response personnel and12

/~~T 13 -providing notification to the pablic -- okay, two separate,

L)
14 things, correct, do you agree?

15 A (Witness Kowieski) I do. I am sorry, inter-

16 connected but, you know, it is two separate issues.

17 Notification of emergency response personnel, and notification

18 of the public; two separate issues, yes.

19'+ Q And isn 't it correct, Mr. Kowieski, that under

N certain situations notification to emergency response

21 organizations, LERO in this case, and notification to the

n public cculd be required to be performed at essentially the

! 23 same time?

21 A Again, as we already testified, in a likelyA
L' 25 event when the plant status'will reach general emergency,

!

|

..

i
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i obviously the LERO local response director would be basically

2 notified by Hicksville customer service office about the

3 emergency, and he, in turn, would direct Hicksville office

4 to activate alert notification system.

5 Q I am not sure that you understand my question,

6 Mr. Kowieski. Let me try to make it a more particular

7 question. If you have, for example, a site area emergency,

8 and the decision is made to activate the sirens at that

9 level, which is possible under the LILCO Plan, would you

10 agree?

11 A (Witness Keller) That is a possibility, yes.

12 Q Now, isn't it possible that the decision to

13 activate the sirens, thereby notifying the public, and the
.

decision to notify LERO would begin at essentially the same14

15 time.

f 16 A No.

17 Q That is not possible.

18 A Because you have a fifteen minutes when decision-
e

19 maker -- when message is received, there is a general

20 emergency at the plant, or site emergency, and in the opinion

21 of the decision-maker there is a need to activate the

22 alert notification system, there is a provision in NUREG

23 0654 that there is fifteen minutes -- that alert notification

_
24 system, as well as the message itself, the EBS message, shoulc

25 be issued in fif teen minutes.

1
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1 A (Witness Keller) I think maybe this will
g-(y,

) 2' clarify, and maybe not. -I'will try.
<

'3 The second fifteen -- I think we cleared up

4 the first fifteen. minutes. That is our opinion of it,

5- but you don't agree, apparently, but at least cur opinion

6 the first fif teen- minute requirement. The second fifteen,

.7 minute requirement is a requirement of fif teen minutes

8 .after the decision-maker, whoever he may be, makes a decision
,

9 that a protective action is warranted, the public must be
,

;

10 notified within fifteen minutes of that decision.
11 Q Mr. Keller, would you agree with me that -- here

12 is my scenario, and hopefully we can move on. An emergency
,

~~ !

/N 13- happens at the Shoreham plant requiring notification to the
'

V
14 public. Within three minutes, the director of local response

t

-15 is notified, and immediately decides we must notify the

16 public.

17 Would you agree with the notification to the
.

18 public under this scenario, must be made within eighteen i

19 minutes from the time the emergency was declared at the

20 plant?

21 A Under your scenario, as I understand it, that

Zt is correct.

2 O Mr. Zahnleuter asked some questions regarding

24 the NAWAS, whatever -- the N-A-W-A-S communications system.,

7_3
I \
\# 2 I just want to ask a question, having reviewed these letters. :

. _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _
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l.

1 Is it fair to say that the NAWAS communications
5.

{ ; 2 drop, or system, at the Shorehr plant is required to bes-/'

3- in ,..3ce prior to fuel load?

4 A (Witness McIntire) There is no requirement

5- for a NAWAS drop at Shoreham. An offsite requirement.

6 Q 'Is there an onsite requirement? Is that what

7 you are saying.

8 A We don't know.

9 _A (Witness Keller) Fuel loading is an onsite

10 situation.

11 Q Have you seen this March 1, 1984 letter, Mr.

12 McIntire, or anyone on'the panel? The letter from Mr.

- (''\[ 13 Mandell to FEMA -- Mr. Mandell is with LILCO.
'L)

14 MR. GLASS: Mr. Miller, just to c,,larify, do you
15 want to identify-these as exhibits?

16 MR. MILLER: Not really. I just really want

17 to ask the question,.this letter seems to state, and in
18 fact, let me just read the sentence, It says: --

19 MS. McCLESKEY: I object to Mr. Miller reading

20 parts of documents into the record, if he is not going to

21 try to enter them into'the record as an entire document.

22 MR. MILLER: I am trying just to get a clarificatiou

23 on a point, Judge Laurenson.

7-
24 JUDGE LAURENSON: Are you objecting to him

! }i

\' # referring to the document?
,

MS. McCLESKEY: My understanding was he was

I
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i 1 preparing to read portions of it into the record.
{ rm .
L. ( ) 2- MR. MILLER: I want to read a portion of a
q -

t

. 3- sentiece and ask Mr. McIntire if he can tell me what it
[
[j 4- means,-.yes.

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: Do you have copies of that

6 document?

7 MS. McCLESKEY: Yes, sir. I believe we were

L 8 all provided copies by FEMA.

9 JUDGE LAURENSON: The Board doesn't have any.

10 The witnesses don't, ei ther.

11 MR. GLASS: They were provided yesterday. They

12 were given out.

(''j) 13 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I am referring
L

14 to the March 1, 1984 letter, and I want to ask one question.

15 JUDGE LAURENSON: You didn't give us these.
I

16 ' MR. GLASS: I have the letter.

17 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I would like to

18 ask my question, and then I think Ms. McCleskey if she

'19 has an objection, can make the objection. There is no

20 question pending right now.

21 My question, Mr. McIntire, if you have the

22 March 1 letter in front of you, there is a statement from

23 Mr. Mandell, of LILCO, to FEMA, which says: We have been

24 under tbc ression that completion -- and he is talking
('' 26 about completion of an NAWAS -- is required prior to fuel

load.

_.
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i'
1 Do you see that statement?

. ,m, .

() 2 MS. McCLESKEY: I object to the question, because,

3 if it is an onsite matter as these witnesses have testified,
4 it is irrelevant to any of the contentions in this proceeding .

5 MR. MILLER: These witnesses brought up the

6 issue of this communications system yesterday or the day

7 be fore , and I think there is confusion on the record, and

8 I am trying.to clarify it.

9 MS. McCLESKEY: Well, my recollection is that

to they brought it up because they were asked about it,

11 but in any event --

.12 MR. MILLER: If is not because they were

(~j 13 asked about it, Ms. McCleskey, because I had never heard
In '

-

14 of the system before I asked the question.

15 MS. McCLESKEY: I am not sure how reading

16 portions of letters that you are not attempting to get

17 into the record, and asking the witnesses about onsite

18 matters is going to clarify the record.

19 MR. MILLER:- I am trying to determine whether

20 this is an onsite matter.
M; .

21 JUDGE LAURENSON: The FEMA witnesses have

n already answered the question that they are unaware of

23 any such requirement as an of fsite matter, and I don 't

24 know that a letter from someone at LILCO addressed to FEMA,_
,

( ).
A> - 25 clarifies that matter at all, since it doesn't address the

.
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1 specific question.

7q
,) 2 MR. MILLER: My question is: Is this system,

3 if it is -- whether it be an onsite or offsite system --

4 required to be in place prior to fuel load?

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: Well, we can't go into that

6 if it is onsite. Our limitation on jurisdiction is only

7 to hear offsite emergency planning matters, and they have

8 indicated their answer to the extent of our jurisdiction

9 to inquire into the matter.

10 MR. MILLER: Let me try another question, Judge

11- Laurenson . I withdraw my last question, I suppose.

12 Well, I don't withdraw the question. Is the

/''S 13 Board ruling that the objection to the question is sustained?
,]

14 JUDGE LAURENSON: Yes, it is sustained.

15 BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)

16 Q Mr. McIntire, do you know whether this NAWAS

17 communications system has any offsite consequences?

18 A (Witness McIntire) It is our understanding it

19 is not referenced in the Plan, and it is not part of a formal

20 offsite requirement.
P

21 Q Mr. Keller, you were asked by Mr. Zahnleuter

22 about the signature page format which is referenced on

23 page 12 of your testimony. Is it fair to say, Mr. Keller,

24 that under the LILCO Plan, because there is no involvement
/ .h

25 by the local or state government, that there is no instance'
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1 where a signature page format would be adequate in lieu'

O
j] 2 of formal ' letter of agreement?

:3 A (Witness Keller) That is what I thought I
,

'

4 testified when I was asked the first time , and I would say
5 so again.

,6- Q I was just trying to clarify. I thought that

7' is what you said,.also.
4

8 A I will say it again.

. 9 0 Mr. Kowieski, there was some discussion with

to - 'Mr. .Zahnleuter about this language, ' adequate, provided

11. that ..''and when that language was added or placed into

12 :the formal RAC report that was released to the NRC.

'(~'). ' 13 . :Let me ask you sir, I take it that it is fair
\_/

14 . to say 'there 'is some :line drawing that has to be done

15_ between determing whether a NUREG element is inadequate,

16 or whether ' it could .be rated radequate provided that

.

something would be done.in the Plan. Is that a fair17

:18 statement?

- 19 A' (Witness Kowieski) Yes.

20 0 And.I take it that you used professional judgment

21 in making that determination, is that correct?

22 , A -NUREG. What was contained in the Plan, and

23 professional judgment, sure.

(D
- 24 Q And as Mr, Keller has pointed out, some of the

-t' 'j .
'M elemen~ts rated, ' adequate provided that ' the language..

*

H
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1 was added following the January 20th meeting, and not reviewed

by anyone on the RAC Committee other than yourself and Mr.2

3 Baldwin, is that correct?

4 A Just the te rm, 'provided that '.. , yes, that

5 is correct.

6 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson , I am going to
7 turn the microphone over to Mr. McMurray.

8 CROSS EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. McMURRAY:

10 Q Mr. Keller, I just want to clarify something

I thought you might have implied earlier in response to some11

12 questioning. I believe it was by Mr. Zahnleuter and some

13 follow up questioning by Judge Kline.~

; '

14 I understand, and I think we have established

that the RAC does not go out and try to verify things in15

16 the Plan, okay? Isn ' t that correct?
17 A (Witness Keller) That is correct.

18 Q Thank you. Now, I understand you don't actively
19 go out and try to verify something, but let's say that
20 information is presented to the RAC. For some reason,

21 information falls in your lap. Let's take a hypothetical.

22 For instance, you hear that a RECS line which

is mentioned in the Plan does not actually exist. Now,23

24 under normal circumntances, do you then try to verify,

1
25 whether the RECS line exists, or not?
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1 A First, if information comes to our attention,
.n
( y 2~ falls in our lap, appears on our table, we would considerV

3 it. And the major thing in what we would do af ter looking
4 at this information, would be -- specific about this RECS
5

line -- if the Plan involved the use of this RECS line in
:6

a substantive way to protect the people, or to -- yes, to

7 protect the people, right?

8
That would be quite a concern, and I am sure

9 we would follow that up.
10

In the case of the RECS line and the present
11 Plan, the RECS line is basically a courtesy notification
12

since the State has diavowed any interest or anysystem,

gs 13 desire to do anything. The fact the RECS line between the('~'} -
14 LILCO control room and the State warning point is no longer
is there, if it ever was_ there, is of little consequence, and
16 would probably not require a follow up.
17 0 Focusing not necessarily on my hypothetical, but
18

on the principle, you are saying, though, that if you do
19

receive information, even though you have not actively tried
20 to receive it, you can't avoid it -- it just falls on your
21 desk, you then will review that information to see how
22 it affects the adequacy of the Plan, correct?

End 19. n
Sue fois.

24',

S;

' -() 26

l-

.

'

E
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:

#20-1-Suet 1 A (Witness'Keller) That is correct. And if it :
03 !

) 2 affects the plan in some substantial way, I would presume,

3 we would follow up. f
4 (Witness McIntire) Although we usually prefer !

5 receipt of such information through some sort of formal

6 submission with the name of a contact or something like
.

7 that that we can, you know, contact. |

v

8 Q Mr. Keller, let me refer you to Page 56 of your f.
9 testimony regarding selective sheltering. On Page 56, !

i
10 you refer to Table 3.6.1 of the plan; is that correct? |
11 A (Witness Keller) That is correct. .

L

12 0 On Table 3.6.1 -- Table 3.6.1 does not specifi-

('~') 13 cally mention selective sheltering as a protective action
L,J

14 recommendation, correct?
.

15 A I haven't found it yet, but my recollection is

16 that that is correct.
.

17 However, I think the reason we reference that

r

18 is because, as we quote from the plan, the selective

18 sheltering option is considerabic only if the projected

20 dose, with the sheltering factors, are below the PAG values :

21 'which are tabulated in Table 3.6.1. ).
22 Q Doesn't the EPA PAG Guide, which is Table 3.6.1, I

23 set out protective action recommendations for doses below
t

24 the PAG Guido limits, that is one rem whole body and five !
-s

\/ 25 roms thyroid?

,

.

.
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p#20-2-Sue h' . A My reading of this table shows in the first

b/ 2 block, in the center of the table, no planned protective
3 actions. LERO may issue an advisory to seek shelter and

4
to await further instructions.

5
Q So, it does mention what could be done below

6 those limits, and one of those considerations is not

7 selective sheltering, correct?

8 A That is correct. But what is -- my interpreta-

' tion of what is listed in this center block states: Issue

10
advisory t.o seek shelter and await further instructions.

II
That advisory would be for the total population,

1

12 not for the radiosensitive population, i.e. the pregnant ~
'

{3
7

) 13 women.and children. The selective sheltering option would,

14 be lower.than this, at projected doses lower than this,
is unspecified.

16 0 So, Table 3.6.1.just doesn't address this?

17
A No, but it does address the PAGs --

le '

Q Right.

19 A -- which are listed, and in the selective
~

# sh'eltering discussion'it says you only consider selective
21 sheltering when doses are below the PAGs. This table in- ,

22 cludes the PAGs; therefore, the two are linked.
,.

23
Q In your opinion, the fact that selective, shelter-

*T' ing'is not mentioned in Table 3.6.1 offers adequate guidance,

L,.'

25 for recommendation of selective sheltering?

;

i.
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520-3-Suet I A The fact that it's not in the table doesn' t up-
.-f,.

,) . 2 set-me any, no. "4

3 0 I'm saying, you seem to use that as -- the fact

4
that it doesn't exist as supportive of your testimony.

5 A Is that a question?-

6 0 Is that correct?

7 A I don't understand your question.

'8 0 You.have stated that 3.6.1 does not mention
8 selective sheltering as a protective action, correct?

10 A That's correct.

II v So, Table 3.6.1 docs not offer guidance or guide-
12 lines regarding_the implementati,on of-selective sheltering,
13 correct?

wl .
14 A That is correct.

18
Q In your opinion, does the LILCO plan contain

16
adequate guidelines for determining when selective shelter-.,

17 ing will be recommended?

18-

A Yes.

19
Q And is that based solely on the printed portion

" of the plan appearing in your testimony on Page 56?
21

A That, and recognizing that you have to be able

22 - to. identify what the PAG dose values are, yes.
23

In addition, as we have already testified, under

24 the current situation this is an option which in my opinion
26

can never be exercised for the followinq reasons.

.
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#20-4-Sue @. O I think you stated those reasons.
r ~

) 2 A Let'me finish, if you will. If the State, ,,

3 decides to. actively participate at some later date, for
4 whatever reason, then I would assume that this plan would
5; be completely disposed of and we would have a normalr

6 sequence plan.

7 Q Let's go to your testimony cn1 loss of offsite

8 power, gentlemen.

9 A Where are you referring, please?

10 Q Page 96 of your testimony, Contention 95.

11 A Thank you.
-

12 O It's true, is it not, that the LILCO Transition

; 13e'
j Plan does not have a source of backup power; isn't that
-Q,

14 correct, Mr. Keller? You can answer yes or no.

- 15 g- The LILCO plan has no backup power, that's
16 correct.

IE Q The LILCO plan doesn't indicate whether the

18 siren system has a source of backup power, correct?
18 A That is correct.

20
Q And you don't know other -- so, you have no

21 reason to_believe it has a source of backup power, correct?
22 - A That it does not have, that is correct.

. 23'

0 Are you aware of a storm this Spring which caused

24
7- loss of power to at least ten of the sirens in the EPZ
i !s' 26 around Shoreham?

s
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IO20-5 Suet A I am unaware of the loss of power to any number

2( of sirens. I am aware there was a serious storm on Long
'

|3
Island. I am aware that power was out for extended periods !

l

4. in various areas of Long Island. I know not.hing about
!

o whether any n' umber of sirens, one, ten or eighty-nine were
6

affected. !

7 0 Well, were you or any member of the panel or
a

FEMA informed by anyone that sirens lost their source of

8
offsite power during that storm?

10
A (Witness Kowieski)' To the best of my knowledge,

II
nobody in FEttA was informed that one or all the sirens lost

12
their power during the storm.'

.,.

^ I3i ) Q Does that cause you any concern about the LILCO |Ns- 4

I* '
siren system?

A- There is no requirement that LILCO should notify

I*
FEMA about siren failure at this point.

I (Witness Keller) Particularly for a non-,

I8
licensed site. I

II
Q There is no requirement? You are saying that

"
there is no requirement that they inform you as to whether

or not the siren system works?
!
|

A (Witness Kowieski) At this point in time.

|- (Witness McIntire) Excuse me. I don't think
|

24Fx t!)at was your original question. Your original question
' ( ,)

'
~ ' 28

had to do with notification of loss of power for a certain

i

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - - - . _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ . _ - _ . _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . - . _ _ _ - _ _ _ - . _ . _ _ _ - _ _ - _ . - _ - . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ - - . -
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# 20-6-Suet g number of sirens. Now, you changed it I believe to the

2 system doesn't work.
-

3 Q Work properly, and tir. Kowieski says not at

4 this time.

5 A (Witness Kowieski) Well, again, if I -- I'm

6 sorry. I answered -- it was my follow-up answer to your

7 first question,

g Q You don't think this is a matter that should

g be of any concern to PEtiA, correct?

go A (Witness McIntire) There is a difference, as

11 Mr. Keller tried to point out, between requirements and
,

12 concerns of ours between non-operating and operating plants.
~'

13 Q Do you think that LILCO's -- that the loss of

14 offsite power to LILCO's siren system should be a source

15 of concern to PEMA?

pg MR. GLASS: Your lionor, this has been asked and

17 answered at least three times.

p5 MR. MC MURRAY: I.t has not been. The answer

19 keeps shifting.

20 MR. GLASS: If you are changing a word, but you

21 are still getting the same response.

22 JUDGE LAURENSON: The question is whether the

23 loss of offsite power should be a concern to PE!!A? Is

24 that your question?-s
,

25 !!R . MC MURRAY: Yes.

.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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#20-7-Suet 1 JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection is overruled.

2 And after the answer to this question, that will complete

3 the questioning by the County of this panel.

4 WITNESS KOWIESKI: At this time, this does not

5 concern to FE!!A. Ilowever, I would like to qualify. If

6 this would be operating site, this would be a real concern

7 to FEt1A.

8 JUDGE LAURENSON: tir . Zahnleuter?

9 MR. Z A!!NLEUTER: No questions.

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: Ms. McCloskey?

11 tis. MC CLESKEY: No questions.

12 JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. Class?
. _ -

13 MR. GLASS: No redirect.;

14 MR. !!C !!URRAY: Judge Laurenson --

15 (Laughter.)

16 t1R. !!C !!URRAY: Before I go on, 'et me confer.

17 with fir. Miller, please.

18 (fir. 21111er and tir, fictturray are conferring.)

19 !!R. !!C !!URRAY: Judge Laurenson, the County still

20 has questions regarding the FEMA testimony, and I'm asking

21 the Board whether we are barred from asking any further

22 questions.

23 JUDGE LAURENSON: We gave you a choice of

y 24 procedures to follow when we started into this on Tuesclay.

-

25 llave you determined where you plan to make your election?

-___ .__ __- - ___- - _-_ ._ _ -
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#20-8-SuoT 1 f1R. 11ILLE R: Judge Lauronson, based on the

) 2 options given to the County on Tuesday, which I'm looking
,

| at now in the Transcript Page 12,146, the County would |9

4 i olect of those two choices to file the written offer of |

5 proof. And the way I road your ruling, that offer of

6 proof would include, if the County decidos it is necessary,

7 a motion for reconsideration asking the Board to provido

8 more time to the County to pursuo questions during the

9 wook of August 14th with PEMA witnesses.

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: Lot me ask the question this
i

'

11 way. If you had an extra half an hour or so, would that

12 climinato the nood of the County to file this request?

13 f tR. !! ILLER: No, sir.,

14 JUDGE LAURENSON: I'm sorry. Your answer is?

15 Mit. MILLER: No, sir.

16 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think than perhaps to mako

17 the record clear as to what our intention is that tho
>

18 County should go forward and file its written request, and

19 all parties will bo hoard on that.
,

N But insofar as this hearing is then concerned,

21 the Board is prosently datormining that the testimony from

22 the PEMA witnesses concerning the thirty-throo contontionn

23 identified in the lottor that I bo11ovo was captioned

,~ 24 " Ground Rules for pet 1A Witnonnos" or nomothing to that
'

t ,

^

25 offect, that area of testinony will be closed unless the !

_ ___________ _ _ _
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#20-9-SuoT 1 County is ablo to persuado us that the matter should bo

2 reopened.
_,

3 MR. MILLER: Judge Lauronson, lot me just mako
, 4
'

4 a quick statomont. And I think the Board underntands

| the County's position.8

6 Tho County never intended, nor did it over

7 as Mr. Glass has intimated to the Board off thoagroo,

'
a record I boliovo, that wo felt questioning of thin PCMA

8 panel on all the innuos listed in that lotter could be
,

!
to concluded within thic one wook. It's clear from the timo

Il estimatoo in our croco-examination plan of four to fivo

12 dayn that wo never would havo mado such an agroomont.

I3'

'; And we do intend to pursuo the nocond option

~

14 offorod by the Board, hui I want to make clear a couplo

15 of things. Pirnt of all, uhat wo intend to do at thin

to
| timo in to review the transcriptu from thin wook, mako

17 ; a datormination au to whethor wo would fool it would be
!

I8 ! prudent ind advinablo to put into the record an offor of
18 proof in this matter, including the emergoney reconnidera-

20 tion.

21 Wo havo further questionn to purnuo but wo aro

22 yoing to look at tho tranneriptn and try to mako a decinion

23 which would be a fair decinion, in our opinion,

24
fN | In addition, Judge Lauronnon, wo would roquent
(

'

25 that the Itoard's timing of thin written offor be roconsiderent.

|

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - ____
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#20-10-SuoT 1 An I understand it, the Board is saying sovon dayn from

) 2 today the written offer of proof munt be filed. Judge

3 Lauronson, frankly wo havo gono through thin problem before.

4 In light of the fact that Mr. Metturray and I are in hoar-

5 ings, and in light of the fact that wo are the attornoyn

6 ronponsible, wo simply cannot commit to mooting a deadlino

7 novan days from today to filo any writton offor of proof i

8 and motion for reconnidoration.

9 Dotwoon now and tho and of noxt wook, thoro are

10 obviounty going to be many other mattors requiring our

11 attontion and our timo. I would suggont, Judge Lauronson,

12 that our written offor of proof, if wo indood file one,

{' 13 would bo required to be f11od on Wednunday, Augunt the

14 int. I suggest that dato becauno that in throo buninoan

to dayn attor tho ond of the July honring schedulo. It would

to permit tho partion to utill ronpond within novon days: that

17 is, by August tho Oth. And it would otill permit the Donrd

18 almont a wook to rulo boforo tho l'I:MA witnannon enmo back.

19 And I think in that way the County would not bo

20 prejudicod by having to try to preparo nuch an offor of

21 proof and continuo with tho hoaringn at the namo timo.

22 JUDdf; LAUR!:!1Holi You are taking nightoon dayn

23 for yournolf but you aro limiting them to novon dayn, thon. {
24 Mn. titLLIR: Well, Judge Lauronson, in allm

( l
.

28 fairnonu ! think the preparation of tho offer of proof and
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20-ll-Suet 1 the motion for reconsideration certainly would require more
t ,

j. !2 time and effort than a response.

c ~3 And, secondly, I can assure you that it's not .

4 -that we are going to use eighteen days. What I'm saying

5 to the Board is that in light of the workload facing the

-6 County'and the lawyers for the County right now, we will
,

~ 7. prepare that offer of proof, if the Board would accept
8. my proposal, probably beginning July 20th which is the day
9 the hearings end during this three week schedule.

,

'10 So, it would give us the week-end and two full

11 business days before we would have to file.

12 MR. GLASS: I have'some concern about our ability
:- '

,

13
-

| ) tio be able to resporad; s.ince- we are the . main party that is
q ,- K ~ + ~

,

-14 bei3q affected in this ma'tter.. -m~
, ,- 's.

, >,

s. -
r

15.
,'' We -- I am already'commitsed to be in Washington%+ '

, s.'

.that particular.'weekY the week.of the''Ist. I realize the
,

16

\< '

(._ .. 1
-

' ,

(* County will probably accommodate me'and filovide copies to, 17
:

- i w,

| t,, ,

s, ,

18
;; h 'me'down inmW;tshington. But I am 'there in another meeting.1 r

m' i '''n. . '' -

s
..

. i8 d . $!d esre.br.ining -- our witnesseslade dddn there on-other
w s .

-

7 u *-
_,.

'' + % -y
meetiIcp;,an.d matters and are tryin@ to work on~their20

,

,

. e s .

,,
y J s. A '.c s,s - .-

' s

21g'%| testimony.- They gre bringing pe'ople in' $o" try to work on
: t E ;4 --.

,

- 22 f.{_k, their- tect,i.n ony.y- 3,
,

,s ,y s
. ;i i

-<y ; .,

3 _ , s
-

;s , ., -.

Q. A 23 's , " ,,1,.g Ne are filing our tes dmonyhoh the 6th, and I. .

th n - .x -.

N; 24 s * do Want to havehn. opportunity to at least confer or review7 s, _s

{ ) y. . e , , ' ' , , y*' N x ..%m
#

[[.[ : ,25 .what my'witinh:a$er, )re doing. \ Add.tdatdoesnotleavemeany
'

\N ' x _ ';.m..s -
-

-
,, ,

.
,

% \
. , ,

. *g p ^ ) g** '
N'

-, s'g
,' r

_ | pr ~ '

.g. *:%- y.O _ ' ~ ;Q y . ~~h,
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',#20-12-Suet'l time to really respond.
,-

i ) 2 We have depositions. It just is not giving met,

3 an adequate time at all.

4' MS. MC CLESKEY: Without belaboring the point,

5 LILCO would oppose an extension from the schedule set out

6 by the Board. We are all busy, and I don't think the other

7 parties should have to compensate to allow the County to
8 allocate resources. You know, they have other people that

9 can be working on these issues.

10
MR. MILLER: I have made a statement in that

11 ~ regard before, Judge Laurenson. We do not have other *

12 people.to work on'these issues.
. ,m
't i. 13 (The Board members are conferring.)
.\ }.

I4'end #20 JUDGE LAURENSON: We have considered the re-

: Reb flws 15 quest .for an : extension of time. And frankly, we feel that

16. .since the County.has already spent two and a half to three

17- days this week questioning this panel of witnesses there

18 - really can't be that much-left that is going to take a

18 lot of time to make up an offer of proof. But in order

'20 .to give the County a few extra days we will, instead of
'

-21 requiring this to be filed in seven days we will extend it

22 to' ten days.

23 The County's response will then be due on

24,ssy -Monday, July 23rd. All other parties will also be given
:( 1

-~# ~ :25 .the same period of ten days-to respond. Their responses

. will be due on Thursday, August the 2nd.
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1 That will then give us an opportunity to

) 2 decide this motion and to notify all parties before we
,

3 restart the hearing in August on the 14th.

4 MR. MILLER: Thank you, Judge Laurenson.

5 We will endeavor to meet that date of July 23.

6 JUDGE LAURENSON: Anything else before we

7 close the record for the day?

8 (No response.)

9 The hearing is adjourned. We will reconvene

10 here at 10:00 a.m. with the county's panel on training

11 witnesses next Tuesday.

12 (Thereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the hearing was

I3 adjourned, to reconvene at 10:00 a.m., Tuesday,

I4END 21 July 17, 1984.)
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